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Established June XU, 1862.

MAINE STATE PRESS, is published at the
some place
©very Thursday morning at $2.00 a year,
Invariably in advance.
Advertising.—One inch ol space, in
length ol column, constitute a “square."
$1.50 per square daily first week ; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square, throo insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week alter.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00 per square
per week; throe insertions or less, $1.50.
“Special Notices,” $1.25 per square firstinsertion, and 25 ctv. per square for each subsequent insertion; half a square, $1.00 first insertion, 15 cts.
each su bsequent insertion.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Phess” (which has a large circulation in every par®f the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion*
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
I3T* JOB PRINTING, of every description, executed with dispatch; ana all business pertaining to
the Office or Paper promptly transacted on application

undersigned have this day formed
nership under the li&uio and style of

THE

copart-

a

Commission

Forwa

and

Business,

ding

Fine, Medium

Spruce, Fine and Hemlock Lumber, Laths,
Clapboards, Shingles, &c.
HARD

AND

SOFT

E. B. HOUGHTON,

Portland,

A.

N.

&

NOYES

SON,

PORTLAND

MAINE,

•

0joking, Office and Parlor Stores,
OF

HEAVY

IRON.

his

PUMPS,

LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
aU kinds of Tin, Copper aad Sheet
Don, in quantities to suit.

to merit the

PLUMB E R!
Or

Force Pumps and Water Closets,
PORTLAND. ME.

N. A. FOSTER

&

Copartnership

c o.,

Notice.

undersigned
under the firm name ot
THE

have formed

IN

L.

DANA

&

copartnership

a

Grocery and Fishermen’s Outfitting Business.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,
Cm. .fMilk and Line Sts.,
S. K. HILTON,
)
j. p. Perkins,
PORTLAND, ME.
C. R. F. HILTON, )
Iabld3m
KS—Produco Sold on Commission.

Portland, Feb. M,

(

WORCESTER,

ISM.

undersigned have this day formed a copartrpHE
JL nerslip under name and style of
EMERSON & BURR,

Commission ^Forwarding Merchant
Q7* Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold

LUTHER DANA,
LUTHER W. DANA,
FRANK J, DANA,.
fe22tf

Copartnership Notice.

GENERAL

For the purpose of selling READY-MADE CLOTHING,and GENTLEMEN'S FURNISHING GOODS,
in Mechanics’ Building, No. 317 UongresB Street.

on

b EMERSON,
M. L. BUKK.
mhM&ui i

Northern acoount.

Portland, March 17,1886.

Offioe—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf,
Va.

Advances

Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell &
Senior: Gerrtah & Pearson: John Dennis & Co.;
Clark Read & Co. Portlaud Me.
no2Sd6m

undersigned
TIE
AL ADVANCES
for

are
on

sale, or shipment.
good security,

BOSS £ FEEJYY,

prepared to jnake LIBERgoods in transit, m store,

Also

19—dtt

Jan

on

/

Copartnership hereto
existing under the
THE
of K. K. .l AUKHON SbON,
will
ore

STUCCO AND MASTIC WOEKEES,
Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sts.,

name

be

PORTLAND,
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing prompt-

Wholesale and retail dealers
and WOOD, Sawyer’s Whari,
Dec 21,1865—dtf

attended to. Orders from out oi town solicited.
May 22—dtl

11 ANUTA CT C R EBS AND

Middle Street,

New

r.

Arcade
DAVIS,

IS

L.?: HASKELL,’
J.

of

Cases of auy size and width made to order, and
forwarded with promptness.
It is our aim to furnish our customers and the trade
with Good Sound Warranted Goods. To those who
are already oar customers this last remark
perhaps
is not necessary: to those who are not, we would say,
“Give us a try.’'
ARA CUSHMAN,
CHARLES H. STAPLES.
12—d3m
Mar

CO.,

MILWAUKEE,
WISCONSIN.

■

Feb 24—dSm

CRAItt k

J. E. FERNALD
MERCHANT

STURTEVANT,

Commission Merchants, ^RE
GRIFFITHS,

March

Successor. to Joseph Gray & Co.,

|SP"Prompt attention paid
our

line.

to

Dealer

LAW, Commission Merchants,

AT

AND WHOLESALE DEALEltS IN

Patents,

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Lard, Beans.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

FICKETT,

Photographic Good*, i
Mirrors and Engravings.

M&uufaoturer of Mirror ft Picture Prazr.ea.
No. 28 MARKET SQUARE,
Portlakd

KING &
Successors

to

---—--

IRA

BERRY, JR.,

WATCH-MAKER,
AT

No.

Chase, Littlefield & Co.,

March

Dealers In. all kinds oi

Hardware and

Window-Glass,

C.

33

H.

JPatcnt

FURNITURE
and
Varnished.
I would remind remind mv old cnatomers and the

& Counsellors at
Middle Street#

CL »F SHEPLBT.

Boot. Shoe& Rubber Store,

STROUT,

ornoE ovee canal
(mhlWtf)

Second-Hand

A'o. 3 53

Law,

A. A. STEOUT.

|

Street.

AT
S.YMUEL ItKT.T.’Ht
be found one of the best selected stocks
oi BOOTS. SE IOES and RUBBERS that can be
found in this city, which will be sold at the lowest
cash price, at 363 Congress Street, nearGroen St.
SAMUEL BELL.
Oct 24—dtt

CAN

bank,

Congress

■ii

SLAVEY,

Distillery

92 Exchange St*

for Sale.

mHE building known- as the “PORTLAND DISA TILL
including all the machinery, apparatus, Cisterns, Tubs, Ac. contained therein, situ
ted on Canal and Beach Streets, together with the lot
of land containing about 20,000 square feet.
The Machinery, Apparatus, &c., are all in good repair, and he water privilege is unsurpassed.
An excellent opportunity is here ode red lor any one
wishing to engage in the Distilling business or lor
any other manufacturing purpose. For further part .culara enquire on the premises.
March 19,1866.—d3w

By

Limington, two

miles from tl

e

COLBY & TWOMBLY,
22 Exchange St, over Merchants’ Exchange.
We take pleasure in referring the public to tbe
following well known Gentlemen and business! firms
In this city.
Hon. Israel Washburn Jr. Messrs. Lynch,
Barker
& Co.
Hon. BenJ.Kingsbury, Jr.
Messrs. Deering, Milliken
C.M. Rice, Esq.
& Co.
Isaac Emery, Esq.
John D. Lord, Lag.
Messrs. Yeaton & Hale.
Messrs. W. & C. E. MIDI- Messrs. Chas. E. Jose & Co
ken.
Mar 23—dBm
•'

'Hanover

in

man who is competent to tako charge of a
Boot and Shoe Manufactory, (or would go into a
retail store at present;) has had large experience in
buying stock and. selling goods. Understands all tbe
practical parts belonging to the manufacture of boots
and shoes, and is willing to make himself generally
useful. Can give the best of references.
Address R. A. H., Lock Box 2105, Portland, Me.
Mar 24—dlw*
a

Salesman

(LENTS’ LINEN
Got up in the Best Possible manner,
Notice,

WHOLESALE GROCERY

Said Farm contains nineland, or more, or less, to
Buit buyer; well divided into tillage,
pasturage aim wood land, cutting thirty tons of hay.
Has a bouse, bam, Stable and out-buildings,
if as
an excellent orchard of over three hundred trees—
Mostly grafted fruit. Said Farm is one-haif mile
from the Post Office, Academy, Church, Depot and
Stores.
Also, the Stock and Farming Tools if required.
Inquire of the Post Master at Gorham Comer.
Gorham, March 13, lSfiH.—dtwtf

C. PARKER.
B.—Special attention paid to cleaaing Bed and

N.
Mattress Ticks.
Nov 4—dtf

House and Land in Westbrook for
Sale.
have for sale a good and desirably located lot
of Land, near the Morse House, on the Graves
Hill road in Westbrook, containing 15 acres, with a
and a half story House, in good repair; a
good one
Barn, Shed, plenty gooa water, &c. We will sell the
house, buildings, and six acres of land if desired—
or the entire property. The buildings are good and
in good repair. The land i good and in good ordeT.
The title clear—possession given at short notice.
For particulars please call on GEO. T. BLAKE,

WE

the premises, or on
HENRY BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
March 27—d3w

on

P.

O.

Wanted.
Agent

in every town in the State of Maine to
now, convenient and useful patented article. Ladies or Gentlemen wishing foe a rare chance
to make money should call on, oi addresss,
J. HANKERSON & CO.,
130 Middle Street,
Nov 23—dtf
Portland, Maine.

AN

Dwelling House for Sale,
AT GORHAM VILLAGE.
A two-story dwelling house, newly finished,
>£££*. with

Ifljtil

VERMIN.

SCAB,

a

a

on

SHEEP, ANIMALS, and PLANTS.
If farmers and others cannot obtain fids article of
traders in tbeir vicinity, it will bo forwarded free of

charge by

JAS. F. LEVIN

gentleman of this city—One Thousand Dollars lor one vear, for which twenty per cent, interest will bo paid, and mortgage given on desirable
real estate in this city. Good references given.
Inquire of
PATTERSON & CHADBOURNE,
Mar 28—dlw
82J Exchange St.

FIR

Agt. South Down

Oo.

private family.
Address D. O. D., through the Post Office, stating
where an interview can he nad.
Mar 27—dlw*

23 Central Wharf, BOSTON, MASS.
March 1—d&wlra

Salesman Wanted
Dry Goods Jobbing House;
with Maine trade preierred.
a

Coal,

Coal,

Coal.

INReferences

JUST

Cor. Franklin Wharf & Commercial
275 Tons Hazelton

St.,

Lehigh,

EGG

AND

STOVE SIZE.

one

These Coals are oi the very best quality, and warranted togive satisfaction.
Also, BOO cords ot best quality of HARD sad
SOFT WOOD, which we will scd at the very
lowest price and deliver It to any part ol the city at
short notice.
ty Give us a call and try us.

the partners. Said Mill is situated in West Falmouth, seven mile
from Portland,
contains the best machinery in use for the business:
has an excellent water
power, and is favorably located for obtaining white oak and elm of the best
quality, many desired quantities. Connected with the
above is a Grist Mill, with two runs of
stones; also,
circular saws, planing machine,
&c., &c., all in good
running order. For particular Inquire of J. S. HOBBS
or ALFRED MERRILL, at West Falmouth.
Mar 27—d2w*

rl

yjj'il gross and Carleton
JaUJu-65 feet on

Stree s; measuring about
Congrc& and about 120 ieet on Carleton Street, with the thrcc-story House thereon.—
About one-half of the value may remain on mortgage
for a number of years. For further in.ormation" apSTEELE
IlAYES.
ply to
Portland, March G, 1S66.—dtf

very desirable lot of Land, situated on
Pearl, between Cumberland an J Okford St., havabout
ing
seventy leot front, o .d containing ever six
thousand square l'eet, sufficiently large for two first-

THAT

class houses.
For particulars enquire of DANIEL PLUMMER,
or W. C. MEANS.
Portland, March 7,1SGG—dtf

For Sale.
Two Fairbanks’ Scales, 2nd hand
No. 7, drop lever, on wheels, capacity
2500 lbs.; as good as new; UUbe sold
TUKEY & WATSON,
58 Union St.
E3T*Scales of all kinds taken and repaired and sold
on commission.
mhGdtf

t
Jan
15th—dtf

S. ROUNDS & SON.

GOOD FLOUR,
GOOD BREAD I

WANTED

Wanted.
experienced girl to do all kinds of bouse work,
in a small family. Satisfactory wages paid, and
recommendations
good
required.
Call SO Preble Ubuse.
mh26dlw

AN

1005 Bbls. Canadian

Flour,

Embracing all grades from No. 1, to choicest Superior.

1064

a

tam-

Wanted.
SITUATION Wanted, by a young man who ha*
O spent filteon months in the Union Army. Can
do almost any kind of work. Address
D,” Press
Office.
mh29dlw

Wanted.
A CAPABLE and experienced GIRL to do houseiA work. Apply at No. 8 Spruce Streot.
March 29—dlw*

Lost l
State and
BETWEEN
Wednesday af ernoon,
TEN

Commercial Street, on
a gold enameled Sleeve
DOLLARS will be paid to the tinder
on leaving It at Lowell & Scnter’s, Exchange St.
Mar 29 d2t

Bbls. Western Flour,

International Hotel,
OPPOSITE CITT BUILDING.

No. 78 Commercial St.
N. B.—A large variety of the most desirable
brands obtainable in the Western and Canadian
markets constantly arriving.
All Flour warranted to prove

as

Portland, March 16th, 1866.—3w

recommended.

PRIME

337
HHDS.) Muscovado Molasses,
42 TCS.
supeiior article

new crop;
pr. Bark St.
Bom
Jago,
M&tanzaa, lor sale by

}a

)
CHASE, CRAM & STURTEVANT,
1 BBL.

Boxes

Havana

Sugar.

ALSO,
340 Hhds. I SIERRA MORENA MOLASS64 Tos. I E3, tor iale by

D.

JOHN

Corn

LORD,
1J Union Wharf,

March 23, 18C(S.—d3w»

Cheap

!

bushels OF CORN at Seventyfivs Cents per bushel, in 100 bushel
GEORGE F. FOSTER,
No. 2 Galt Block.

Mar 14—dtf

Portland & Rochester Railroad Co.
entitled to

Stock
persons
Portland and
ALLRochester
Cn.,
requested
of
Middle
Company, No.
R. R.

the

most elegant

Btyle,
And is Now Opened
B.

in the

are

64

te call at the
and ex-

St.,

change their Bond3, Coupons, and Trustee's Rocsf pts for certificates ot Stock.
LEWIS PIERCE,
Treasurer P. St R. R. R. Co.
do5tt
Dec 4, 1865.

to

the Pnhlie by

lUlEWHTEK,

FORMERLY OF THE SKOWHEGAN HOUSE.

Mr, Brewster would bo happy to meet his old
(blends and the public generally.
Portlrnd, Feb. 2,1865.
<jtf

Lease & Fixtures for Sale

to

House.

Tlie undersigned being compelled (on account ot ill health) to relinquish Hotel business, offers for sale the lea e and a portion
of the fixtures ot said house.
This hotel ranks among the first in the
country,
and commands a large proportion of the travel.
It
has one hundred twenty-five
rooms, perfectly ventilated and substantially famished. Attached to the
house are Bathing Rooms, Shaving and Billiard Saloons, &c. In connection with tne house is a large
and convenient Stable, with a fine livery stock.
To
any one desirous of entering the hotel business will
find this a rare opportunity with comparatively a
small capital.
HARRISON BAKER, Proprietor.
Jan 30—c!3m

Not

a

gentlemen.
|3T'Hemember the place, opposite Wood’s Hotel
WUlow Sts.

felOdtf

|^“ Ii you are In want of any kind ot PRINTING
call at the Dally Press Offioe

ZST Readmit Matter

COFFEE.
i A good supply 01 Fresh Grain, ROASTED AND
PREPARED COFFEES, constantly on hand.
Care will be taken in the selec ion of goods in this
line, and our customers can at all times be supplied
with a prime article at the lowest prices.

SPICES.
Pure Ground Spice* of every variety, put up expressly for us which we war rant to give perfect satisfaction.
Coloum’s A. Durham Mustard, New Castle Bi-Carb.
Soda, Saheratus, Choc .late. Starch, Corn

Starch, Sugars, Creim Tartar,
Washing Blue, Ac.
The Fore.t City Tea Store,

ty REMEMBER!
No. 86 Exchange St.

mblSeodlm

Super Extra
SILK HATS1

SUPER tXTRI KERSEY HATS,
NEW

a

few doors

COOK

Shaw

south
Mayberry House,
THE
land Bridge, Cape Elizabeth.
rear

All the Latest

end of Port-

over

ALL COLOBS.

STEAM

DREDGE.

turnace

The

For Sale.
goodSchr. Acadia, 84 tons. (O. M.) burden,
well found, with Sails, Anchors, and Chains, *c
For particulars inquire of
J. BUXTON, JR.
Yarmouth, Mar 28,1866.
mh29d2w*

THE

WHOLLY COMPLETED
and ready as soon as th. lee leaves the harbor to
commence bar work far the oouiing waioo, and the
underslgued desires a share of the public business.
CHARLES F. MONTINE.
Portland, Feb. 10.—d^n*

Flour, Pork, Lard, Seed!

CAPE ELIZABETH

MINERAL SPRING.
A Spring, which for its Purity and Healing
power,
may well be called

The Pool of Siloam.
ISAAC BARNUM, the propri tor of Grand Trunk
Dining Rooms, with much pleasure would announce
to his friouds and the public,
that, having become
fully convinced that the Mineral Water, issuing in
such abundance from the premises of Dr. J. D. Buzzell, of Cape Elizabeth.posses^es ex raordinary efficacy and powor, not only for the preservation of health,
but in the removal ot disease, he has purchased of
said Buzzell, a fine lot of land, including the Mineral
Spring, and is about to erect upon the same, large
and commodious buildings for the accommodation of
invalids,and all others who may desire the benefits of
drinking and bathing In this medicinal water.
The chemical analysis of this water, by one oi the
most scientific, accurate and popular chemists in
New England, A. A. HAYES, M. D., State
Assayer, Boston, Mass., whose Certificate is here
appended, and who does not hesitate to say that
it contains several of the most valuable medicinal elements which render it extremely valuable In the removal ot a great variety of diseases; as well as the
practical demonstration of its wonderful efficacy in

already too numerous to mention,
doubt, that this water Is equal, if
not superior, to any yet discovered in the United
States, with the advantage of being entiroly free from
cases

must dispel every

smell.

State Stbeet, Boston,

dredge machine, constitution,
which baa been undergoing repairs in her Machinery, and the addition or New Boiler., Ac., i. now

1

17th

Jan’y, 1866. j
A sample of Water from a remarkable Spring owned by Dr. Buzzell, has been analyzed by me, and its
composition ascertained and class determined.

It is like the “Poland Water** a medicinal water,
dependent less on the amount of saline matter present, but more on the kind of compound. With the
chlorides ot sodium, magnesium and calcium, commonly found, are crenales of iron and lime and
silicate of potash and soda: the whole amounting to
nine and six-tentiis of one grain, in one gallon.
I his water is entirely tree from the usual
organic
matter, is saturated with nitrogen gas m solution,
and is therefore very light and agreeable as a bever; in this respect resembling the Clarendon water
age
or Vermont.
It belongs the class of gaseous waters,
with slight alkaline action,
containing silicate of

Respect, ully,

A. A. HAYES, M. D.,
State Assayer.

The Public should also be apprised of the superior
location ot this Spring, it being only about one-hali
mile from the bridge leading from the Portland and
Boston

Depot, in pleasant prospect of the city of
Portland, and where patients and visitors can enjoy
the advantages, not only of sea air, but of bathing in
sea or

LOTS.

X“WHITE ROSE,”
BOO “R
Uhl.. “Dandaa” Canada
300

Can-

XXX.

SO Tierces “Boddi’s” Lard.
“
“
100 Bbls.
"
60 Bbls.
Mess Pork.
50 Bbls. Northern Clover Seed.
100 Bushels New Hampshire Tim-

othy

do.

Just received and for sale by

Chase, Rogers

Hall,

&

61 Commercia Street.
Mar 23—d3w

BLANCHARD’S

Improvement

on

Steam Boilers!

boilers 700 degs. of heat is thrown away.
a loss 01 1-8 the fuel.
The question is
how can this be saved. Mr. Blanchard
has invented a boiler that takes perfect control ot all
the heat and makes it do duty in the engine. This is
very simple in its construction: after the engine is in
motion the smoke pipe is doted tight, and the waste
heat carried through heaters, heating the steam to
any temperature desired; the remainder carried
through the water heater, using up all the waste
heat but 200degs.; the heat being reduced so low
there can be no danger of setting fires by sparks
thrown from engines, which will add much value to
this invention, besides the saving 1-3 the fuel.
For particulars inquire of
WM. WILLARD,
Corner of Commercial Wharf and Commercial St.
Feb 24—dly
some

ONmaking

often asked

-’

..

FOR

REFINED

L E !

_8A

second-hand HAND PRESS for sale cheap
applied for soon. Size oi Platen 20x28.
Inquire in person at, or address hy mail,
PRESS OFFICE, Portland, Me.
Feb 13—dtt

ONE
it

Dwelling

Houses for Sale.
Ihree-Btory Brick House, No 25 Free St,
and the three-story Brick House No. 2 Cotton
Street, now occupied as boarding houses,
inquire of

MTUe

For Sale.
Two-story Brick House and Lot, No. 2 Deer
THE
Street, at great bargain.
a

For particulars, enquire of
BKNJ. KNIGHT,
octl8dti
Atlantic Wharf.

To Let.
and Suits ol Rooms furnished or unfurnished to let, with or without board, at 77
Free Street.
Two parlors on first floor for medical office,
Mar 24—dlw*

SINGLE

Store to Let.
Brick Store corner Commercial and Franklin
Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. Jefferson Coolidge & Co.
Possession given Oct. 1st.
A. & S. E. SPRING.
Sept 27—dtf

THE

For Sale.
The place in Westbrook now occupied by i.
Il'Ji, D. Kidder, two miles from Portland, embracing
JtilLeix acres of land, a house, stable and barn.
Address through P. O.
mhSdtl

Dwelling: Houses

for Sale.

The Brick Block of two Houses

side of Cotton Street, will be
Hi;i|
■hill.
of

on the west
sold very low.

E. E. UPHAM it SON.

,,
March
9—dim

Store to Let.
172 Fore Street, 2d door from Moulton St.
In Duran & Chadwick Block. For particulars en-

STORE
ol

quire

WILLIAM DURAN,
No. 8 Moulton Street,

March 11,866—dtt

SOAPS!

LEATHE &

GORE,

solicit the attention of the trade and
consumers to theic Standard Biands of

WOULD

STEAM

REFINED

SOAPS,

Is propelled by steam power, and is furnished with

improved

and

costly presses—Cylinder

and Pla-

ten—from the most celebrated makers.
We have in constant use one of

HOE’S LARGE
Capable

of

CYLINDER

throwing off

2500 sheets

an

PRESSES,
hour;

one

of

Adams9 Power Presses,
The best Book Press in the world;
Adams* A Potter’s Fast Machine Job Presses ;
Haggles’ Superior Card Press; Adams’ A
Union large Hand Presses, Standing
Presses, and all the Machinery necessary for a well appointed office.
We have just added to our former stock over Two
Thousand Dollars worth op

New

Type, Borders, Ornaments, (fee.,

Of the latest styles, which renders this department
of our business complete, and unsurpassed by any
other office iu the City or State.
We exeeute *11 orders fbr every description of
Printing in the shortest possible time, ana in the
neatest and best manner. Those sending orders from
the country may rely on receiving prompt attention.
The Job Office is under the personal supervision of
the senior proprietor, who is the Crrr Printer, and
is himself an experienced practical workman, and
employs only well-skilled mechanics in thin department of his work.

AGENTS

WANTED !

NO. 1,
OLEINE.
CHEMICAL OLIVE,
CRANE'S PATENT,

under die personal supervision of our semor partner,
who has had thirty years practical experience in the
business, we therefore assure the public witli condeuce that we can and will tarnish the

Bust Goods at the Lowest Prices!

by

given. For lull particulars send for Circular.
Address,
AMERICAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

148 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn.
SCRANTON & BURR, Agents.
mh27d&w4tl4

easterkThotel,

Domestic Consumption*

LEATHE

&

GORE’S

STEAM REFINED SOAPS 1
SOLD BY ALL THE

Wholesale Grocers Throughout the State.

Leathe

&

....

Gore,

SHIT

BUILDERS!

SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER.
AM

prepared to execute Ship orders
I for Georgiafully
and Flo Ida Yellow Pine Lumber, by
the
now

cargo, delivered with dispatch.
Orders solicited.
E. C. DREW,
(20 City Exchange) No. M Devonshire Street.
Bo"IOK'
Mar 22—<Uw
_

PAYING EMPLOYMENT.
$100 township, to sell tlielr valuable
$.‘Liii
Including the LATEST'
ItT.'oU. ftr ihe People,
F'or full
the REBELLION.
everv

307 Commercial St, 47 At 49 Beach Street,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

March 26—iltt

parHISTORY of
address
and
anu libel al offers,
E Q sTOltKE, Auburn, N. T.

ticulars
tieulais

MarlC—3w»_

Notice.
Reward
$500.00
holding U. S. Bonds, (the interest
offered for the recovery of tbo money and
which Is payable In gold) ior *1000
PERSONS
upwards, IS heroby
apprehension of the thief who stol $2000 lrom
who wish to deposit them where they will bo secure,
at Danville Junction R. R, Station,
on

or

may apply at the Merchants National Bank for information.
CUAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
March 15,1866-dtf

The house should be placed back from the
highway, because this is more secure from
dust, and is safer from the unscrupulous gaze
of the staring traveller.
The yard in front
should be occupied by ornamental trees and
shrubbery, rather than with fruit trees. Where
the latter

are

set out, the ground must be oc-

casionally manured, and ploughed and cultivated through ODe or more seasons; therefore,
a good greensward cannot be maintained under them, and the falling of unripe fruit and
leaves must keep the surface more or less polluted and unsightly.
Fruit trees and shrubbery, indeed, every farmer should have; but a
place for these exclusively should be appropriated, as in the orchard and garden. But the
front yard, to be handsome, and to afford a
good shade, should be occupied only by ornamental trees, such as sugai maple, elm, linden,
horse-chestnut &c., under which the grass
may grow. They too should be so se. out and
intermixed, as to produce beauty by contrast,
and not so as to appear monotonous.

which, -when the scorching day s
past, shed their foliage and let
the rays of the sun in to warm and enlighten

uous—trees

of summer are

the domestic retreats. The evergreens should
occupy positions on the north in order to shelter the premises against the effects of cold
winds. They are excellent for this purpose.—
It seldom freezes hard in a hemlock or cedar
thicket; animals seek shelter under the boughs
of such evergreen shrubs and trees, and there
suffer but little from the effects of cold weather.
I should desire no better shelter or t
warmer wall for the north side of my garden,
than a close, well-trimmed hedge of arbor vitae. Delicate and tender plants will flourish
wonderfully under such a genial protector.
It is a wise arrangement, early made by
some farmers of my acquaintance, who took
pains, years ago, to set out a goodly number of
cedar, flr or spruce trees on the north side of
their buildings, which break off the cold winds
and impart a mil igated temper to the atmo-

sphere, that makes the elimate in winter several
degrees more southern than their neighbor’s
premises on yonder bill who has not a tree
near his buildings to protect them from the
pitiless blast. I was struck with this, the other day, when passing on the highway over rising grounds, I noticed a neat White cottage,
and outbuildings almost as neat, reposing cosily under a close row of interlaced spruce trees,
that environ the buildings on the north and
west.
It looked as if nothing need freeze
there; and the sheep, and cows, and colt3 and
oxen in the barn yard, and the hens and turkeys that were fed from the back doors, seemed to bear witness that such was the fact.—
Such a row of beautiful spruces, contrasting
with the white snow-fields around them, are
themselves ornamental, as well as a means of
great saving in firewood within doors.
Tbaxi.
Grounds of Judea Tapiey’a Deoialon,

me

on

March 19.

March 24—dtw*

Yesterday my attention

was

called to

an ar-

ticle in the Portland Adcertiser of the 23d instant, entitled a “Question of Privilege,” which
in its tone and spirit is so manifestly unjust to

Judge TapJey, who from his position cannot
with propriety reply, that I cannot allow it to
pass without comment.
In this article it is asserted that the

Court,

in releasing Mrs. Northrup from arrest in a
suit instituted by F. O. J. Smith against her,
upon the ground that she had come into the
State a3 a witness and at the request of the
County Attorney, and was in attendance as
such witness upon the Court now in session
and was therefore privileged from arrest, it being admitted that she was not subpoenaed as
such witness until after her arrest, reversed
the deaaion of the Supreme Court of Massachusetts in the case of M'Nbu. which is cited
at length, and which is declared to hare stood
as sound law ibr fifty-five years.
The (inference between the case of M’Neil
reported in the 6th of Massachusetts and
the case of Mrs. Northrup, i3 so obvious that
it need only be stated to be clearly perceived.
In the case of M’Neii it does not appear bnt
that the witness seeking the protection of the
Court from arrest was a resident of the State
of Massachusetts within the jurisdiction of
the Court and within reach of due process of
law to compel his attendance as a witness.—
He came voluntarily in a suit where his lather
party desiring his testimony.
In the case just decided, Mrs. Northrup resided in the State of Mew York and beyond
the power of the process of the Courts of
Maine to compel her attendance as a witness.
The summons of the Court was without avail
until she came within the territorial boundaries of the State.
She came expressly at the
request of the prosecuting officer for the State
was a

and was

MAINE.

This Hotel, which has been closed for
some time past, Is again open to the public,
..’The house has been thoroughly repaired
order in every respect.
^^jaland^put incomplete
experienced help has been employed In every debe
will
furnished with the best
tables
The
partment.
the market affords, and no effort will be spared for
the comfort ami entertainment of guests.
Mr. K. W. B AUSTIN, recently of Belfast, will act
as head clerk of the establishment.
A Beading Boom will be kept well supplied with
the newspapers of the day for the use of guests.
In connection with the hotel there will be an excellent .Stable, with faithful superintendence.
The old patrons and the pnblic generally are Invited to the EASTERN HOTEL.
Machias, March 28, I860.
mh29dlm

TO

Having recently enlarged and erected NEW
WORKS, containg all the modem improvements, we
are enabled to furnish a supply of Soaps of the
Best Qualities, adapted to the demand, lor
port

MOST

John h. Qreen, Proprietor.

SODA, AND AMERICAN CASTILE,
All of SUPERIOR QUALITIES, in packages suitable f r the trade and tam ly use.
Importing direct our chemicals, and using only the
best materials, and as our goods are manufactured

aud

Soon!

INTERESTING,
valuable History of tho Rebellion published, which
Is follv attested
the enormous sale it has
reached of 300*000 Volumes, and is now selling
with increased rapidity.
Sold only by So scription.
Exclusive territory

-viz:-

*

Ready

best.

CHEAPEST,

MACH IAS,

EXTRA,
FAMILY,

E. E. UPHAM it SON.

March 9—dim

Enquire

STEAM

KIMBALL,

of Stevens, Freeman & Co.

•

To the Editor of the Frees:

“Daily Press” Printing Office

THE

GEO. L.

tractive.
The means are within the reach of
the humblest, if he only has the taste.”

THE

HEADLEY’S
of the War!
History
in two Volumes. Also issued COMPLETE IN ONE VOLUME.
The
COMPLETE
POPULAR and

Firm

a thing in rural economy as
laying out, embellishing and arranging grounds
so as to promote symmetry, order and beauty,
A
at the same time that utility is secured.
cotemporary says: “It is beginning now to he
pretty generally understood, that a farmer
may have a home which shall be extremely at-

BELEAS1 NO KBS. NORTHRUP FROM ARREST.

Now in Press and will be

Nov. 11—dtf

all Four Pages.

The trees on the south side of a house
should never be evergreens, but always decid-

Boys’ and Youths’ flats and Caps,

fear

cellar, hard and solt water, and a good garden.
Apply at No. 132 Fore Street.
mb28d3w

20

HATS !

F/NCY
IN
March 16—d2w

Valuable Real Estate for Sale,

Congress Street, No. 172; containing
ONthousand
feet ol land; gas throughout,

or

Styles

A GREAT VARIETY OP

Enquire on the premises.
Mar 28,1866_eodtf

all noxious taste

Brothers.
ALSO,

For Sale or to Let.

potash.

HATTERS,

FOB SALE BY

SALE l

A

ot

ALDRICH,

BOSTON.

DRY GOODS Stock and Stand for sale at agreat
bargain. For particulars inquire of
THRASHER & CO..
Feb 27—dtf
4 Free St. Block.

cures

&

DEE33EE’3 99 Exchange St.

Jh OR

in

IILOCK,

FASHIONABLE

Inquire at

Mar 23_dtf

on

Bural Ornament*.

THREE

Hotel.

Furnished and unfurnished rooms to let with good
board at No. 27 Willow Street.
People visiting Portland can have all the conveniences of a Hotel at much less prices, at a retired and
genteel plaoe. Also permanent board lor families and

corner ot Middle and

A small house on Chestnut
St.,
from Congress Street.

A

HOUSE

Terms —$8,00 per year in advance.

TEAS.

I5TE0DUCED BT

For Sale.

mineral water under the same roof.
As this mineral water contains elements of selfROSCOE G. HARDING, Gorham,
Or, H. C. BARNES, Portland.
preservation, passing through several strata of ManFeb 27—dtf
ganese, it can be kept any length of time as pure and
fresh as when first taken from the Spring, not underManufacturing- Stand for Sale.
going the slightest chemical change in taste or qualiSNUG Manufacturing Business, with moulds, *
tools, benches, &c &c, all complete, with the ty, it must at opce appear to all Mariners as the most
exclusive right for the State of Maine, for sale. This valuable water to take on board their vessels, ©speciis a light, profitable business for a person of a small
alty in long voyages And it can be obtained by the
capital, and is located in two pleasant rooms on Ex- barrel or
quantity for this purpose, as the Spring
change Street Term $400 cash. Enquire of
flows at least one thousand barrels per day.
PATTERSON & CHADBOURNE,
Mar 28—dlw
82j Exchange St.
fiEir'Bathing Rooms will be in readiness upon the
premises early this season; and while other buildings are in progress of erection, comfortable accommodations for boarding can be obtained near by the
very choice lots—centrally situated—will Spring.
be sold cheap if applied for soon.
Address,
Inquire at Second National Bank.
ISAAC BARNUM,
W. H. STEPHENSON.
Mch 20—d3w
Grand Trunk Dining Booms,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
For Sale.
Portland, March 16,1S66.
mh27Jtf
UNITED STATES PATENT EIGHT for
MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
For further particulars enquire of, or address

Apply

eral.

—OP THE-

Augusta

Sugar and Molasses.

f

thoroughly refitted, and furnished in the
‘‘

Widgery Wharf.

Feb 27—dtt

lots.

This exultantly located Hotel has been

H.

Muscovado Molasses!

A GOOD FARM oi about 70 acres, about
miles
xlfro i. Gorham Village, on the line of the Portland
& Rochester Railroad, to be sold cheap. Terms lib-

Button.

Incuding common Extra and highest Family Superior, for sale by
W. L. SOUTHARD,

office

Wanted.
SMALL TENEMENT, suitable for

ily of three persons. Rent moderate. RefermarS-dtf
JneilLonce at this office.

200 Bbls. Castle Quincy,
Now acknowledged best in this market.

Farm for Sale.

Wanted.

Immediately, twelve good Stone-Cutters to cut abutment and pier stone.
to
JAMES ANDREWS,
Apply
Doc 27—dtf
Biddeford

Exchange

March 30. 1866-

Thi daily item of the Per,, u
;.,r„ ,hm thr corn*
hud circulation of all the other dailies in the city.

Street,

a

by

Wanted, Agents,

A

of

For Sale, to close a concern.
The Carleton Estate, at the corner of Con-

acquainted

every County. Business new, light, and agreeable. It pays over 200per cent, profit.
Send 15
cents for sample. Address WM. I. RICE, Spring
field. Mass.
mh24c4w*

300 TONS LOBERY,
Free burning and VERT PURE, and all kinds oi

acre

IRA WINN, Agent,
No. 11 Union St., Portland, Maine.

fe8d2m

required. Address, stating salary,
Box 2139, Portland P. O.

Stone-Cutters

j-

repaired.

BOOK EX AXD EGG SIZE.

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN

and

/AN K superior new Locomotive Boiler.
XJ One second-hand Engine and Boiler (15 horse
power) all complete.
Second-hand Shafting and Pullies.
One new horizontal Engine (6 in. cylinder.)
One new Oscillating Engine, (6 in.
cylinder.)
Also, second-hand Mill Gearing and Shafting.
Trenail Machines; Jack Screws.
GSF** All kinds of Machinery promptly made and

Mar 28—dlw

RECEIVED and for sale by the undersigned
their Wharf,

out-uuildings,

For Sale.

Wanted.
two unfurnished rooms, with hoard, for a
and two children (4 and 7) in a respeetablo

or

ONE
lady

stable and

JaliiLland. fronting on two Btreets. Price $1600,—
buddings are within 8 minutes walk oi Depot,
Ottice and Seminary, and are ottered at a great
bargain. For particulars inquire of John D. Lord,
No. 1£ Union Wharf Portland, or
J. T. SANFORD, Gorham Village.
Mar 20—dim*
Said
Post

Wanted.

TICK,

Portland.
acres at

For Sale.

STORE,

Box 71 Portland,
by addressing
March 24, 1866.—dlw

sell

And Satisfaction Guaranteed in nil Case a#

express

person who can give satisfactory reference
to ability and honesty, may hear of a situation

aa

of oU kinds WASHED and CLEANSED

Sliort

Wanted.

ANY

St.

without inprry to the finest fabrics.
LINEN

At

■

Wants, Lost and Found.

mt

36

Farm lor Sale.
Pleasantly situated one half mile
from Gurliam Comer, 9 miles from

^

CLARK,
opposite Post Office.

T.

a.
86

fr<^TTi

now
one of

j

Friday Morning,

TEA. STORE,

well

m

PORTLAND.

CITY

main road to Aartlana,

known Spoke and Hnb Mill of Hobbs &
THE
off red for sale in consequence ol
Merrill, is
the death of

vil-

lage, and one-half a mile from the
Post Oiflco, stare, church and AcadIt contains one hundred and eighty acres ot
emy.
well
divide
into tillage, pasturage and
good laud,
wood land. Produces fifty tons ol hay. Has a large
two
house
and cU, finished, paintOrchard, good
story
ed and In good repair.
Good Barn and other neces
sary out-buildings.
Also a stock of Farming Tools, if required. Apply
t»
A. T. SMAJX,
on the premises.
mar2d&wtf
February 28, 1866.

■Mkh.

FOREST

the

In

Karc Chance for Business.

Farm formerly known as the
George Small Farm, in the town of

Stocks,

In Marine Co’s of well known responsibility.
And they reBpeetlully solicit the attention of all desiring insurance.

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY,
No.

on

com-

In the most Reliable Fire Companies.

Clothing, BY

Clothing of all hind* Cleansed and Repaired
mar3dSm
good style, and at short notice.

IT

<ui^'*

m

DAILY PRESS,

OPENED!

JUST

North Yarmouth, on the
one-half mile
Walnut Hill Meeting House,
School House, Post Office and Store. Said Farm
contains ten acres of excellent land, well
foncod,wi h
a good orchard partly
grafted fruit, and n acqueduct affording an ample supply of the best of water.
The buildings consist of a good t*o-storied House
and ell, with a good cellar under the
whole; barn
and outbui clings connected. The buildings have all
been rece tly put in excellent repair. The property
will be sold at a bargain.
For further particulars inquire of the subscriber on
the premises.
NATH’L BROWN.
Mar 24—ood6w*

pH

.--

There is such

Very pleasantly situated
town of

UT*

at Cumberland Mills, 5 miles from the city.
These
lots vary in price from $50 to $350, on very a?commodating terms to the purchaser.
As soon as the P. & R. Railroad can be put in
thorough repair a Dummy Car will run to the above
named village for the accommodation of those who do
business in the
Also, 2 acres of land on which is a large two-story
house, extensive ont-buildings an barn, which may
be repaired and made into a Hotel or boarding-house,
at a moderate outlay.

Situation Wanted.

FOR SALE
WM. BROWN, No. 91 Federal Street.

Company• 665

UP^TOWN

Stocks of Goods, Buildings, Vessels
fee., tie..,

LOOK AT THIS!

Exchange Street,

THE

Repaired

Attorneys

Goods.

Furnishing

FARLEY’S.

first meeting of the National Patent Com
pany, will be held on Tuesday, the third (lav of
April, A.D. 1866, at 3 o’clock P. M, at No. 30‘Exchange Street, Room No 5, in Portland, fir the organization of the Company, choice of Officers, ami
transaction of such other business as may legally
come boiorc the meeting.
ICHABOD G. JORDAN,
TIMOTHY H. HUBBARD,
JAMES F. MILLER,
Three of the Incorporators.
Portland, March 23d, 1666.—dtd

John O. Colley,

&

Gents’

Particular at ention paid to BOYS’ CLOTHING—
Cutting done to go out ot the Store.
By strict attention to wants of customers and price*
reasonable, a share of patronage is solicited.
Remember the place
No. 90 Eiehnge Street.
Nearly opposite Post Office.
nolStl
Portland. Not. 9th, 1SG5.

17—I3m*_PORTLAND.

3rational

175 Middle and llfi Federal Sts.
Oct 2,’65—(16m

SHEPLEY

ass&ortment of

Portland, Me.

Special attention paid to consignments of all kinds
of Produce.
t>ep20dlyr

Mb.

DEXTER.

of and

i

a Fine

DRIED APPLES, &c.
Ko. 3 Lime Street,

Jmnel2tf

I'OItTLAXD,

PRODUCE

CLIFFORD,

In

Importers

SEWING MACHINES for
State of Maine.

for EMPIRE

JEDWARDGOVE & CO.,

No. JOS Middle Street.

E.

!

Scj>t7—dtf

__juneldtf

J,

Go.,

Furnishing Goods

68 -ndd 60 Middle St.,

Work executed In every part ol the State.

Aug 25—dtl

Milliken <fc

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,
Agents

Portland* Maine*

or

rders for same.

Manufacturers ol and Dealers in

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

WILLIAM H.

AIfo

FIRE, MARINE, LIFE and ACCIDENT INSURANCE,

HULLS. CARGOES, AND FREIGHTS,

which will be mani^factured into Garments which
cannot be surpassed for style and make in the city.

mhl7d6w

And Gents’

Fresco and Banner Fainter,

COUNSELLOR

;

Dry Goods, Woolens,

all kinds of Jobbing
Ie24d3m

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER.

Solicitor

Ooods !

jobbers OF

Portland, Me.

-----

Street,

White and Ked Ash Coal.

ELEGANT STOCK

Successors to G. L. Storer tf Co.,

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

STUCCO AND MASTIC WOEKEES,

in

AN

16,1866.

‘Detrinff,

PLASTBRERS,
No. 8 South Street,

TAILORS,

And will be pleased to receive

&

CLOTHING

Woolens, Foreign & Domestic,

&SQN,

FOR MEN’S AND BOYS’ WEAR,

Portland, Mr.

SHERIDAN

prepared to SHOW

Spring

Widaery’a Wftarl,
octlGdti

FIRST CLASS

a

of

87 MIDDLE ST.,

GENERAL

.....

manufacture and

undersigned respectfully announce to their
rpHE
J. friends and the business community generally,
that they have perfected complete arrangements for
the transaction of

any amount, and In the most responsible
panies in New England and New York City.

Tail or,

No. 96 Exchange

at

94 ItlCHIOAIT STREET,

CHASE,

our own

WARRANTED!

Commission Merchants,
DAVIS ft colby,
)
St and be La Salle Street, [
Chicago, til.
J

CHISAM,

Should be used by all Farmers

Retail Trade.

where we intend to keep a good class of Goods adapted to the trade ot this State, nearly all of which are

Street*

DAVIS &

England

INSURANCE AGENCY!

To

recently occupied by Messrs MCCARTHY & BERRY, where may be found all flic LATEST STYLES

No. 40 Union Street, Portland.

Woolens>

nov9*66dtf

A.

opened
HASSTORE,
at

STOREt

NEW

JOBBER 8 OF

Pobtland, March 12,1866.
connection with our Manufactory at Auburn,
we have leased the new store

PORTLAND, MB

e. chapman.

LOTS within a few rods of
and Rochester Railroad Depot,

For Sale.

___

NEW STORE,

In

Jobbers oj

Free

CO.,

MANUFACTORY, Auburn, Me.

DAVIS, MESEEVE, HASKELL & 00.,
and

Af\ BUIMMMG
rtv/ the Portland

M*
5-dtf

SALE !

Farm for Sale

The

GLOVES,

AND

SALE’

FOR

a-E3STEK,-A.L

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
MarlS—dtf

Expressly for the

Mr. Sweat will be in Washington after the 1st of
will attend to any business entrusted
the Supreme Court, Court of Claims,
him,
or any of the Departments.
dc20ti

Goods

FOLLETTE,

BOOTS & SHOES,

PORTLAND, MB.

and
January,
to
before

J>ry

in LUMBER, COAL
foot of High Street.

ARA CUSHMAN &

BRADBURY & SWEAT,
Attorney! and Counsellor! at Lav,

Importers and

York Office desired.
Portland, Feb. 5,1806—dtf

Ladies’ & Children’s Underflannets,

continued after tbis date under tbe style of

PERKINS, JACKSON & CO.,

MR.

}

^

sii nation ot our lands. &f.
Parties wishing to buy lands to stock Companies
with will bo liberally dealt with.
For farther particulars and circular address, with
stomp enclosed to pay return postage,
ANDREWS, ELLIS & CO.,
Box 143 Bothwell, Canada West.
Office in Exchange Building.
mh7dtf
the

_!-■"".

-1

Miscellaneous.

A

Best Oil Lands in Canada West,
Situated in Both well and vicinity.
Painted maps, of our lanus tor sale or to lease, will
be sent any address on receipt ot two dollars, showing

March

I

■

FIRST CLASS country residence, situated in
VTest Poland Village. The buildings consist of a
one story and a half house 38 x 28 feet, and an L
18 x
16 feet; stable, connected, 30 x 48 feot; excellent living water in tbe bouse. The buildings are well finished from cellar to attic, in the moet modern style,
and of the best material. Also, about one aoie ot
land in a high state of cultivrtion, with fruit trees
and shrubbery. Would be a splendid location for a
rood physician, there being none within seven miles,
he above pla< e will be sold at a bargain, and on easy
terms. For further particulars enquire of
LUTHER PERRINS,
At Meggtiire Hill, West Poland, Me.
Mar 16—d&wtf

acres

city.

COMPANIES.

I

Terms $8 per annum, in advance.

FOR

_

vessels or any other

Copartner ship Notice.

AND ORNAMENTAL

Office 1 XT

LIFE

Connecticut Mutual,
Of Hartford.
STATE AGENCY OF THE
Connecticut General,
Of Hartford.
STATE AGENCY OF THE
New York Accidental,
Of New York.
The undersigned, Agents and Attorneys of the
above named reliable Companies with a combined
capital and surplus of more than

are

Made.

UHUROHILL, BROWNS A MANSON.

<

PLASTERERS,

y

Of Norwich.

Of Worcester.

HOOP BEIETS AND CORSETS,

SONS,

For the transaction oi a

PRODUCE.

Korfolk,

FOSTER,

J. T. GILMAN.
te7dtf

;

Portland, Jan. 1, 1668.

Groceries, Ship Stores,

PLAIN

B.

W. F.

CO.,

N. A.

aprbdtt

tS* Consignments solicited.

Norwich,

People’*,

prepared to carry the largest amounts desired in
Marine, Inland, Fire, Life and Accidental Insurance.
Marine and Inland, as wen as Fire risks bound at
once. Losses equitably adlusted and promptly paid.
FOYE, COFFIN & SWAN.
Marine Risks placed in any Boston or New

HOSIERY

DREW,

Is this day dissolved by mutual consent. The business wtU lrereaiter be conducted by N. A.
FOSTER,
who will pay all demands against the late
iirm, and
to whom aU indebted will make payment.

"OVERT description of Water Fixtures lor DwelJ-i ling Houses. Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops.
&c., arranged ana set up in the best manner, and ail
orders in town or country faithfully executed. All
Kinds ol' J OBB1NG prom ptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER

HENRY P.

Of Hartford,
Of Liverpool and London.
Of New York.
Of New York.
Of New York.
Of New York.

St,

name

Bewli, Bnn & Silver Plated Cocke.

AND

Alsa,
fioyal,
Continental,
Arctic,
Lorillard,
Falton,

037,000,000.

Maine.

L.

FIRE COMPANIES.

Congress

copartnership heretofore existing between
THE
the suoscribeLS, under the firm
of
Merchant

Warm, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

DEALERS

i

PorllaaJ,

Dissolution.

NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,

PUMPS oi all descriptions.

&

copart-

a

for the prosecution ol the WHOLESALE GROCERY
BUSINESS, at the Store foimerly occupied by Mr.
Lynch, No. 139 Commercial St.
THOMAS LYNCH,
CHAS. H. FLING,
JOS. P. BREW.
March
mli21d2w
Portland,
20,1866.

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

I I I L. T o

331

Philadelphia.

I

For Sale and to Let.

Choice Oil Lands for Sale.

toves.

LYNCH, FLING

MAKER

ifj4

Notice.

fTTHE undersigned hav this day formed
Orders from the Country respectfully solicit- I X nership une.er the style and name of
Job Work done to order.
&ug9atl

ed.

EASTMAN BROTHERS.

tor the future.
GEO. H. MITCHELL.

Copartnership

STYLES

129 Middle Street.
fel4dtf

same

March 7.1866—dtl

Sale Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

Magee Furnaces and

customers,

Wear.

Spring

White ALL WOOL FLANNEL 35 Cent*.
A few more of those all Linen Army Sheets for
1.40.
A complete and general assortment of HOUSEKEEPING GOODS at the lowest market prices.

The suberiber wffl continue the LIVERY BUSINESS at the old stand of C. B. Varney, No. 8 Silver
Street, where good teams may at all times be bad,
at fair prices.
ISf7~ Particular attention paid to boarding and baiting horses.
Thankful lor past patronage so very liberally bestowed, he bupes by strict atlention to the wants of

FURNACES, RANGES,
WORKERS

BEAUTIFUL

Notice.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

An*

WOOLEN GOODS, for

American Prints, 10 to 26 Cents.

firm of WALKElt & MITCHELL was disrpHE
1 solved Jan. 20th, 1S86, by mutual consent.
Geo. H. Mitchell is alone authorized to slgnin liquidation.
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OLIVER GOODWIN.

duly summoned as soon as her preswithin the jurisdiction ol the Court came
to his knowledge but not
seasonably to anticipate her arrest upon a writ sued out by the
party in whose case she was called to testify.
Can it be questioned, that under such circumstances the Court would protect the wit-

ence

from arrest ?
But although the M’Neil case differs so widely from the case of Mr3. Northrup that it cannot be urged as a precedent, I may add
that it may well be doubted whether the doctrine there laid down would be by our Courts
law.
to-day considered “sound
The Court in the M’Neil case say, “If one
is commanded by due process of law to attend
the Court as a witness, it is his duty to obey
the process and the Court will protect him
from arrest” The learned editor of the 6th
ness

Reports in a note to this case says—“If
fide attend as a witness at the
request of either party in a suit, why should
he not be equally exempt from arrest, whether
his attendance be voluntary or involuntary ?
Mass.

a

person bona

and what is the use or effect of a summons
except to compel the atttendance ot an unwil-

Greenleaf, one ol the most
legal writers upon evidence,
says, “A subpoena is not necessary to protecling

witness ?” Mr.

eminent of our

tion from arrest. If the witness have consented to go without one,” and the same doctrine
obtained in the Courts of the State of New
York.
I believe, then, that the decision of Judge
Taplev was not only in harmony with bis

highest legal authority, but

was

entirely

con-

sonant with reason and sound

policy. If the
opposite doctrine should obtain, in many cases
witnesses of the greatest importance to the advancement of justice, residing beyond the
reach of the process of the Court, detered by
the annoyance to which they would be often
subjected by arrest and imprisonment by the
design or malice of interested parties, would
refuse to attend the trial of civil and criminal
cases, thereby permitting right to sufler and
be defeated and wrong and violence to triJU6TI0£.
umph.

A Golden Wedding.

Nohwav, Me., Mar. 26, 1860.
To the Editor qfthe Prest:
It was my privilege, last evening, to participate in the joys and festivities of one of the
pleasantest occasions that ever came off in
our quiet village—the golden wedding of Mb.

They were
and Mbs. Peteb Kimball.
married in March, 1816, and now. just halt a
with
century later, hale, hearty and buoyant,
their children and their children’s children
in their numergathered about them, they call
and
ous friends to witness how much joy
*tia poor earth can afford. to those
Tbe Clown turned Gentleman.
even
peace
One of the most amusing of Moliere’s com- who are true to themselves and true to the
edies, is that in which he depicts the fantastic instincts of family love and faith.
sat a
tricks of an elderly tradesman who has beBy the side of the happy bridegroom
smiling, pleasant gentleman and lady—seemcome suddenly rich and signally fails in atevents as
tempting to assume the manners which be- ] ingly as much interested in present
of
event
had
been
in
another
bygone
long to his new station in society. In Ameri- they
times; lor they were present as a brother and
can society, where so many men rise from
humble beginnings to conspicuous eminence cousin to the bride at the first wedding, and,

How Shall the Rebel States bo Reorganised P
the Editor of the Press:
I have shown that tl>j rebel states must be

To

new constitutions, and both
Presidents Lincoln and Johnson lay down that
We have seen that new states
doctrine.
coming in, or territories in preparation to come
in as states, should be organized by Congress,
and that such has been the recognized law under the constitution from the foundation of
the government. Article 11. Sec. 3, requires

reorganized with

this course.
same
cer

The rebel states rest under the

disability.

They have

within all their

borders,

single offiauthorized to call
not a

a primary meeting, and the
very next section
provides tor their case. Section 3 provides for
the organization of new
states, and section 4
provides for the re-organization of states, where
loyal state governments are overthrown or
displaced by rebellion. Here it is: “Tne United Stale* shall guarantee to every state in
this Union, a republican form of government,
and shall protect each of them against invaof wealth or influence, it is creditable to the if my memory serves me aright, they are nearthe original witnesses now living.
sion, and on application of the legislature, or
plain common-sense of the people, that so few ly all of
was no lack of witnesses at this
of the Executive (when the legislature cannot
examples occur of incongruous estate and But there
other wedding; and scattered among the
be convened) against domestic violence.”
mauners.
This guarantee is a very important contract.
Men who acquire wealth in a legitimate thronging guests, seeming really to Kimballbusiness take on insensibly the habits and ize the whole mass, were children and grand- It can be fulfilled only by and through the
children enough of the worthy couple to sat- agents of the United States.
The United
manuers of gentlemen—are indeed usually enStates government has three great departdowed by nature with the tact and self-con- isfy the paternal longings of the most aspir
trol which chiefly marks the gentleman. It is ing patriarch. The children, nine in number, ments. The first article in the constitution
were all
the men who become suddenly rich, who oftthere, and of the grandchildren, four- concerns the legislative power; the second arteen in number, enough were preseilt to give ticle concerns the executive power; and the
en become snobs instead of gentlemen—men
us the assurance that the
who have “struck ile” in Pennsylvania, or
family tree is not third article concerns the judicial power. All
made their pile” in California, orbeenfoi- likely to die for the want of spreading the powers of the government are embraced
tunate speculators in stocks, or have contrived
branches. And of those nine children all are in these three g^eat branches.
Legislative
to reap the reward of some useful invention,
married save one; and to be present on this power is vested in Congress subject to a connot their own, such as Goodyear’s india rubber
occasion, those children, with their wives and ditional veto of the President. The power of
or the magnetic telegraph.
their husbands, came from far and near—some appointment to a considerable extent and the
These men often carry into their new sta- of them
crossing almost the entire estate of treaty making power are vested in the Presition vices which would be less conspicuous and
But neither of these has
Uncle Sam. from West to East and from dent and Senate.
perhaps more excusable in a humbler walk.— South to North, for no other purpose than anything to do with the guarantee of a repubIt is always a misfortune to society, when the this.
lican form of government, required by the
men who should be leaders and
And I may here remark that there are few fourth section of the fourth article.
examples, are
Ill order to ascertain by which department
only examples of warning. The sacrednes3 of families more extensively known throughout
his word is dear to every gentleman; the
the United States are to perform any duty rethe country than are these Kimballs of old
sanctity of an oath is for him inviolable. But Oxford county. James M. and Charles P., of quired by the constitution when that instruit sometimes happens that a liar, or a procur- your own city, and
Hannibal, and George, and ment does not specifically declare, we must
er of lies, wears a gentleman’s coat.
Men John, and Edwin, wherever the superb car- look at the matter carefully and see to which
claiming to be gentlemen, are even brought riages from their New Haven Manufactory department it appropriately belongs. Now we
before the courts, aud confess to tins against have been used. Lately these last named see that this guarantee may in some cases rechastity. Nobody doubts that these scandals brothers have been engaged in other and more quire the raising, the supplying and the comare injurious to the communities in which
remunerative pursuits. From the rich gold manding of armies; and that in other cases it
they occur. It is adding insult to injury, if mines of the Western El Dorado, and from may require the holding of elections, the desuch men undertake to exercise dictation over
termination of the qualifications of voters, the
the oleaginous depths of Pennslyvania, they
their neighbors,
determination of the time and place of primhave been unearthing rare treasures. Of the
These however are rare cases. We intendary
meetings, the determination of the manfrom
the
data
of
own
knowlsons-in-law,
my
ed to speak, not of crimes but of offences
edge, I can only say that as men they are re- ner of notifying such meetings, the determine,
against good manners. Boasting of their dis- spected and honored wherever they are known, tion of the persons to notify them, of the pertinguished acquaintances is a weakness to and that as friends and brothers they are true sons to preside in them and of the manner ol
which these gentry are especially prone.— and faithful.
George H. Story* the well- conducting such meetings, and the determination of the various other steps till a republiThus a writer in one of our city newspapers known
artist, is one of them—worthy of all
can government sha 1 be organized.
told the other day of certain sums of money love and
Now the
blessing—both he and his precious
which he had formerly loaned to Daniel Webwife—and may the boon be theirs through the judicial department of the government has no
means and no methods for
ster, and mentioned the fact that he had nev- I journey of life.
performing any one
er received or asked for paymentOf course
of these things.
Therefore it cannot act for
Ot the golden gifts which were bestowed
the generosity which puts itself on record in
the United States in the performance of this
upon the happy pair, I will not speak in dethe newspapers and calls upon all the world
tail. The}' were many and various, and most great guarantee.
to stop and admire, is not the generosity of a of them had been manufactured
It may be that a state maybe invaded by a
expressly for
gentleman. This talk about money is not the occasion; and they have been selected with foreign enemy and its loyal government for a
tbe talk ot a gentleman, aud we regret to find excellent
judgment, under the guidance of ex- time may be suppressed by such foreign enein the Advertiser some traces of this purse- quisite
taste, led by the inspiration of gener- my. It may be that an insurrection may rise
proud, snobbish spirit. The Advertiser, which ous hearts, and backed up by ample means. up in a state in opposition to the floyalj state
for long has displayed no responsible name And of the creature comforts which bad been government, threatening to overthrow such
either of editor or publisher, complains that prepared for all who
hungered, I can only say, government. It may he that by reason of
no editor’s name is announced in the Press.
>uch insurrection the [loyal | legislature canit was a cheering and refreshing sight—tl os,
It is not the practice of tbe best journals to
groaning tables; and if ever there was joy iu not be convened. In such cases the duty is
to be performed by an army.
publish the editor’s name, and it is further- festivity, there was joy on that occasion.
Consequently
more none of the Advertiser’s business to enit must devolve upon Congress and the PresiNo youthful bride and groom, just
entering
dent both. The President has no power to
quire whether the Press has an editor or not; upon the hopeful sphere of married
life, ever
the Press will speak for itself when spoken to. looked more blithe and radiant than
raise an army; and Congress has no
power to
did “UnBut the Advertiser “ventures to say” that the cle Peter” and his wife as
command
an army.
Congress must raise the
received
the
they
editor of Press “is some creature of prejudice, congratulations of their host of frieuds on army, and the President by himseif or by infanaticism, or party hate, who don’t pay per- that evening. They were happy and proud, terior officers must command it. In this way
haps more than a poll tax.” This inculpation aDd Heaven knows they had reason so to be. both departments will be called into requisijs in as good taste as the similar slurs upon
Not many aged parents In our midst have tion in fulfilling this great guarantee of the
the proprietors of the Press, who in 1862 were
nation. We see this is so.
The 8th section
been blessed as they have been; and the famistyled “adventurers” and are now called “re- ly scene of that anniversary occasion plainly of the first article gives Congress power “to
sponsible and respectable” by the same author- told what those blessings were. Of sons and raise and support armies; to provide and
ity. Is it impossible for the Advertiser to un- daughters—of sons-in-law and daughters-in- maintain a navy;to provide for calling forth
derstand that character is an element of relaw—true-hearted, faithful and generous— the militia to execute the laws of the Union,
spectability ?
they possess the respect, the esteem, and the suppress insurrections and repel invasions.”—
deep
abiding love upon which, in the evening Congress has full power to raise and support
The Argus on the Veto Message.
•fllfe, they may confidingly lean for restand the armies needed in the case.
If reckless misrepresentation of a document
lhe second section ot the second article desupport.
in every body’s hands should be called “enterclares that “The President shall be the Com1 know I do but give utterance to the ferprise,” for example, the Argus would be one vent
mander-in-chief of the army and navy of the
prayer of the many friends who were
of the most enterprising newspapers in the
members of that Golden Wedding party, when United States and of the militia of the several
States when called into the actual service of
country. The Argus has not published the I say, to the
aged parents, and to their decivil rights bill, and for that reason,
probably, voted children: God keep and bless you ev- the United States.” When the army is prodares to take liberties with its readers as folthe President has full power to protect
er 1 Peace be yours; and yours be the
victory vided,
lows :
the State from foreign “invasion” or from “doof Life in Faith and Hope and Love I
The purpose of the measure
mestic violence” as the case may be.
undoubtedly
S. C., Jb
■was to make the negro the
ruling race at the
If such foreign invasion or domestic vioSouth, with a view thus to secure the continlence is raised up against a loyal State govThe Bduoator.
ued ascendency of the present party
leaders;
but in attempting to do this they also place the To the Editor of the Preu :
ernment, alter the invaders are driven ont, or
white men of the North inferior in position
the insurrectionists are overthrown, the loyal
A
clear
and
definite
of
characto the negro; and they strike down, at one
conception
fell
State government that is for the time supblow, the constitutional guaranties which pro- ter ia indispensable to success in teaching. He
will at once resume its position and
tect the person, the liberty and other vital who knows little of human
pressed,
cannot
exnature,
move on under its constitution and laws.
rights of the citizen.
to
be
successful
in
this profession. He
pect
It is possible that the writer of this asThe guarantee is completed by
restoring the
must first become thoroughly acquainted with
had
not
read
tonishing paragraph
the bill he
his own organization; the study of which will loyal State government.
feels bound to condemn. Whether he had or
That, however, is not the case with the
not only enable him to compare and weigh
rebel States. The national authorities have
not, it would be difficult to frame a declara- character in
but lead him into new
others,
tion more decisively
contradictory to his as- fields of knowledge. A misjudgment of char- been live years in overthrowing the rebel govsertions, than is contained in the first section acter is often
ernments. Their armies were not surrenderfatal, else, why do not legitimate
of the bill itself, in the words following:
cd-nor completely dispersed until more than
causes produce legitimate results.
Either naAll persons born in the United States and
four years, and the embers of rebellion still reis
or teachers educate incorrectture
at
fault,
not subject to a foreign power, excluding Inmain among the ashe3 ready to burst forth.—
in
or
too
either
tends
diana not taxed, are hereby declared to be citmuch, which,
ly,
case,
In the exercise of these powers of war for the
izens of the United States, and such citizens
to incapacitate and enfeeble the mind. Acof every race and color, without regard to cording to the statements found in Pope’s es- overthrow of the rebellion, both Congress and
any preyious condition of slavery or involunthe President were employed, and justly, for
on man, teachers are altogether ignorant
tary servitude, except as a punishment for say
the whole thing was military. But now the
of what is most essential; where he says—
crime whereof the party shall have been durebellion is substantially suppressed, no loyal
ly convicted, shall have the same right, in ev“And all our knowledge is, ourselves to know.”
State governments remaiu.
ery State and Territory in the United States,
The rebellion
in
seems
to be the chief
to make and enforce contracts, to
Aptness
teaching
sue, be
was not raised
8tate governagainst
loyal
parties, and give evidence, to inherit, pur- requisite; and this is said to be a native en- ments but
;
every one of the State governchase, lease, sell, hold, and convey real and dowment, a sort of instinct, and therefore inments became’ disloyal. Every loyal institupersonal property, and to full and equal benof
efit of all laws and proceedings for the securi- capable being improved by experience or in- tion was overthrown. Ail loyal statutes were
ty of person and property, as is enjoyed by struction. No more ridiculous idea can be ad- annulled. There being no
loyal institutions,
white citizens, and shall be sufject to like punvanced—as if we are to be governed by a sa- no
loyal statutes, and no loyal State governishment, pains and penalties, and to none oth- gacity no more
than the bird, that
intelligent
ments, now the rebellion is overthrown, it beer, any law, statute, ordinance, regulation, or
feeds her young to prevent starvation. And
comes necessary tor the United States to
custom, to the contrary notwithstanding.
go
even less instinctive than the bird, for where
farther and organize loyal State governments.
is
the
man
that
can
enter
a
without
school,
The Bobie Monument in Gorham.
And how shall it be done ?
J. C. W.
and set about his duties and fulWe publish to-day a list of the officers and any experience,
fil them so perfectly and readily as does the bird
soldiers, belonging to the town of Gorham,
FOREIGN MISCELLANY.
in nourishing her young, which, though havwho were killed or died in the service of the
been hatched in an oven, and never havUnited States during the late rebellion. The ing
—Advices from Copenhagen state that the
ing seen a nest, would be equally as expert in young
is
to
the
King of Greece is expected shortly in
completed catalogue
designed
give
nest making. I have yet to see such remarkthat city, and will remain there about three
regiment, rank, time and place of death, and
able instinct, and am far from believing the
months. In the interval a regency will take
age of each soldier, and will be inscribed upassertion. On the contrary I regard it among
|
charge of the government. The poor young
on the monument to be erected this fall in
things possible, to acquire, if not all the tact man must be fearfully bored in his tiresome
front of the Town Hall in
the
Gorham, by
to bury the idea of natural
kingdom, and it is no more than fair that he
liberality of the Hon. Toppan Robie. Mr. necessary, enough
endowment forever. Aptness in anything is should have a vacation.
Roble proposes, we understand, to
the
defray
—The Correspondencia of Madrid gives ouriconstant application and continexpenses of erecting such a monument as may acquired by
ou» statistics of the executions which have tais it more difficult to become
and
ued
effort;
be desired, leaving the details of construction
ken place in
in consequence of internal
acquainted with the organization of the schol- revolutions. Spain
to a committee selected by his fellow citizens.
The number amounted to twenDo we not know of insoldier?
the
ar
than
The monument will be of
ty-three under Espartero, to fourteen under
marble, resting up- stances where
teachers, at first unsuccessful in Gonzalez
on a granite base, and will consist of a
Bravo, ninety-two under Narvaez,
square
have become masters of their and thirteen under
O’Donnell.
pedestal about six feet high with inscrip- government,
inwhere
generals, though signally
—The death of a German veteran who servtions on its four faces, and of a square shait profession,
about ten feet high, tapering slightly and sur- competent in the first campaigns, have shown ed under the great Frederick in the seven
to any emergency in war, in
years’ war, is announced. He died at the remounted|by a cap supporting a globe and eagle themselves equal
the third or fourth ? And teaching is only
spectable age of one hundred and twenty, at
marble.
of
The
also
work
is now
couchant,
the hamlet of Slaude, in Upper Silesia. His
a small principle.
in progress in South Malden, Mass., and such commanding an army on
name was Laurence Halaez.
information as is needed to complete the in- There may be exceptions to this rule, which
—M. Maurice Joly, the author of “Montesscriptions should be furnished without delay. only prove the rule.
quieu aux Enters,” whose appeal against the
'vua tins leads me to remark that the most
important text-book to be used in schools, is sentence passed upon him was rejected, has
The President and Postmaster Cleveland.
been sent to the prison of Ste. Pelagie.
has
been Mental Philosophy, now almost universally
The following correspondence
—A report is current in Paris that an agent
wanting. How can a teacher successfully
made public:
from some great capitalists and contractors,
give instruction without a
I
Post-Office, Hartford, Conn.,
knowledge of the who propose to establish a tunnel under the
relation of the intellect to
March 22, 1860.
J
the sensibilities, sea from Dover to Calais, has arrived in that
the
Johnson:
emotive
To President
state, of the
the pathemind,
city, commissioned to apply to the Emperor
advoI
am
now
in
Sib:
engaged
publicly
matic sentiments, the
nature of desires and
for permission to make borings on the French
of
as
election
James
E.
the
English
cating
And
how can the teacher
soil in order to ascertain tho practicability of
candidate for Governor of Connecticut, a gen- propensities.
properly control scholars, ignorant of moral obliga- the scheme.
tleman who is openly committed to the support of your veto, to the defense of your 22d tions? Or what uniformity of action in the
—A grand-daughter of Rouget de Lisle, the
of February speech, and of your policy of moral sensibilities can he called
out without a
famous composer of “La Marseillaise,” is about
restoration in opposition to the Disunionists
knowledge of mental philosophy t When the to marry M. Eugene Phillippon. It is said
of Connecticut.
desires of the scholar become alienated, which that the bride will retain tho name of her
I am opposing the election of Gen. Joseph
R. Hawley, who openly disapproved of your often occurs in the sensitive nature, the teach- grandfather.
veto and of your 22d of February speech, and
—A field of wheat buried under an avalanche
er must correctly understand the nature of
declines to support your policy as opposed to
in Switzerland for
that
twenty-five years, proceedbe
able
to
treat
to
the
case
alienation,
It
my pothe radical majority in Congress.
ed on its growth as soon as the snow melted.
litical action is not satisfactory to you, I beg successfully; and this must be done at onco,
A valuable
present from tho Tycoon of
you to receive my resignation as postmaster of for where there is indisposition there is no
Japan to the Emperor Napoleon has reached
this city.
advancement.
J. M. K.

Tour obedient servant,
E. S. Cleveland.
The President ha3 returned this answer to
Mr. Cleveland:

Tour political action in upholding my measures and policy is approved. Tour resignation
is, therefore, not accepted, but is herewith re-

turned.

Andbew Johnson.

Lincoln, March 23, 1866.

Marseilles. It consists of

cases

of

silkworms,

it has been

ES?“The

studio of T. Buchanan Read, the
artist, was on the third floor of Pike’s Opera
House, and all its contents were destroyed.

Among them was Read's last picture, nearly
completed, called “Love’s Young Dream,’*

worms

clearly

produce

no less than 15,000
the more prized inasmuch
proved that Japanese silk-

superior quality of silk to
those of any other country, and are
moreover
less liable to the disease which has of late
years
so
much
distress to the silk growers of
caused
>
the south of Franoe.
a

—Remains of lake dwellings have
recently
been discovered in the Lake of Zurich. Arms
have been found in great
from

quantities, tools,
saws iu flint to
needles iu bone, ornaments,
children's toys, the remains of 8tored-up fruits
of various
kinds—nay, even a cellar or recepta-

cle full of corn, and a loaf of bread
composed
of bruised grain, and preserved
carboniza-

by

tion.

By

the side of these relics arc found the

bones of

animals, many belonging to species
extinct belore the rise of history.
—The Galignani s of Paris have recently
made a good investment of a portion of their

New Establishment.—Messrs. Harris &
Waterhouse have opened an establishment at
No. 12 Exchange street, for the wholesale
trade in hats, caps and furs. They will keep
constantly supplied with all the new styles,
and will sell them at New York prices.
£3^**Lord William Lennox’s “Drafts on my
has a new bon mot attributed to Sydney Smith. In writing to a friend, he said,
“Unfortunately the house is full of cousins—
would they were once removed.”

Memory”

profits, having built and endowed a hospital of
twenty-five beds for the English poor residing

SPECIAL

in Pari*.
—It appears, says the Gazette de France,
that a violent typhoid epidemic prevails at
present at the school for young priests of St.
Sulpice, where many of the clergy for Paris

with.

met

educated. Some of the young men have
died lately, and a large number have been sent
to their homes.
—The friends of Mazzini in Genoa,
says the
correspondent of the Nord, having commenced
preparations to celebrate his election for Messina by a public manifestation, the
au-

mn308Ndit

Perry’s Moth and Freckle Lotion*
Chloasma, or Moth patch, (also called Liverspot,)

Lentigo, or Freckles, are often very annoying,
particularly to ladies of light complexion, for the discolored spots show more plainly on the face ot a
blonde than of a brunette; but they greatly mar the
beauty of either; and any preparation that will elfectually remove them without injuring the texture or
color qf the skin, is certainly a desideratum. Dr. B.
C. Perry, who has made diseases of the skin a speciality, has discovered a remedy for these discolorations, which is at once prompt, Infallible, and harmand

police

thorities intimated that they would not permit
any such demonstration, and would, if necessa-

assemblage

of this kind by

less.

Prepared only byB. C. PEltBY, Dermatologist,
No. 4.) Bond Street, New-York, and (or sale by all
druggists; price$2per bottle. Cnll for PEBBY’S

—The Cronstadt Messenger describes the operations lately carried on for the recovery'of

MOTH AND FHECKLE LOTION.
W. F. Phillips & Co., and H. H. Hay, Wholesale
oct31sn MW&F6m
Agents, Portland, Maine.

the sunken war ships at the entrance of Sebastopol harbor. More than half a dozen of these
hulks have been raised, and one thousand two
hundred guns have been rescued from the
depths of the Black Sea, with a large quantity
of copper and other available property. There

TO DYE EAST

does not, however, appear to be any attempt at
reconstructing the abandoned city even as a

Is very desirable. Mathews’ Venetian Hair Dye is
the best in the world. Complete in one bottle. Ne
it.
wash, o stain, no trouble. A child can
Persons wishing to avoid the publicity of having their
hair dyed in public, can

mercantile resort.
—Dr. Anderson, of

apply

Breslau, has been invited
to a chess contest by the famous Austrian
chess-player, Herr Steinitz. A sum of £500 is
to become the property of the winner, and the
game is to be played in London either at Easter

DYE AT HOME
better than any barber can do it, by using the Venetian Dye. It does not rub off or make the hair apar dusty or dead, but imparts new life and lustre.
ives a beautiul black or brown, as prelerrod. Price
75 cents. Prepared by A. I. MATHEWS, N. Y.
Demas Babnes & Co., New York, Wholesal-

g

in July.
—The King of Italy has conferred the title of
baron on Mr. S. S. Kirkup, an English artist

or

Agents.

mayl2SNeodly

t

residing
Florence, whose attention of late
years has been directs .1 to the investigation and
illustration of the poems of Dante.
—Some touching relics of the “London" have
been discovered sealed up in bottles on the
at

Boots, Herbs and Barks, the best in Nature’s store,
From broad Atlantic to Pacific shore,**
I

They were messages written by persons on board when all
hope had fled.
One, dated the 10th of January, is signed D.
W. Lemmon, and runs thus: “The
ship is
sinking; no hope of being saved. Dear par-

State

of Maine.

mh27’66SKdtf

Metcalfe’s Great Rheumatic Remedy
certainly the wonder of the ago. Thousands can
testify to its magical effect, and the first doctors of
this city are recommending it to their patients as the
sure cure tor Rheumatism ever known to man.
only
March 6—dlmiM

Farewell for this world!
Lost in the
steamship" London,” bound for Melbourne.”—
A third is to the following effect:—“H. J. Denis to Jh. Denis Knight, at Great Shelford

—

Adieu, father, brothers,
sisters, and my
Edi.
Steamer London, Bay of Biscay,
Thursday, 10 o'clock. Ship too heavily laden
forits size, and too crank; windows stove inand

OTITINE.
This excellent Remedy is an infallible cure (or Deepness, Discharge from, the Ear, and Noises in the
Head.
This wonderful Vegetable Extract has been the
means of restoring thousands to their hearing, who,
after trying everything and everybody, had given up
hoping ever to hear a rain.
It opperates like a charm upon offensive discharges from the EAR, no matter what may havo caused
it, or how long standing.
Noises in the head disappear under its influence

coming in everywhere. God bless my
poor orphans. Request to send this paper, if
found, to Great Shelford. Storm not too viowater

condition.”

ITEMS OF STATE NEWS.

t

by magic.
Price, 82.00 a Bottle. For sale by all Druggists; at
wholesale by G. C. GOODWIN*CO.,
No. 38 Hanover St., Boston.
Feb 21—SKd&wly
as

ty Eclipse

this

evening

enters
earth's shadow at 9h. 56m. and emerges at
lh. 40m.

ty The

—

moon

Kennebec Journal declares that the

it

loyal people of the country are “justly incens-

Vegetable Soap.

superior Toilet Soap* prepared from refined
Vegetable Oils in combination with Glycerine*
and especially designed for the use of Ladies and
for the Nnraery. Its perfume is exquisite, and its
washing properties unrivalled. For sale by all Dr uggists.
felO’66SNdly
A

{y There is a prospect that the Kennebec
bridge at Augusta will be made tree.
jy We learn from the Lewiston Journal
that there are now thirty-four students in the
three classes in Bates College. In the Latin
School connected with the College there are 46
The

Aromatic

Colgate's

by the veto of the civilrights bill. We are
glad the Journal has got its eyes open.
ed”

students and in the Seminary 49.
is in a most prosperous condition.

BURIAL LOT IN EVERGREEN CEME-

Siy*A venerable patriarch amused people of
TERY, (Westbrook.)
One of the most desirable location in Section E.—
Lewiston Wednesday, by driving his horse
Said Lot is numbered 128 and 130, adjoining Messrs.
through town with a dog mounted on all fours C. W. Robinson and RufUs D. Bean's, and is very
on the animals back.
The dog, horse, and pro- handsomely laid out.
For further information as to price, <fcc.,
prietor seemed to have an excellent underAddress.
“EVERGREEN,"
Transcript Office, Boston, Mass.
mhl 7d& wsn tf
Boston, March 13.

standing.

B5f"”Tlie Loyal

Sunrise understands that a
gentleman in the Province who sold his property in Presque Isle and removed beyond the

REMOVAL.!

“iron-posts” during

the rebellion, is in great
fear of a raid from this side, and would give all
his old shoes to be back there.

DENTIST,

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

Second House from H. H. Hay’s Apothecary
Store.
martaxd&wU

E3T“The committee of gentlemen from New

Chilblains Can Be Cured!

Jersey, consisting of Messrs. Wright, Rogers,
Cleaveland, Ogden, and others who called on
the President the other day, took occasion to
congratulate him upon the glorious examplo
afforded by his patriotic rejection of unconsti-

Use CHARLES’ LINIMENT. Follow the Three
tions strictly and we warrant a core.
For sale, Wholesale and Retail, by
BURGESS, FORES & CO.*
General Agents,
80 Commercial Street* (Thomas Block,)
dec27dtfs n
Portland, Me.

tutional powers, and his efficient resistance to
the “centralizing despotism” of the radicals.
His Excellency seems to have accepted these
compliments with great satisfaction, compla-

cently pointing, as usual, to his “public acts”
in proof of his great merits.
In view of the
fact that Mr. Johnson is persistently using the
powers accidentally devolved upon him for the
purpose of thwarting the will of the people
whose choice he was not by nullifying the action of their representatives, we think this
pretense of self-denial in the use of arbitrary
1

seems most to alarm the
method by which he proposes to obviate this
danger is to deliver the one race, bound hand
and foot, into the power of the other. Of course

if all power of self-defence be taken away from
the colored man he must needs submit,no matter to what extent he may be oppressed, but in
that

case we

wolves will

have no

can

keep

the

sheep

of races ! The
in order. We shall

war

have peace !

&^“In Quebec they

are so

afraid of the Fen-

ians that the gates of the lower town are regularly closed every night at a certain hour, and
after that no person can enter. Anyone in the
suburbs requiring a physician can only get
him by sending a message to the gate, where
other messengers are stationed to be in readinese to attend to demands of this kind.
EI^The Alexandria (Va.) Journal says that
“the night of the 16th instant the building
in which a Miss Wood teaches a school for
freedmeniu Warrenton was stoned, the windows knocked out, stones hurled in among the
on

scholars, and considerable damage done to the
building generally. The Mayor of the place
has been authorized by the council to offer

a re-

ward for the apprehension of the guilty parties.”
EJjfThe London Star has this squib :
CAMBRIDGE AND HARVARD.

When Cambridge Dons, with Tory air,
Their scorn of Thompson’s boon declare,
The world will read their answer thus—
“Shall big U. 8. teach little us?”

English astronomer, Mr. Geo. F.
jy
Burder of Clifton, writes that a spot, or rather
cluster of spots, of very unusnal size, may now
be seen on the sun’s disk. It is so large as to
An

conspicuously visible to the naked eye when
sun is looked at through a colored or
smoky
glass, or through a fog of suitable density.
$3f”John G. Cook, Esq., of Lewiston, has
just returned from a trip to Washington and
the South, and reports substantially tho same
observations as others who have recently been
be

the

in that section.

The Journal says he visited

Washington, Richmond, Petersburg, Wilmington, Newberne, Charleston, &c., and conversed

freely with the people. They say they are
whipped,but believed they were right in seceding, and only wish they had succeeded in their
attempt. A South Carolina legislator told him
that if he were to go abroad he should hail not
from the United States but from South Carolina. The policy of President Johnson encourages them in their passion lor political independence. Mr. Cook states that the Freedmen’s
Bureau has been of incalculable benefit in dis-

abusing the minds of the negroes
pressions and in seouring justice

of false imto some ex-

tent, from the planters. He thinks the South
will continue to be benefited by a judicious
sprinkling of U. S. troops at convenient points.
The railroads of the South are in poor order,

especially

the

rolling

mostly Northern

men.

stock.

Passengers

are

The Southerners are

dilapidated in appearance, sporting, I
however, generally a venerable pair of kids.
j

rather

LOOK .’ LOOK ! !
25 Tin-Types for 50 cents.
25 Gcui Arabrotype»« 50

deiice118*

scbihfx
£&&Mat“ias:
NEW

cents*

YORK—Ar 27th, ships Alex Marshall MarPautber’
do; Resolute,

torques Antelope, White, St
C V Muiot, Rogeis, St dago; Sam Sheppard Thomas;
Frisbie
Cienfuegos; schs W H Thorndike, Jameson AUX
Aux
Cayes; Corvo, Yeaton, Boston.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 28tli, sobs Delmont, Orr Baltimore; Union, AverilJ, New York ; Flora king

No. 80 Middle Street.
A. S. DAVIS.

jallSKdtf

HASHEESH CANDY!
Tho attention of the public is invited to Hasheesh
Candy, which is recommended to them as the best
medicine known for the cure ol all diseases of the
Throat, Lungs and Nervous System. The proprietors, in thus offering it, feel confident that a trial will

Cook, Calais.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 27th, sell

Boston.
in port 28th, barque Riclid Irvin; brigs Hampden,
Edwin, Paragon, Anna I> Torrey, J & H Crowley,
Crocus, M Shepard, L M Merritt; schs Sedonia, E A
Conant. Rocket, Jeddie, Cameo, Georgia, Geutile, F
J Cummings, Ella, Billow, White Sea, Ellen Forres-

It is useless to. present facts or arguments, but to others we feel that it will be sufficient to say that we offer

ter, Whitney Long.
Most of the above

were getting under way at 8 AM
BOSTON—Ar 28th, ship Lillian, (Br) Herbert, Ardrossan; schs Lexington, Kellar, Rockland: Thos C
Bartlett, Brown, Wiscasset; Capitol, Roberts, Bath;
J Baker, B&rberick, Portland.
Cld 28th, brig J W Woodruff, Eaton, for Trinidad:
schs Paragon, (Br) Welsh, Wiscasset, to load lor Havana; Yantic, Frisbce, Portland.
Ar 29th, baruqes Kichd Irvin, Ames1 ury, Buenos
Ayres; Mary Elizabeth,Crockett,New Orleans; schs
Convoy, Cook. Calais; Venus, Hersev, Pembroke.
SALEM—Sid 27th, sch Lizzie Guptill, (tram Rockland) lor New York: 28th, brig Abby P Fenno, (from
Boston) for Portland.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 24th, schs John A Sweet, Baker, Portland Air Washington; Maria Louisa, Snow.

discovery or experiment; our goods are standIn the East, Hasheesh is the beginning and

ard.
the end of Medicine; it is used for numberless diseases, and that it is used with success wo need only
refer our readers to the unlimited testimony of travelers In all ages. That it should so long have escaped the practical science of the Western World, is an
astonishing fact; hut now that it is prepared in such
a form as to make it pleasant,
safe, and above all, effective, there can be no doubt that it is destined to
obtain the confidence of the public, and especially of
those for whose relief it is prepared.
Invalids ^
be assured that it contains not a particle of opium,
or anything else that is in any way injurious to the
system, but that it is an agreeable and permanent
tonic.

New York.
Ar 26th, schs

Concord, Kennedy, Boston tor Newburyport; Charlotte Ann,Chandler,do for Rockland;
Post Boy, Andrews, and Lucy Jane, Nash, irom do
lor do.

bent to any address on

receipt of price and stamps.
Price—Large Box $1.00, postage 15 cents; Small
Box 50 cents, postage 6 cents. For sale by all Druggists and Apothecaries, or Patent Medicine Dealers.
Imported and manufactured solely by the SYLVAN ORIENT COMPANY, 151 Washington St,
(opposite the Old South Church,) Boston, Mass.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents for Maine.
Feb 15—sxd&wly

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid ttn Trieste 5th inst, barque Iddo Kimball,West,
New York.
Ar at Liverpool 12th inst, ship Wm Libby, Bishop,
Now Orleans.
fPer steamer Bremen, at New York)
Ar at Liverpool 10th inst, L L Sturges, Hathaway,
Mobile; 13th, Neptune, Peabody, New York.
Sid 11th, Rival, Doane, New Orleans.
Ent out 12th, Scotia, Doane, tor Boston.
Ent out at London 10th, Detroit, Thomas, for Port

Phillip

Geelong.
Ar at Beifiist 10th, Rochester, Davsy, Liverpool
New Orleans, leaky.

Dispensary*

The members of the Portland Dispensary are hereby notified that the Annual Meeting of this institution will he held at the Dispensary Rooms,122 Federal
St., on MONDAY, April 2nd, at 6 o’clock P. M.
A
full attendance is requested.
AUG. S. THAYER, Secretary.
Mar

26,

1866.

Ar at Marseilles 9th inst, Charles Henry, McRav,
Philadelphia.

[Per steamer China, at Boaton.l
Cld at Liverpool 13th Inst, Caravan, Marshall, and
Therese, Hot oil, New York; Tamerlane. Jackson,
Philadelphia; 14th, Lvdia Skolttcld, SkolUeld, Boston; Adella Carlton, Tapley, New York : Owego,
Norton, New York; 15th, J H Stetson, Woodward,
Boston; Mont Blanc, Donnell, Havana; Nunquam
Dormio, Cousins, New York.
Ent lor Idg 13th, Virginia, Weeks, Bio Janeiro and
Callao.

at the

...-

Brighton Lire Stock

Ar at Sydney, NSW, Jan 2, Queen of the Seas,
Reed, New York.
Sid Dec 24, Nellie Abbott, Jordan, Shanghae.
At Melbourne Jan 25, Elizabeth Kimball, Frost,

Market*

for Newcastle and San Francisco.
At at Shanghae Jan 8, Resolute, Holt, New York;
22d, Rover, Hunt, Nagasaki.
Sid Jan 21, Anglo Saxon, Plummer, Foochow and
New York.
Ar at Hong Kong Jan 18, Mary Olover, Arey, from
WLampra.
Ar at Manila Jan 12, Endeavor, Doane, San Francisco; Sacramento, Nelson, Hong Kong.
Ar at Colombo Feb 16, Annie Slse, Shields, Cal-

Wednesday, March 28.—Amount of Stock at
Market.
Cattlo.
Sheep. Shotas. Fat Hogs. Veals.
9010
476
00
75
This week,.. 1510
3606
450
00
50
Last week,.. 2213
Amount from Each State.
Cattle.
Speep.
loo
Maine. 114
2488
New Hampshire. 94
2905
1267
00

182
Vermont.
Massachusetts. 142
New York....... 45
Western States. 702
Canada..,. 220

cutta.
Ar at Bombay March 11,
Sid frn Cadiz 10th Inst,

York.

1672

SPOKEN.
March 1, lat 484, Ion 4012, barque Wallace, from
New Orleans lor Havre.
March 3, lat 45 20, Ion 37 05, brig Mary Stewart,
trom New York for Marseilles.
March 19, lat 4110, Ion 51, barque Reunion, Tracey, from New Orleans (br Havre.
March 21, no lat, &c, was seen ship Lizzie Moses,
from London for New York.

—

weight oi beef, hide and tallow.
Working Oxen—$175^300 pair; steers $100@150.
One pair 6 years old. 6 feet 0 inches,.$200

total

old, 7 feet
old, 6 feet

years
years

44

years old, 5 fbet
44
V* •41 5 years old, 6 feet
5 years old, 6 feet
•'<
years old, 7 feet
Milch Cows—Sales at $50
30
@ 45.
Farrow,
44

0 inches,.
8 inches,...
7 inches.
5 inches.
8 inches,..
2 inches.

@ 75;

280
210
290
175
210
300

9 Tp lb.
13 retail,

CLOTHING HOUSE I

Ey A Physiological View of Marriage:
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 fine Plates
Aud Engravings of the Anatomy of the Human Organs in a state of Health and Disease, with a Treatice on Early Errors, its Deplorable Consequences
upon the Mind and Body, with the Author's Plan of
Treatments-the only rational and successful mode of
cure, as shown by the report of cases treated. A
truthful adviser to the married, and those contemplating marriage, who entertain doubts at their physical condition. Sent free of postage to any address,
on receipt of 25 cents, in stamps or postal currency,
by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden Lane,
Albany, N. Y.
The author may be consulted upon any of the disupon which his book treats either personally or

eases

by mail, and medicine sent to any part of the world
Oct 6—8 N d&wGrn

ITCH!

Scratch,

ITCH! ITCH!
Scratch, Scratch !

EMERSON & BURR

this city, March 29, at the
Square Universal is t Church, Adna T, son oi Hon A C Denison,
of Mechanic Falls, and Sarah W, oldest daughter oI
the late Heury B Gunnison, of Albany, Ga.
In Saccarappa, by Rev A W Pottle, March 11, Sylvester W Bachelder and Miss Hattie Jose, both of
Westbrook; 25th. J Mills Parker, of Gorham, and
Miss Susan V Stiles, of Westbrook; 28th. Charles J
McLellan and Miss Clara A Libby, both of Gorham.
Iu Liberty, March 10, Silas O Bartlett, of MontviUe,
and Lois A Ilobinson, of Appleton.

Congress

years.
In Augusta, March 13,
years 8 months.

PASSENGERS,

Steamship Moravian—1

as

DIPHTHERIA.,
Whooping Cough,
In these complaints this Medicine has NO SUPERIOR, and while thus efficacious it is perfectly safe to
and

administer to persons of all uges.
The Gough Balsam possesses the two-fold advantage ofbeing at once valuable as a curative and invaluable as a preventative of all the diseases ot the
Throat, Lungs and Bronchia.
The world is challenged to produce a compound of
equal efficacy and safety.

#*# Prepared and sold by AMBROSE WARREN,
Botanic Druggist, No. 1 Granite Block East Market
Square, Bangor, Me.
nol4gNdftw6m
C^-Dr, Tibbetts’ Physiological Hair Regenerator, This article is unequalled in intrin-

sic MERIT.
It will not soil the finest fabric.
Is neat, clean, and highly perfumed.
It will positively restore the whitest or
grayest hair
to its ongnal color.
Will
the head from humors and dandruff.
As a dressing is bewiteliingly desirable.
Every bottle Is warranted or money refunded.

purify

TEBBETTS BROTHERS, Proprietors, Manchester, N. H.
Sold by W. W. WHIPPLE and W.F. PHILLIPS,
Portland, and by all Druggists.
ia22»N3m*

TOUR OWN SOAP I
Using

your

Waste

GREASE,
0

Buy

Penn'a Salt

one

Box of the

Manufacturing

Oo.’s

SA-POISTIFIEK,!
(Patents of 1st and 8th Feb. 1859.)
—

—

S.

jew-

case

Brig L Staples—392 hhds molasses,
hhds do 100 hhds sugar. Lynch,
Co;
sugar 1 bbl molasses, to master.
Brig Angler H Curtiss —50 hhds sugar, 406 hhds
87 tres 6 bbls molasses, to Isaac Emery; 6 bbls do, to
master.

CARDENAS. Barque C B Hamilton—433 hhds 54
molasses, to Chase, Cram & Sturdivant.
PONCE. Seh Lizzie L Tapley—200 hhds sugar, to
E Churchill & Co.
SAGUA. Sell Jos Long—259 hhds 23 tres molasses
to John D Lord; 6 bbls do l bbl sugar, concealed on
tres

CONCENTRATED

JTo. 12

LYE!

It will make 10 POUNDS ol excellent Hard Soap,
<ur 25 GALLONS of the very best Soft Soap, for only
about 35 Cents. Directions on each box. For sale at
all Drug and Grocery Stores.
mh28d6msN

We shall offer to the trade all the leading and nobby
at the lowest New York
cash prices.
d2w—mh30

Btyles as soon as issued, and

Guardian’* Sale.
to license from the Probate Court
PURSUANT
Cumberland County, I shall sell, at public

WEthe

press*

Occupation!

on

receipt

ol

fifty

cents.

To Let.
Chambers to lot, without board,
within three minutes walk of the Post Office.
Street,
Cumberland
Enquire at 173
Mar 30—d3w

FURNISHED
j

pers being present

so

that they could be used.
stated that notice
some weeks before

County Attorney Webb
had been given defendant

the commencement of the term that this case

would be called up, and a trial had if possible •
The case had been on the docket a long time,
and had been delayed term after term, and the
demands of Justice urged him to insist that it
should now he disposed of
Judge Tapley suggested that copies of the
letters and papers referred to in the affidavit
of Mr. Smith might be obtained,
and, with the
consent of the

County Attorney, be used on
trial, which might be had next week. To
this the County Attorney assented, aad the
the

matter subsided.

About 1 o’clock Mr. Smith, with his counsel,
appeared in Court, aDd Mr. Smith stated that
copies of the letters would not serve his pur*
pose at the trial. The letters were in some
half dozen different hand writings, and it

would be necessary to have the originals in
the examination of the witnesses. He could
not consent to go to trial without
them, and
as they were in Judge Putnam’s
hands, it was
uncertain when they could be obtained. He
therefore wished the case to be continued to
the

July term.
Mr, Webb said nothing had been stated to
change the opinion he had expressed in the
morning.
Judge Tapley declined to grant the continu-

The trial of the Brunswick school ram—
State vs. Bennett, commenced Thursday,occupied all the rest of the day. The testimony
lor the State closed in the forenoon.
In the
afternoon Mr. Butler opened for the defense,
reciting the facts he expected to prove, viz;
that the punishment wa9 necessary and not
excessive; that the prosecutor was unreasonably bitter upon the accused, and had pursued

him without mercy; that the school was a
good one, and that this treatment of the boy
was necessary, since had shown open
contempt
for the rules.
A large number of witnesses,
including Dr.
Lincoln, J. L. Tenney, Esq., Professors Smyth
and

Packard, and

many

others, were

examln

ed to sustain the positions assumed by counsel
for defence.
The testimony for the defense being all put
in, Mr. Webb called a few witnesses in rebuttal. This closed the testimony and the Court

adjourned to Friday morning, when the dosing arguments will be made.

John Marr, for larceny of a small quantity
of wood from the yard of Mr. E. B. Cox, on
Commercial street, was fined $1,00 and costs.
Committed.
A colored man, named James H. Robinson,
was charged with larceny ot a coat
belonging
to a fellow boarder.
As there were some
doubts in the case, the accused got the benefit
of them and was discharged.
Off thk Tback.—The outward mail and
passenger train on the Grand Trunk Railway,
yesterday, at 1.10 P. M., in passing the ship

yard crossing

at the back of

Monjoy

met with

obstruction—the sand having run down the
hill and fil.ed up the track. A1*-there is a
curve at that point, the
engineer did not noti * the obstruction until it was too
bite, and
an

the consequence waa the locomotive ran off the
track and was badly damaged. The accident

to connect with the afternoon train for Boston by running out cars to the place, aDd
person was

injured.

Cofeee and Spices.—If any are in want of
pure ground old government Java eo&e. or
pure spices, they can obtain the same at the
factory of Messrs. L. J. Hill A Co., York St.
Those who have tried the articles put up by

is certainly desirable to get the best articles
that can be obtained for the money, and
Messrs. Hill A Co. intend to do that very thing
in supplying their customers.

Brown’a Bronchial Troches.
From
the Medical Director of the General Hospital,
Bent m Barracks, near St. Louis, March 8,
1862. “Messrs. John I. Brown A Son,Bos—

ton, Mass,—Use of your far-famej and most
serviceable * Troches’ is being made in the hospital of which I have charge, and with very
beneficial and decided results in allaying bronchial irritation.” For Coughs and Colds the
eodlwdJtw.
Troches give prompt relief
Arrival

of the

Moravian.—Steamship

Moravian, Capt. Aiton, from Liverpool 15th,
and Londonderry 17th lust., arrived at 7.80
yesterday morning, bringing 25 cabin and 224
The news was anticiat Halifax.
We are indebted to Messrs. Allan Brothers
* Co., through the courtesy of the Purser Mr.
steerage passengers.

pated by the China

Alexander McDonald, for files
Liverpool papers.

of London and

If You Want

lively book for evenings,
Sunday reading, just step
into Geyer A Caid’s on Free street, and look
over the shelves of their
circulating library,
where you will find nearly every thing that is
new and spicy.
a

serious one for

Wanted.
CAPABLE and experienced Girl to do house-

221

Apply

at No.

March 30—dlw*

was

New
in a

ry would result to the defendant if the case
pressed for trial, without these pa-

was now

or a

a

The boat is

Mr. Hayes in an able an
eloquent argument
supported the motion, urging that serious inju-

Address

LANSING & CO., No. ISC » ashington St„
Boston.
Mar 30—lw

work in
family of two persons.
ACumberland
St.

insured for $2000.
Sell Agenora, Murch, from Boston for Baltimore,
arrived in Hampton Roads 28th, with loss of both anchors and chains, in a gale off Smith's island.

Jeaky condition.

ft. HARRIS
J. e. Waterhouse.
mh36-2wd

Here is

NOTICE TO MARINERS.

Ship Rochester, Fulton, from Liverpool tor
Orleans, nut into Belfast, Ireland, 15th inst,

copartnership under

TTfOR a few smart, active young men to canvass the
A State of Maine tor two new anil useful articles
just introduced to the public. Things which are
ntaoded by every house-keeper. Samples sent by ex-

Lubec tor New York.

saved.

a

F.

vwhc*
March
20,1866.

March 24—Sid, sch Orion, Alley, Boston for Jonesport; Highland Lass, Joyce. Swan's Island for RockPike's Peak, Carlton, for WInterport; Palos,
Cousins, Sullivan for New Bedford; Franklin, Allen,

crew

day formed
aud style of

change,) Portland.

land:

and

name

HARRIS & WATERHOUSE,
for Jobbing of llatB, Caps and Purs, and taken the
store No-12 Exchange street, (below
Merchants'Ex-

to vessel.

on

on

COP AM TXEMSHIP.

OUR CORRESPONDENT.

Isle

of

auc-

the premises, on Monday, the seventh day
of May next, at 10 o’clock A. M., all the real estate of
Caroline E. Libby, a minor heir at law of Charles
Libby, late oi Gray, deceased. Said real estate consists of the homestead farm of said Charles Libbv,
about one mile from
Gray comer, containing about So
acres ol land, with good buildings thereon.
Subject
to tho Widow’s l)owor therein.
WILLIAM P. DOUGHTY,
Guardian of said Minor.
w3wl4
Gray, March 28, 1886.

tion,

have thi3

about one mile S W of Holbrook
found to be on fire and was
the island, where she was
eutirely de-

great reason, viz: that there are a large number of letters and documents in the hands of
Judge Putnam, of Boston, which cannot be
got until his decision is rendered in a case now
before him, and which are absolutely necessary
to the cross-examination of certain witnesses
who are understood to be brought forward.—
This was the principal point argued fbr the
continuance of the case, though it was staled
there were others equally important.

this firm pronounce them to be of the
very
best quality. In these times of high prices it

PORTLAND, ME.

GREEN’S LANDING. March 20—Ar, sebs Content, Fullerton, Ellsworth: Essex, Eaton. Deer Isle
tor Rockland: Wasp, Rand, Gouldsboro for do.
Sch Blue Bird, Lunt, Horn Long Island for Rockland, while beating through Deer Isle Thoroughfare,
got ashore on Fessenden Ledge, but was got off next
nigh tide, with loss of only part of deck load. No

tor Castlne. when

Fxchange Street,

(Below Merchants* Exchange,)

CLEARED.
Steamer Franconia, Sherwood, New York—Emery
& Fox.
Steamer Lewiston, Knight, Boston—L BillingB.

DISASTERS.
Steamer Marcena Johnson, Fuller, from Deer

capricious grounds; that he cannot
to trial at the present term for one

changing passengers. No

Hats, Caps aud Furs,

Sch Olive Elizabeth, Randall, Boston.

Notice is hereby given that a Red Spar Buoy has
been placed to mark the wreck of a vessel recently
sunk in Hog Island Roads. The Buoy is moored at
the stern of the wreck, on the North side of the
Channel, in 31 fathoms at low tide. Folly Point bears
North-East about 200 yards distant trom said wreck.
There is about 8 feet of water on the wreck at low
tide.
By order of the Lighthouse Board,
JOHN POPE,
L. H. Inspector 1st. List.
u
Portland, March 29,1866.

upon uo

safely go

caused a delay of some hours to the outward
bound train, but the inward train was made

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

PORTLAND.

Sch C D Stacey, Oliver, Georgetown, Me.
Sch Sarah, Richardson, Bristol.
Sch Pearl. McFadden, Bristol.
Sch L W Dyer, Davis, Boston for Bath.
Sch Emily, Grant, Boston tor Ellsworth.
Sch Almira Ann, Lunt, Rockport for Nortolk.

said to be

Winchester,

iSTEWS HARRIS & WATERHOUSE,

oi water.

stroyed. Passengers

P.

C. C. EATON, Agent.
mh30dtf

Feb 26,1866.

loth inst.

beached

-or-

NEW BRUNSE.

of sailing until tour

o’clock

Barque Philena, Davis, Boston.
Brig Walter Howes, (ol Bangor) Harding. Sierra
Morena 1st inst via Holmes' Hole.
Brig L Staples, (ol Stockton) Stowers, Matanzas
11th inst.
Brig Angler H Curtiss, (of Harpswell) Merriman.
Matanzas 19th ult.
Brig Merriwa. Ingersoll, New York.
Brig Proteous. Mahoney, Boston.
Sch Lizzie L Tapley, (of Brooksville) Jonos, Ponce
4th inst via Holmes' Hole.
Sch Joseph Long, (ot Portland) Osgood,
Sagua 12th
inst via Holmes’ Hole.
Sch Albion, (Br)from St John NB, in
distress, AiU

Island, ?8th inst,

WEEK.

way will connect for Shediac.
I Sr' Freight received on days
P, M.

crew.

Steamship Moravian, (Br) Alton, Liverpool 15lh
Londonderry 17th.
Steamer Lewiston, Knight, Boston.
Barque <J B Hamilton, (of Portland) Pote, Carde-

damage

A

WICK, Capt.

131
Machinj1 bbl

FROM

Oo.

aud theSteamer NEW YORK,Capt
W. Chisholm,will leave Railroad
1 11
■•■Wharf, foot of State St, every MON
DAY and THURSDAY, at 5 o'clock P. M.. for Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St.John every MONDAY and
THURSDAY, at 8 o’clock A. M. lor Eastport, Portland, and Boston.
At Eastport the Steamer Queen will connect tor St.
Andrews, Kobbinston and Catais, with the New
Brunswick and Canada Railway, for Woodstock and
Houlton Stations; and Stage Coaches will connect for
Machias.
At St. John the Steamer Empress will connect for
Windsor, Digby and Halifax; and E. & N. A. Rail-

MATANZAS.

iuu)

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
CRIMINAL TERM—TAPLEY, J., PRESIDING.
Thursday.—At the opening of the Court,
T. M.
Hayes, Esq., of Boston, and Judge Howard, counsel in the case of State vs. F. O. J.
Smith, for adultery, appeared, and the latter
asked the attention of the
Court while he submitted a motion for a
continuance of the case
to the next term.
Judge Howard then read
a long affidavit
signed by Mr. Smith, setting
forth the declaration that this
delay Is asked

J1UNIOIPAI. COURT, MAH. 39.

St. John.

The Steamer

to H T
Barker &

OF

TRIPS

TWO

master.

PORT

Calais and

Eastport,

—

the

NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

International Steamship Company.
To Let—Uooios.
To I.et—1'iu nisi led Chambers.
Here is Occupation.
Wanted—A capable Girl.
Guardian’s Sale.
Up Town Clothing House- Emerson ft Burr.
Copartnership—Harris a Waterhouse.
Harris & Waterhouse—Hats, Caps and Furs.
Wanted—A situation.

EMERSON,

Intemational_Steamship

2 trusses carpets, Capt
P Richardson; 320 bdls
mdse,
iron, A E Stevens & Co; 340 bdls steel, 607 bdls hoop
iron, Eben Corey; 1822 bars iron, JC brooks; 5 cases
mdse, Jos Parkman; 8 bales do, C M Bailey; 1 bale
do. J G King; 4 bales do,Capt Geo A Preble; 50 IhIIs
sheet iron, l case mdse, order; 3 cases 2 bales mdse,
Thos Paddock; 83 pkgs, J E Prindle; 13 cases. Act
G T R Co; 26 pUgs, Canadian Ex Co.
SIERRA MORENA. Brig Walter Uowes
414
hhds 30 tres molasses, to John D Lord; 2 bbls do.
A

by

be

M. L. BURR.

Mar 30—dtf

to Savage & Lyman;
elry,
Mavwick; 1 case
N

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.

Ejp*REMEMBER! No. 317 Congress Street.

IMPORTS,

board

of Goode!

MECHANICS’ GRANITE BUILDING.

In the Moravian, from Liverpool—J H Shannon,
Rev M Appleby, A J Reid, and 30 others in the cabin
and 224 in the steerage.

LIVERPOOL.

Stock

Which for style and finish cannot he excelled, to
found at the UP TOWN CLOTHING HOUSE,

inst Via

Asthma, Bronchitis, Consumption, troop,
Influenza, Pleurisy, Pneumonia, or
Inflammation of the Lungs,

By Saving and

Splendid

In Rockland, March 18, Capt Lincoln Rhodes, aged

45 years

Thnr.day, March 29.

BEST REMEDY
For the various diseases of the Lungs and Throat,

Congress Street,

Don't toil to call and examine the

Mrs Grace Baker, aged 74

ARRIVED.

Has been found by experience to be the

MAKE

At 2To. 317

25 to 30 per Cent* less than any other
dealers in Maine*

United States.
Oct 25.1865.—s N d&wlyr

such

HAT AN1> CAP STORE,

54 years.

MABiyE

BALSAM I

rGOODS,

-AND—

this city, March 28, Charles W Thomas, M. D.,

by all druggists.
By sending 60 cents to WEEKS & POTTER, Sole
Agents, 170 Washington St., Boston, it will be forwarded by mail, free of postage, to any part of the

COUGH

GENTS’ FURNISHING

tVFuneral this (Friday) afternoon, at 3 o'clock,
at his residence, corner oi India and Congress Sts
In Winthrop, March 16, Jerusha W, wife of Otis

Miniature Almanac.March 30,
Sun rises.5.16 | Moon sets.5.26 AM
Sunsets .6.331 High water.10.15 AM

WA.3RIlENr»S

first-class READY-

a

Where may be lound the finest, cheapest and BEST
STOCK of GOODS in this city, bought just at the
best time, when Gold was at the lowest it has been
for four years, enabling us to sell from

Wheaton's
Ointment
Will Care the Itch in Forty-Eight Honrs.
Also cures SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,
and all Eruptions qf the Skin. Price 50 cents. For
sale

this

day openod
MADE CLOTHING,
HAVE

DIED.

Williams, aged 44

entertainment column.

Theatre—Deering Hall.

murrer

TOWN

TT£»

_MAKRIED.

In

New Advertisements
To-Dar

Judge Howard then presented a general deto the indictment, and the case
goes
up to the Law Term in July.
The 2d |ury and the supernumeraries were
discharged from any ftirther attendance.

New Advertisements.

Tallow—Sales at 7®9c lb $>.
Calf Skins-At 20@5c
lb.
Pelts—$2 00@2 25 each.

aged

fS** Advertisers will benefit themselves, as well as
their advertisements

accommodate us, by sending in
at an early hour in the day.

ance.

Extra, $80@ 100;

Sheep—Common, 7 @ 8c Tp lb; Extra,
Shotes $> lb, 10 @ 12c wholesale; 12 (iy
Hides—flfeojc lb; country lots, 8@8$c.

Ip

Uarnet Tay, Boston.
Dirigo, Rumball, (br New

580

Prices—Beel Cattle, extra, 13i@13|: First quality,
consisting of good oxen, best steers, &c, 12kS> 13;
Second quality, good fair beef, lli@12; Third qualon the
ty, light young cattle, cows, &c., U@ It J

44

for

Liverpool.

Boston Stock Lilt*
Brokers Board, March 29.
American Gold.... 128
United States Coupons,
126
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1681,
105
United States 7 3-10tlis Loan, 2d series.- 100,
do
2d series. 100;
do
3d senes.106
United States Five-twenties, 1862.\.:.... 104!
do
1864.104
do
1865. 1041
Maine State Sixes, 1889. 94j
Vermont Central 2d Mortgage Bonds. 26
Sales

and

Sid ftn Gallee Feb 2, Speedwell. Cooper, Akyab.
Cld at Rotterdam 10th inst, H B Wright, Park,

mh27sNdlw*

VICINITY

AND

Caroline Hall,

Doughty, Smyrna, Del, tor Bostou.
Returned, brigs Frontier, J W Drisko, and H II
McGUvery.
Ar 28 th, brig Cosmos, Parse ns, Philadelphia for

fully sustain the high reputation it has already acquired in various parts of the United States. To those
who always let their prejudices blind their judgment

no new

^uUir"P.

Harris!do?ri>00l;

V OUT LAM)

March 30, 1866.

Boots and Shoes—T. E. Moseley &
Co.—Boston.

Wooster, Provido.ice.

PORTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLERY

Dr. W. R. Johnson,
lias Removed his Office to 13 1-2 Free St.

bugbear which
President, and the

S !

For Sale.

College

power almost too broad a farce.
war of races” is the

N^TYPE

T I

DuS»i*Gil
schs Elia F Crowell,
<*?ili^An>E.LPHlA~‘Ar
Bo8tou ; Albert 26th,
Clarence, Freeman, Provi-

W.

Is

all!

ship in good

USE DK. LANGLEY’S ROOT and HERR BITTERS for Jaundice, Costiveness, Liver Complaint,
Humors, Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Piles, Dizziness,
Headache, Drowsiness, and ail diseases arising from
Disordered Stomach, Torpid Liver, and Had Blood,
to which all persons are subject in Spring and Summer. Sold by GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover St., aud by all Dealers in Medicines.
Mar 1—si»dlin

Portland

ATWELL,
ADVERTISING! AGENT,
Junction Middle and Free Sts., tip stairs.
J3F“Adveriisemenls received tor all papers in the

Friday Morning,

—

Portland,

O.

ents, may God bless you, as also me, with the
hope of eternal salvation.” Another, dated the
11th, reads, “F. C. M'Millau, of Launceston,
Tasmania, 11th of January, I860, to his dear
wife and his dear children. Mav God bless
you

a

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO
Ar 26lh inst, ship Carlisle,
Brown, Liverpool.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 20th, brig J Bickmore,Fountain, New York.
Ar 22d, sob Tathot, Fackard. Camden.
MOBILE—Cld 22a, barque Nonautum, Kingman,
Havre.
SAVANNAH—Ar 23d, brig Tangent, Chandler,
Boston; sch (trace Clifton, Otis, New Orleans; 26tl»,
8l“P Gaspee, Emerson, New York.
CHARLESTON—Ar 23*1. sch Maine Law, Amesbury Rockport. Me.
'TON—Cld 23d, brig Harry, Pillsbury,

“Buy Me and I’ll Do You Good.’*

ENTER INTO AND COMPOSE

Dr. Langley’s Boot and Herb fitters,
The great Blood Purifier.—the Best Health Restorer—and tho most perfect Spring and Summer Medicine ever discovered.
mar29dlmsN

ooast of Quiberon.

lent for

NOTICES.

—at the-

Nothing
In the shape of a Boot, Shoo, Boudoir or Library Slipper can approach, for style and excellence those at
T. E. MOSELEY & CO.’S, Summer Street, Boston. The stock comprises a grade of goods seldom

are

ry, disperse any
armed force.

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

Wanted.
SITUATION to do general housework or second
work by a girl from St. John. Address Post
Office box 2146.
mh30—dot*

A

Xo Let.
to let with Board, at 24
ROOMS
March 3(>—dtw

Danforth Street.

Theatre.—The sensation drama of “In
the Snow; or Misery and
Money,” which has
met with such decided
success, will be repeated this ev .'ning.
Also, the great Egyptian
mystery of the Sphinx.

Merchants Exchanoe.—Members are reminded that their annual
meeting occurs today, at 11 o’clock, at the rooms on Exchange
street.

Musical.
W6 wish the music lovers of Portland to

thoroughly understand the nature of the concert to be given this
evening at City Hall, by
the Mendelssohn Quintette Club, so that none

TO T1IE DAILY PKESS.
--

may stay away from a
is not sufficiently

feeling that the prospect
tempting. The great Septette
of Beethoven, whioh is to be
produced for the
first time in Portland, has
always been considered the favorite
production of that king
among musicians; and the fact that it is suited
to so many different combinations
by being arranged iu so many different ways, is a proof of
its gn at
popularity among musicians. It will
be produced by this famous Club with the fa-

Friday Morning)

XXXIX CONGRESS—1st Session.
Washington, March

Mr. Sumner moved that the Secretary of the
Senate be directed to communicate to the
Governor of New Jersey a copy of the resolution of the Senate in reference to the seat of
Mr. Stockton.
The motion was
to.

agreed

Mr. Poland briefly announced the death of
Mr. roote, and offered a
resolution, which was
adopted, that the Senate attend the funeral at

played by

could ever hope to do.
The Septette is divided into the Introduction and Allego, the Largbetto, and the Scherzo
movements, which are given in the first part of

one

o’clock,

and that the Senators wear the

usual badge of mourning during the remainder of the session.
The Senate at 12 o’clock took a recess until
1 o’clock, when the funeral ceremonies com-

the programme, and the Adante, Minuetto,
Adagio and Allego in the second part. The
Largbetto movement is particularly fine, one
of those deep solemn movements which come

mence.

The Senate having returned to the Senate
Chamber from the funeral, adjourned until

Monday.

from the heart, that causes you to close
your eyes and think yourself in gome one of
those grand old German cathedrals listening to
the impressive tones of one of their world-fam-

right

A message from the Senate announced the
death of Senator Foote.
Mr. Morrill introduced a resolution of respect for his memory, and condolence to his

family.

The House agreed to attend the funeral at
1 o’clock, and then adjourn until
Monday, in
order to give the Committee time to
dispose of
the accumulation of business.
At 1 o’clock the House in a
body went to
the Senate Chamber, the members wearing
crape upon the left arm.
After the ceremonies, the House adjourned
until Monday.

you seem to see the great hoops and stiff ruffs
of the ladies of the ancient time, with the short
cloaks and plumed hats of their cavaliers

gracefully moving round to that stately measThen again comes one of those wonder-

ure.

ful Scherzo’s that only such a genius as Beethoven could throw off in a moment of
inspira-

Last,

not

least,

the

Finale itself

The Funeral

The Senate galleries

work.
The remainder of the programme is composed of most pleasing solos for the separate in-

struments, and last but not least must be mentioned the charming ballad singer, Miss Addie
Byan, Boston’s prime favorite, young, pretty,
and the most interesting ballad-singer east of
New York.

Letteb

C.
fbom

Admibal D. D. Pobteb.—

Among the letters
on the Fair, is one
Porter.

received

by the Committee
gallant Admiral

from the

It is as follows:—

)
Annapolis, Md., March 26,1866. J
My Dear Sir:—I beg leave to acknowledge
the receipt of your communication of the
16th, in relation to the Grand Fair to be held
in aid of the widows and orphans of deceased
soldiers.
These efforts to take care of the helpless
children of those who fell in their country’s
cause are very laudable, and deserve to be patronized by all those who were not exposed to
the risks of battle, long marches, and numerU. S. Naval Academy,

ous

privations.

pleased with the Fair if
It included the orphans of sailors who, (though
the country seems to have forgotten it,) did as
much towards putting down this rebellion, as
I should feel better

the soldiers.
I have the honor to remain,
Your obedient servant,
David D. Pobteb,
Bear Admiral.

Intebnational Line.—It will be seen by
reference to our advertising columns that the
Spring arrangements for the Eastport and StJohn steamers arc completed, and they leave

Mondays

and

These steamers now

Thursdays.
connect for Machias, Calais, St. Stephens, St.
Andrews, Houlton, Woodstock, Digby, Windsor and Halifax, and with E. & N. A. Bail way
to Shediac.
They will soon connect with
Frederickton, N. B., Prince Edward’s Island,
and Pictou.

Sale of Beal Estate.—E. M. Patten sold
at auction yesterday, the house and lot No.
27 Wilmot street. Mr. F. B. Eveleth was the

purchaser

at

$1,675.

Db. Chablbb W. Thomas.—We have received a notice of the late Dr. Thomas, but
not in season for this morning’s issue. It
will he inserted in to-morrow’s paper.
Pebsonal.—Our Ecpresentative in Congress, Hon. John Lynch, arrived home Wednesday evening on a short visit. He will return
to his post next Monday.
Men’s Bubber

over

shoes

$1,20; women’s

00 cts.; misses 70 cts. per pair, at Hall’s Rubber Emporium, 147 Middle St.
tf.
A

List

of the

Oaicers

BELONGING TO TBE TOWN

and Soldiers
OF GOBHAH,

Who were killed, or diod from wounds, or disease
contracted in the service of the United States, during
theUebolllon of 1861-186S, to be inscribed on the
r"
Itobie monument, at Gorham.
l i'r' Friends of any of those named in the following list, or others acquainted with facts in regard to
the name, age, time, plaoe and manner of death of
the deceased, will please notify either of the undersigned of any errors which may exist in the list, and
supply the requisite lnlormation where It does not
appear, in order that all the blanks may be correcily
filled.
It

necessary that this be done immediately.
JofiiAH Pierce,
Jobs A. Watebman.
March 27, 1806.
Capt Almon L Fogg, 17th Eegt Me Vols, wounded at
Gettysburg, July 3d, died July 4, 1863, aged 24
u

years.
Capt Oliver H

Lowell, 16tli Regt Me Vols, killed at
Gettysburg, July 1,1863, aged 33 years.
Capt Daniel M Philllips, 12th Regt Me Vols, killed at
Winchester, Va, Sept 19,1864, aged 28 years.
Capt Chester B Shaw, 9th Regt Me Vols, killed at
Fort Wagner, S C, July 18, 1863. aged 20 years.
Lieut George W Edwards, 16th Regt Mo Vols killed
at Fredericksburg, Va. Dec 13,1862, aged 22 years.
Sergeant Joseph Files, Jr, 32d Regt Me Vols, killed
Wilderness, Va, May 5,1864, aged 32 years.
Sergeant John McPhee, 16th Regt Me Vols, killed at
Petersburg, Va, April 2, 1865, aged 35 years.
Sergeant Charles H Patrick, 6tli Regt Me Vols, died
at Washingten, DC, July 3, 1864, aged 28 years.
Sergeant Horatio F Smith, 31st Regt Me Vote, died
at Gorham. August Is, 1864, aged 19 years.
Corporal William Canned, Jr, 16th Regt Me Vols,
killed at Gettysburg, Pa, July, 1863, aged 30 years.
Corporal Shirley Harmon, Jr, 2d Regt Me Cavalry,
at

died at Gorham.

Me, Oct 28,1864, aged 18 years.

Corporal Benjamin F Metcalf, 16th Regt Me Vols,
died at Gorham, Me, June 24,1863, aged 20 years.
Corporal Henry H Newell, 5th Regt Me Vols, died at
Alexandna, Va, Nov 28,1861, a«ed21 years.
Corporal Malilon H Parker, 12ui Regt Me Vols, killed
at Port Hudson, La. May 31,1863, aged 22 years.
Corporal Charles M Ward, 5th Regt Me Vote, killed
at Spottsylvaina, Va,-,-, aged 23 years
Private Abraham Andrew 16th Regt Me Vols, died
Libby Prison, Richmond, Va,-,-, aged

20 years.
Private James B Brown 17th Regt Me Vols, died at
Frederick, Md, Aug 1, 1863, aged 21 years.
Private Freeman Brown, 17th Regt Me Vols, died at

Baltimore, Md,-—,-,-—-.

Private Morris FBumpus, 5tn Regt Me Vols. died
-, —, May 24,1865, aged 29 years.
Private william F Dunn, 20th Regt Me Vols, died at
Cape Elizabeth, Me, April 14,1865, aged 19 years.
Private Peier Duffey, 5th Regt Me Vols, killed at
Petersburg, Va,-,-, aged 21 years.
Private Ormand S Douglass, 1st Regt Me Cavalry,
—

killed at Fort L, Kansas,
—,
■, aged 23
years.
Private Alonzo S Elder, 5th R gt Me Vols, wounded
at Rappahannock Station, Va, Nov 8,18G3, died at
Armory Square Hospital, Washington, D C, Nov
10, aged 23 years.
Private Albert S Estes, 13th Regt Mass Vols, killed
at Manassas, Va, Aug 29,1862, aged 25 years.
Private Ephraim Hicks, 17th Regt Me Vols, killed at
Gettysburg, Pa, July 3, 1863, aged 21 years.
Pnvate James E Haskell, 17th Regt Me Vols, killed
at Fredericksburg, Va, Dec 13,1862, aged 20 years.
Private Joseph D Hannon, 5th Regt Me Vols, killed
at Gaines’ Hill, Va, June 27,1862, aged 22 years.
Private John F Hai dmg, 16th Regt Me Vols, killed at
■ —

Petersburg, Va,-,-, aged 19years.
Private Lew'is Libby, 20th Regt Me Vo's, died at
Philadelphia, Pa,-,-, aged 26 years.
Private Solomon Mains, 10th Regt Me Vols, killed at
Antietam, Md, Sept 18,18b2, aged 37 years.
Private George Merrett, 5th Regt Me Vols, killod at
9t. Charles, La,-,-, aged 22 years.
Pnvate William Powers, 17th Regt Me Vols, died at
Washington, D C, January 11,1863, aged 20 years.
Private Charles Riggs, 5th Me Battery, killed at Fort
McGilvery,-,-, aged 25 years.
Private John H Roberta, 17 Regt Me Vols, killed at
battle of Wilderness, May 5,1864, aged 45 years.
Private Daniel L Roberts, 12th Regt Me Vols, died at
Ship Island,-,-, aged 25 years.
Private Emery Rolfe, 8th Re^; Me Vols, died at Governor’s Island, N Y,-,-, aged 19 years.
Private Freedom D Rand, 17th Regt Me Vols, killed
in battle of Wilderness, Va, May 5, 1864, aged 23
years.

Private Joseph Small 1st Me Cavalry, died at Richmond Va,-,-, aged 23 years.
Private Francis H Small, 2d Me Cavalry, died at
Barancas, Fla, Sept 5,1865, aged 21 years.
Private William M Spaulding,-,died at
New Orleans, La,-,-,-.
Private William H Smith 32d Regt Me Vols, died at
New Ilavcn. Conn.,-,-, aged 32 years.
Private John M Stevens, Maine 4th Buttery died at

Baltimore, Md,-—,-,

aged 18 years.

to-day to witness the ceremonies consequent
upon the death of Senator Foote. Hundreds
were unable to obtain admission.
The Senators occupied seats on the letl sidt of the
Chamber. At 12 o’clock, Gen. Grant entered
in company with several other military gentlemen. The Justices of the Supreme Court
were announced, and took seats on the extreme right. President Johnson, accompanied
by all the Cabinet, except Attorney General
Speed, next came in and occupied one of the
front rows of seats. Following these came
the members of the House of Representatives,
preceded by their officers. These having been
seated, the corpse was brought into the chamber, accompanied by the Committee of Ar-

rangements, viz., Senators Doolittle, Anthony,
Howard, Hendricks, Slieiman and Buekalew,
and by the pall-bearers, Senators
Fessenden,
Harris, Johnson, Guthrie, Lane of Indiana,
and Sumner, all wearing white scarfs. The
offln was pftced immediately in front of the
Secretary’s desk. It was covered with black
■

cloth, elaborately and tastefully

Private George W Coonly, Baker’s Cavalry, died at
Augusta, Me,-,-f_.
private Alonzo M Whitney, 16th Regt Me Vols, killed at Fredericksburg, Va, Dec 13, 1802, aged 18
years.
Pnvate G Sumner Whitney, 12th Regt Me Vols, died
at Savannah, Ga, May 11,1865, aged 20 years,
private Charles Williams, 11th Regt Me Vols, died at
Meridian Hill, D C,-■,-, aged 40 years.
Private Silas M Smith, 17th Regt Me Vole, died at
Washington, D C, May 24,1865, aged 29 years.
Private George S Reed, 5th Regt Me Vols, died at
Falmouth, Me,-,-, aged 48 years.
private William H Johnson, 9th Regt Me Vols, died
at Gorham, Dec-, 1865,-,-f-, I

posited.
It is reported here that six banks have failed
in the oil regions.
Christian Berger, the murderer of Miss
Anna Watts, condemned to be executed April
29th, was found dead in his cell this morning.
His death is ascribed to a natural cause, apo-

plexy.

ornamented
The lid was adorned with the
choicest flowers, and bore a plate with the inscription of the name of the deceased, and
the date of hi3 birth and death. The immediate relatives, and family and friends of the
deceased occupied seats on the left and in the
locality of the coffin. The members of the
diplomatic corps were also present; also, officers of the army and navy, mayor of Washington, chiefs of executive bureaus, and many
others. The President of the Senate, Mr.

Foster, presided. Rev. Dr. Gray, Chaplain of
the Senate, opened the exercises by reading
appropriate passages of scriptures, and a prayer of deep solemnity. Rev. Byron Sunderland
delivered the funeral sermon, from the text in
so

“

Like as a father pitieth his children
the Lord pjtieth them that fear him ” Rev.

Psalms,
Dr.

Boynton, the Chaplain of the House, delivered the closing prayer. The ceremonies
being ended, the funeral procession was formed, the Senators and Representatives from
Vermont following the family ol the deceased
as mourners, and proceeded to the railroad
station, where the corpse was placed in a car

for immediate transmission to Vermont.
The remains of Senator Foote leave here
to-morrow morning for New York, where
they will remain over night, and take the
Hudson River Railroad, via Troy, for Rutland
the next morning, where the bedy will lay in
state. Senators Doolittle, Ramsay, Riddle and
Poland will be in attendance as escort. The
whole will be under charge of A. P. Gorman,
Postmaster of the Senate, who is acting for

the Sergeant-at Arms.
From

Fortress Monroe.

Fobteehs Monroe, March 20.
military and medical authorities in this
district are derising active measures to improve the sanitary condition of the freedmen
and other inhabitants of the Peninsula. Small
pox has made its appearance, but not to an
The

extent.
Gen. Miles has issued an order directing the
employment of all idle negroes in cleaning up
the neighborhood.
Gen. Terry has also issued an order, under
instructions from Lieut. Gen. Grant, directing
that immediate measures be taken to prevent
the approach of cholera. All vessels from infected ports will be subjected to a rigoious
quarantine of fifteen days after arrival, or after the termination of the last case on board,

alarming

and be thoroughly fumigated.
A

quarantine guard ship will be stationed
in Hampton Hoads, and a steamer furnished
for The Health Officer and Ass’t Surgeon W.

D. Wolverton.
Ass’t Quartermaster A. P. Blunt has returned here from Washington. He has recently
made important reductions in the expendi-

tures of his

department

under

instructions

from headquarters.

Various Items.

New York, March 29.
The steam tug boat Phoenix, which was betowed
the
steamer
Sea Gull to this city,
ing
by

sunk in a gale on the 25th inst., off Cape May.
The officers were taken on board the Sea Gull,
No loss of any account resulted.
The Herald’s Paris letter has the text of the
secret convention between Napoleon and Maximilian at the city of Mexico, on the 29th of
September last, fixing the pay and position of
French agents in Mexico, the number of
whom is large, for five years (tom above date.
The new steam sloop-of-war Idaho was to
sail on her tri 1 trip late this afternoon.
A verdict of $5000 damages has been rendered against the Long Island railroad, in favor of Eugene B. Overlen, one of the sufferers
by the disaster on said road last summer.

From

New Orleans.

New Orleans, March 29.

Crowds of people are constantly arriving
here.
The banks will be closed on Good Friday.
The steamer Mexico S3ils for Vera Cruz on

Jersey Legislature.
Tbenton, N. J., March 29.
The registry law was passed by the Senate
Resolutions sustaining President Johnson’s

veto of the Civil

Rights bill

lost.

were

The Senate refused to go into joint session
for the election of U. S. Senator.
Ttrrifle Tornado.

Cincinnati, March 29.

The vicinity of Sullivan, Moultney County,
111., was visited by a terrific tornado on the
20th, .causing great destruction of property.
Twenty houses were entirely demolished, and
several persons injured.
Wisconsin Legislature.
Madison, Wis., March 29.
The legislature last night repealed the Inlast
surance bill of
winter, which compelled
foreign insurance companies to take certain
amounts of Wisconsin State bouds.
Fire.

Newabk, N. j., March 29.
The Oil Refinery of Bedell, Lyons & Co.,
was burned this forenoon.
Mr. Lyon was
burned to death. Miss Brandreth, a passer

by, was badly injured by

explosion.

an

The Fight Hour System.
Albany, N. Y., March 29.
The eight hour labor bill was defeated in

the

Assembly to-day.

Fire.

Cincinnati, March 29.
Lebanon, lnd., Tuesday night, destroyed property amounting to $50,000.
A fire at

Financial,
New \ ohk. March 29.
Commercial's article says the stock market
is heavy and lower. Yesterday and this morning
nearlv 25,000 shares of Erie stock were sold, the reason assigned being that the
forthcoming report on the
road I< ol an unfavorable character. Ine
movement,
however, is interpreted on the street as the opening
of a vigorous bear attack upoc the general market
by
speculation directors in Eries, which declined at the
board to 77*, and subsequently sold at 76*. The market generally sympathized with the fall in this stock,
but the bull cliques in Michigan Southern, Cleveland
& Pittsburg, and Fort Wayne rallied to the
support
of the market and saved their stocks from a material
decline.
Governments are still very strong and active.
Ease in Money continues.
There is less activity in Gold. There is, however,
a considerable, amount ol
buying to cover short contracts.
Exchange dull and depressed. Bankers' sterling
*
1062 @ 107*.
The

New York
__

disbauded.

Markets,
New York, March 29.
sales 1,000 bales Middling

A

Cotton—scarcely so firm;
Uplands at 41c.

Flour—Sales 6,800 bbls. State and Western less
but without change. Southern dull and unchanged; sales 350 bbls. at 8 65 @ 16 25. Canada
and
quiet
unchanged; sales 280 bbls. at 7 30 @ 1125.
Wheat—quiet without decided change; sales7,000
bush Milwaukee Club No. 1, new, 165.
Corn—a shade firmer but quiet; sales Mixed Western at 74* @ 77c.
Oats—lc better; State 52 i @ 56.

Beef—steady.

>

sales 6,500 bbls.

Richmond, Va., Mar. 29.
A large Fenian meeting was held last night
at Market Hall. Addresses were made by Major Tookey and others.
The colored people of this city announce
their purpose to celebrate the 3d of April, the
anniversary of their freedom, by a procession
and speeches. They appeal to General Terry
and Mayor Sanders, to have good order preserved.

From Mexico.

San Francisco, March 29.
Juarez, President of the Mexican Republic,
writes to the Mexican Consul here, under date
of Feb. 28d, that the cities of Chihuahua and
Paras have been evacuated by the Imperialists
and the French have concentrated their forces
at Durango.

Our Ministers to Japan and China were
entertained at a dinner party by
Mr. Brooks, the Commercial
Agent for Japan.

handsomely

From

IVanhlngton.

Washington. March 29.
All the public departments were closed toat
noon, by order of the President, as a
day
token of respect to the memory of Senator

Foote.
It is said that Mr. Dixon, who has been ill
several weeks, is steadily improving, and his
friends hope he will soon be able to resume his
seat in the Senate.
The Tate Fee at Cincinnati.

Molasses—dull.
“ale8 3,000 bbls. Crode at26i @
27; l,«>00 bbls. refined bonded at 40c, and 1,000 bbls.
for June at 45c.
to Liverpool-dull and
declining; Cotton
5-16 @ }d; Corn 4d.

Chicago Markets,
Chicago, March 29.
Flour firm. Wheat dull; sales at 124 @124* fbr No.
1, and 86$ lor No. 2. Com active at 42* @ 43 for No.
!• Oats firm at 25Jc for No. 1.
High Wines dull
at 2 20
2 22.

Provisions dull. Mess Pork, sales at
Lartl at 18c* Pressed Hogs at 10 60
5®
10 52
75. ®T
Live7?V
Hogs at 9 00 @ 9 75.
JU^1P‘*r\4’000 bbls 01 fl°ur, 1,000 bushels ol
wheat, 8,500 bushels of com, 6,000 bushels of oats,
i.500 live hogs. Shipments—1,300 flour, 7,000 bushels of wheat, 1,300 bushels ol
com, 6,000 bushels of
@

oats.

St. Louis Market.
St. Louis, March 29.
..
Cotton ftrrr at 35c for middling. Flour and Wheat
more active but
unchanged. Com active and higher:
sales at 62 @ 70c. Oats unchanged. Pork firmer but
unchanged. Bacon quiet at 12J for city shoulders,
and 16J for clear sides. Lard
steady at 18 ® 19.—
Whiskey heavy at 2 22J.
Orleans Markets.
New Orleans, March 29.
sales 3,700bales. Receipt* to-day
Cotton—easier;
340 bales. Low Middling at 37® 38c.
Sugar—fair to fully fair at 13 !& 14.
Molasses—prime at 80 @ 82 jc.
New

Sterling Exchange at
New York Bank

1331.
Checks 7-16 per cent,

The business of the week

was

duee active.

discount.

veston.

The most perfect and beautiful Musical Instrument
world for the American Home Circle.

complaints.

THE AMERICAN ORGAN makes Home Attractive,and refines and elevateB the minds ot all. Beautiful In Its appearaiMMMUtd effects.
Premiums

Seventeen— IT—First

The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the lazy
leap with joy, and move with the agility and elasticity of youth; the heated brain is cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deal to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes oi
liie
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature
prevented; the calamities ot old age obviated and an

were

Mnmth of Octnher, 1865, over nil competitors, at different State and County Fairs,
First Premium awarded to the American Organs at
the Great New York State Agricultural Fair at
Rochester, September, 1864, over the whole catalogue
exhibited by the most celebrated makers.
THE AMERICAN
ORGANS are the ONLY
BEAL REED ORGANS now before the public. The
only Organ having a REVERBERATING SOUND
BOX or WIND CHEST—which has the Bame important part to perform as the Sonnding Board has m a
Piano Forte (to give body and resonance of tone) and
without which the Organ becomes merely a MelodeThe American Organs not onon in an Organ Case.
ly have the Wind-Chest or Sound-Box hut have the
large Organ Bellows, giving power and great steadiness of tone.
These with their extreme fine voicing
of the Reeds and perfecting ot the tons, make them
the MOST PERFECT ORGAN KNOWN. Then, In
fineness ot workmanship, finish of action, and case,
they excel all others. These great improvements
and superiority of tone andwonnaushlp ofthe Amercan Organs place them In the front rank as the best
and command a higher price than any other reed inA careful examination ot
strument in the market.
them, in comparison with others, will quickly show
their superiority.
Special attention iscalled to the style of the American Organ, No. 17, containing the Super-Octave
Coupler and Sub-Bass. FOR CHURCHES in want
oi a powerful instrument, whose means are limited,
I lie price renders It very desirable.

Every Organ

ie Warranted
Satisfactory,

active circulation maintained.
LADIES
Who have cold lianas and feet; weak stomachs, 1amaud weak backs; nervous and sick headache: dizziness and swimming in tho head, with indigestion and
constipation of the bowels; pain in the side and back;
leucorrhCBa, (or whites); falling of the womb with internal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that long
train of diseases will find in Electricity a sure means
of cure. For painful menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and all oi those long line of troubles
with young ladies, Electricity is a certain specific,
and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the
vigor of health.
TEETH I TEETH I TEETH !
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Electricity without pain. Persons having decayed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for renhe would

dent,

HATS.

MORTON,

Stock

(Velvet Finish)
LEADING STYLES for YOUNG MEN’S

Second Board.—Stocks steady.
Amei ican Gold.,274
United States coupon Sixes, 1881, (registered!..... 105

ITeasury Notes, 7 3-10, (2d

|‘ie;.

series),.1001
781

Read-ng.too,
Hudson...107}

Michigan Central......101
Michigan Southern

be found at

And

„.84

Chicago and Rock I sland.1161

WhoaredailyreceivingaUoIthenew styles

as

ANNUAL

MEETING

fast

ALSO,

Styles of Caps.

28—isd2w

PLEASE
Notice.

At No. 94

Subscribers to the Stock ot* the Northern Pacific
Railroad Company, upon which ninety per cent* is
still due, are hereby notified, in conformity with a
vote of the board of Directors, passed on the sixteenth day of January, one thousand eight hundred

And

Annual

Meetingofthe
THE
CHANGE will

MERCHANTS’ EX-

occur on

Pear

VINE3,

Are

Trees of any

age

will be

at

All subscriptions lor tbe coming year will comat that time, and subscribers are requested to
tbe expired admission checks aud procure new
tickets, as no person will be admitted after that date
without tickets, except visitors from abroad who may
be regularly introduced by members upon the Books,
or such as are entitled to admission
by “Tbe Rules
and ltegu'atious.”
SUBSCRIPTIONS.

Single individuals,. $G.OO per annum.
Firms and Companies,. 10.00
M* No RICH, Superintendent*

As before.

c.

f

■■■■

the

stand No. 88 Middle Street,
ATfoundold extensive
assortment of

can

be

an

Also,
Boots

Shoes

and

Made to

wear.

Measure

We solicit the tormer patrons and the public in general to call and examine our stock and styles, guaranteeing our prices—qualities considered—as low as

the lowest.
The store

will be under the direction of Mr.
will give his personal attention in part
to this branch of the business.
We are also Agents lor the Howe Sewing Machine.
W. W. IjOTHROP & CO., 88 Middle St.

or

or

Clothing,

S. K. Dybb.

Feb 3—eod.'hn

Property Holders l

undersigned would announce to their friends
and the public generallv, that thev will carry on
the Real Estate business in all its branches. Property
of all kinds bought, sold or exchanged, and rents col
lected on favorable terms. Owners of Stores. Ware-

THE

hands for the above mentioned purpose within
thirty days from this date, no charge will be made.

our

Ileal Estate

March 12.

Brokers,
8t‘* Portta"d Me

Irish Republic.

in denominations *10, *20 *50 tino are
ready for sale to the general’
six months alter the acknowledgement of Irish independence, with interest at the rate of six per cent
per annum. Address all orders
D. 0»C. O'DONOGHUE, Agent.
26 Free St., Portland. Me.
Mar 29—dlwteodtf

BONDS

Jublk”fedeeiabto

OF

PORTLAND, ME.
Mar 12—d&wtf

Molasses!

Muscovado Molasses, cargo ol
IBrig “Frank E. Allen,” now
at
Central
landing
wharf, and lor sale by
GEO. S. HUNT,

|

NEW

MUSCOVADO SU-

400 HHDS.
1 New Crop Clayed Molasses, now
30 TIERCES, | landing from'brig “Neva,” for
sale by

H. I.

ROBINSON,
No. 1 Portland Pier.
mhlBlsdlm

1866.

Wool

ClianJler'i fill Quadrille Bind.

Will give a Grand Concert
March 26—dtd

Sign,

LEVEE

AND

THE

Notice.
notify all persons that the Power ol AtA torney, given by me to Henry Rowe, June 29th,
1865, is hereby revoked and annulled. Also that he
is no longer authorized to act as my agent or attorney in any way or manner.
rilHIS is to

ms

CHARLES X

WEBB.

MASK.

Witness—B. D. VERRILL.
Portland, March 22,1666.

mh23eod3w*

Dr. Fred A. Prince,
Dentist,
No. U Clapp’s Block, Congress St,
PORTLAND, ME.

SINGING,

selling the VERY BEST OF COAL
WEatlor Cooking
Stoves, Parlor Stoves and Furare now

naces

$13,00 Per Ton, Delivered.
RANDALL, McALLISTER & 00.,

OF

PRIME

CLAYED MOLASSES,
30 TIERCES, j go brig “Moonlight/*
landing at Central Wharf, and lor sale by
I

March 27—d3w

now

HUNT.

Ill Commercial Street.

TB1NID AD

Sugar

and

Molasses l

Choice Muscovado SUGAR.
Ova 342 Hhds. Choice Muscovado MOLASSES.
24 Tierces Choice Muscovado
«*■
1 Bbls. Choice Muscovado
3 Pieces Mahogany, for sale bv
No. 1 Central Whorl.
March 27,1866.—d3w*
HHDS.

Fop Sale,

Feb 12—distl

C. RICHARDSON.

M. PATTEN, Auctioneer,
No* 18 Exclmage Street.
and

PEREMPTORY SALE OF

Woolens,

Dress
Goods,
White and Printed Cottons,
Ate., Ac.

Will be sold at Auction, Without the least reserve,
This stock will cover tome
in lots to suit buyers.
Twenty Thousand Dollars in purcl aso money, aid
every aitlcle will be sold without the feast regard do
cost, and every lot warranted perfect. Safe to com-

Friday, March 30, at 10 A. M. and 3 P. M.,
And continuing dailv, morning and afternoon, until
every lot is sHd. Gooes will be open lor examination
day previous to sale. The public are mvjteu to examine the goods, and they will find It the best linen
stock ever ottered in this city by auction.
It will couaist In part of 10, 11 and 12-4 Linen
Sheetings, 5-4 Pillow Cases Linen, 100 Pieces Linen
Shirtings, 500 White and Brown Linen Table Covers
of every size and quality; Napkins, Doylies,Toweling and Crashes; Extension C.otl.s of every size, the
finest good imported; 7 and^-4 brown and bleached Table Linen by the yard, huifable for hotels or
bearding houses; Ladies and Gents tine Linen Cam*
brie Hdkts; Hosiery Gloves, Drt ss Goods, Balmorals,
Empress Cloths, together w ith many other goods too
nuineioua to particularize.
Also Broad Cloths,
Doeskins, Beavers, Cashmeres, Sac nets. Vestings,# c.
tV Ladies are particularly invited to look ai this
stock previous to sale, and attend the opening.
E. M. PATTEN.
March 2C—(ltd

to

License from the

Probate
for
PURSUANT
County
Cumberland, tshall sell
auction,
SATUKDAY,
of

the

public

I
tbe 31st

on

Court
at
ot
on* tbe

day

March next, at 11 o’clock in tbe forenoon,
all the real estate whereof Sumner Fogg,
late of said Portland, died slezed and possessed.
Said estate is situated ou Spruce Street, in said
Portland. One parcel contains two large Dwelling
Houses, each containing twelve finished rooms, one
of them being qn the corner tf Emery and Sprute
Streets, both well supplieu with excellent water, and

premises,

underneath

is a capacious <S' ore, well ar anged, and as a stand
for the Grocer and Provision business has few equals
in the city. The lot has a frontage on Spruce sti eet of
about 73 feet, and on Emery treet of about 115 feet.
There is a mortgage on it of $2,000 given Oct. 7,1*56,
to David Hall, the interest on * hich has been paid up
to Oct 7,1861; rlan, another mortgage on which is
claimed to be due $347 and interest from Cct 7, 1864.
The other parcel adjoins ti c above, has a frontage
on Spruce street of about 87 fret, and has'a depth of
about 106 feet, having a small stable thereon, and is
subject to a mortgage given to Isaac Ceding and
wife, Nov. 14th, 185s, on which there is due a balance
of about $200 more or less.
The equity of redemption ol the first parcel will be
sold subioct to the right of widow’s dower in said
equity, (she having relinquished her dower in said
first named mortgage], and ol the latter subject to her
of dower in the entire lot.
The property may be examined at any day, and presents an unusual attraction fur investment or personal occupancy. The sale will be absolute, and the
terms cash.

and

CAROLINE FOGG, Adm nlstratrix.
HENRY BAILEY & <JU., Auctioneers.

Feb 26,

1866._mhbdtd

Groceries at Auction.
MONDAY, April 2d, at 10 o’clook A. M., at
No.
2 North Street, nearly opposite the ObStore

Department!

fixtures

of the

Store, Lamps, Scales,

Q. DRAPES, Auctioneer.

J.

United States Cotton Sale.
JOHY H. DRAPER & CO.

at

One

the

Also

Measures Stovo.a Ac., Ac.
HKN..Y BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.
Mar 28—dtd

Only!

WILL

SELL

April 3d, 1866,

On TUESDAY,

AT 12 O’CLOCK NOON,

At ExchangaSalea Room, 111 Broadway,NY,

OUR STOCK OF

Goods,

Dress

And

By order of

Silks

SIMEON DRAPER, U. S. Colton Ageai,

2200 Bales Florida and Savannah Cotton.

Shawls!

la tall and carelhll; selected, and marked at prices
to ensure Its IM;MEDIATE SALE.

300 Bales Sea Island Cotton.
The above Cotton has been classed and sampled
W. Amory, and may be soen In the bale at
the New York Warehousing Co’s, and Continental
Stoves, Brooklyn, and by sample at the office of the
Auctioneers, No. 38 Pine St., New York, two days
before the sale.mh27dtd

Handkfs., Hosiery,
GLOVES AND SMALL WARES,

THE

IN GBEAT VARIETY

Orphans

A.T

Sale

Auction

ONE PRICE ONLY.

-OF-

ELDEN& WHITMAN,

DECEASED SOLDIERS,
the

During

5 Free

Commencing

Week

CITY

THE-

HALL,

An

LADIES’ EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:
Mrs. Southgate Boyd, Chairman.
Mrs. Elbridee Bacon.
Mrs. James E. Feraald
Mrs. J. B. Carroll,
Mrs. Allred Dyer,
Mrs. Ira J. Batchelor,
Mrs. A. B. Winslow,
Mrs. James M. Churchill, Mrs. George Head
Mrs. Charles Clark,
Miss Mary P. Goddard,
Mrs. Joseph W. Dyer,
Miss Mary J. E. Clapp,
Mrs. Clias. W. Richardson,Miss Marcia H. Wood bury,
Mrs. J. F Miller,
Miss Maria Greely,
Mrs. Colin E. Cross,
Miss Kate Libby.
Mrs.

Southgate Boyd,

Mrs. Levi

GENTLEMEN’S EXECUTIVE

Morrill,

COMMITTEE:

Darius H. Ingraham, Chairman.
Charles Richardson, Treasurer.
Col. Charles B. Merrill,
Charles H. Haskell,
Col. John M. Brown,
Joseph W. Symonds,
Charles H. Fling,
Maior E. B. Houghton,
Major A. W. Bradbury, D.F. Corser,
Capt. Henry Inman,USA,George O. Gossc,
Cant. Geo. w. Vervill,
Albert Q. Leach,
O. M. Mairelt,
George L. Swett.
John H. Hall,
TRUSTEES:

A. W. H. Clapp,
St. John Smith,

J ohn B. Brown,
A. K. Sliurtleft,
George F. Emery,
py Further particulars hereafter.
Tickets for the Week $1.50; Single Tickets 25 cent!
each, or Five for $1.00.
For sale at Crosman & Co’s, Lowell & Senter'a
Short & Loring’s, Hall L. Davis’, Thos. G. Loring,
and at Geyer & CalefFs.
March 14—

The Novelties of the Season !

Appeal

Merchants of Portland!
the Executive Committee of the
commence on the 23d ol
an appeal to the Merchants of Portland to aid them in the enterprise in
which they have enlisted. They ask it with the thorough understanding ot how liberally and constantly
you have given during the last five years, and oi how
freely you respond at all times to the needs of the
suffering.
Conscious that the class for whom we now labor
have not been uncared tor previous to the close of the
war, but that the City, as a Government, has done
what it could, and private charity has bestowed its
alleviations, yet have they sometimes been reduced
to extremities such as we do not want our soldiers*
iamitles to suffer. We hope through the concert of
action for these poor, that they may
sympathy and
be aided into a comfortable maintenance
eventually
of themselves; therefore we ask your kind benevoLadies ot

THESOLDIER’S
FAIR, to
at

City HaU, present

lence.
We ask of you to look over your stock ot merchan-

dise and see what you can willingly give to us. We
shall be grateAil foT whatever you may send. The article that may seem of little value to you, may be
made of pecuniary value to the Fair, or converted to
We present this
use for those tor whom we ask it
appeal to dealers in all kinds of merchandise, and
would give notice that one or two ladies will be at
Room No. 10, City Building, every afternoon from 3
to 5 o’clock, to receive donations and make arrangePer Order,
ments for work.
LADIES* EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
Mar 21—ti

Assessors’

Notice.

Assessors of the City of Portland hereby
gh e notice to all persons liable to taxation in said
ciy, that they will be in session every secular day,
from the second to the fourteenth day of April next
inclusive, at their rooms in the City Government

THE

Vel’t Finish,

“DEXTER,”
“BRIGHTON,”
“SARATOGA,”

And the New

Style Caps

The best in the city

Perry’s,

con

l

be found at

151 Middle St.
ALSO.

A SPLENDID ASSORTMENT OP

SILK

CA S SIMERE

AND

HATS!
celebrated manufactory of

<&

MORRIS

CO., Philadelphia,

"Which for Style, Quality and Finish surpass anything In the city.

PERRY, 151 Middle Street.
Mar

24—dlw

Hay, Hay, Hay.
MARSH

A.

AND

FERRIS,

Merchant

DEALER IN

HAY, GRAIN and COUNTRY

PRODUCE!

I give special attention to the sale of Eastern Hay
for cargo or car load. Having had several year's experience in the retail Hay business in Boston, 1 have
an extensive acquaintance with all dealers in the city
and vicinity, and have facilities for quick and profitable sales superior to most others, and assure all oi
ready sales and PROMPT RETURNS.
All kinds of Country Produce sold at the best market rates.
Cash advances
Office,
Mar

made

on

consignments.
Market Street, Boston.

32 South

21—lm__
House for Sale.

three-story Brick House No. 70, corner of
Danforth and Tate Streets. It has all the modern improvements and is in excellent condition.
The house can be examined any day.
For terms, Sc., apply to
RUFUS E. WOOD,
No. 10 Central Wharf.
Portland. Nov. 8,1865_iatf

THE

...

Lime, Plaster and Cement.
CASKS No. 1 Rockland Lime,
AMo,
AlCkf'h
v ) V/VI Land
will be
kept

Plaster and Cement, which
constantly for sale by
J. G. LOVEJOY, No. 33 Commercial St„

Mar 29—dtf

Portland,

Building, from ten to twelve o'clock in the forenoon,
and from three to five o'clock in the afternoon, lor
the purpose of receiving lists of the polls and estates
taxable in said city.
And all such persons are hereby notified to make
and bring in to jaid assessors, true anil perfect lists
of their

polls, and

Lots, in Cape Elizabeth ;
In the portion oailed South Portland,—three
Minutes Walk from the Perry Wharf.

all their estates real and

personal;

also all such estates, held in trust as Guardian,
Executor, Administrator, Trustee, or otherwise, as
on the first day of April next: and they are requested to be prepared to make oath to the truth of said

6th,

THURSDAY, April
SAT.F.

1866.

POSITIVE—NO POSTPONEMENT—To
THE HIGHEST BIDDEB.

jgyNo Underbidding

RcaerTulioa.

or

of April, 1 C6, at
THURSDAY,
eleven o’clock A. M.. we .hall sell at Public Auction at the Merchants’Exchange, in Portland, one
hundred bouae low, situated on Pickett Street and
Broadway, in tne town ot Cape Elizabeth, at South
the 5th

ON

--TO THE-

April,

One Hundred Eligible House

St. Block.

N. B.—Fouinj In onr store and snttJect to th»
claims of the owners, One Valuable Breast Pin, Kid
Gloves, Sun Umbrellas, and a variety of othe articles.
ELDEN St WHITMAN.
Feb 23. 1866—dll

Under the Direction of the following, via

..

A two story frame House, and about 3000
11 feet of Land, on the corner of Pearl and CumULberland Streets. Plenty of hard and soft want on the premise!. Enquire ol

_

EDWARD

THE

Commission
car-

HENRY INMAN,
<£ A. y. M., V. 8. A.

Capt.

Mar 23—dtd

by G.

FAIR !

IN AID OF

Hats,

servatory, all tb Groceries Ac In Bald Store, conlisting of Molasses, Sugar, Tea, Coftee, Saleratua, Soda, Starch, Spices, Tobacco, Kerosene Oil, Vinegar,
Pipes, Raisins, Moal, Ac.

BRILLIANTS,

?|

GRAND

'1' nts—common,
TcnU-sbciter,
1 *nts—wa’
Trowsers, &c„ dec.

Kettle*,

p

Brums,

ON

Prices I

Embraces PLAIN, PLAID and STRIPED CAMBIOS and NAINSOOKS, Plain and Figured
MUSLINS, TARLETANS, White and
Chintz Marseilles,—email figured,
STRIPED and BROCADE

TABLEAUX,
representation of

the evening.
Admittance 25 cents. Tickets to the Wedding 15
cts. extra.
Doors open at 6 o’clock; entertainment to commence at
Tickets for sale at H. Packard's, Exchange Street,
and N. J. Gilman's, Middle St.
mh29Utd

60 Commercial Street*

S.

advance at the

recent

Goods

One Price!

conclude with a
a
Wedding in Old Style* each guest to be presented with a slice ot Wedding Cake.
Useful and Fancy Articles will be for sale at the
tables.
{^^Refreshments for sale in the Reception Hall
to

From the

Coal at Reduced Prices.

GEO.

Bought before the

ST. SOCIETY
above evenings.

FOR YOUNG MEN’S WEAR,

Mar 20—eixll111

Sept 29—eodtl

April 4th and 5th.
Ladies of ST. LAWRENCE
will hold a Fair and Levee on the
The entertainment to consist of

mhl9tf

CLAYED MOLASSES !

HUDSON’S, 27 Market Square.

Bleached and Brown Cottons!

Our White

CITY HALL,
Tuesday and Wednesday Evenings,

announce

adopted by the profession generally.
Portland, March 1, 1866.

Ornamental Painting,
409 HHDS.
DONE AT

Pbinted

Biano Covers.

hour before Dancing I

The “MORTON” HAT,

method of Plugging Teeth, far superior to that formerly practised, which is now being

Banners,

Covers,

T-8, 4-4, 9-8, 5-4, 0-4 aa4 10-4

o'clock. Clothing check-

one

Ca

Mosquito Bars,

right

Gentlemaa and l*« Ladies,

at 9

Tablings!
and

QUILTS,

Galleiy, Gents., 60c.Gallery, Ladles, 26c.

By

Knapimc s,
JJes. 1.one,

Bod-Macks,
Coats
Canteen*,

in all respets pleasant and convenient;

In all grades trom those Heavy American Qnilts to
the finest POREION GOODS.

Tickets to Floor $1.25—Admitting

■■sic

Haversacks,

Axes

Blankets,

Valuable Estate at Auction.

Covers,

superfine qualities.

Embossed

Street.

a new

mb20

and

Colored.

FLOOR MANAGERS:
Thomas Parker,
James Rooney,
John Costello,
J. *!. Marshall,
Richard Bdbchill,
J. J. Maybuby,
Richard Kelley.

COAL.

ANDJVIOLASSES.

AND BROWN

In all qualities and sizes.
A tull line of HUCX and DAMASK TOWELS.
DIAPERS, HtTCKS by the yard; AMERICAN
and RUSSIA CRASHES; a very superior article of
SCOTCH CRASHES, at a Decided Bakqain.—
NAPKINS and DOYLIES, in common, Medium,

Stamp.

son.

Marsh 22—d3w

-A HHDS.

a

to his friends and the
public that he has formed a copartnership with Dr. JOSIAH HEALD, (256
Congress Street,) where he will be happy to meet
his former friends and customers who may need the
For the last ten years DR.
services of a Dentist.
PIERCE has had a large experience in the preservation of the natural teeth, and will ma e this branch
of the business a speciality in future.
It is a fact well known to Dentists, that more than
one halt of the teeth that decay and perish could he
saved if a competent Dentist were consulted In seaWe have

BLEACHED

2.

ARRANGEMENTS:
John McCue,
W. H. Dyer,
P. McCafferty,
J. J. Mayberry.

James McGlinchy,

DR. CHARLES N. PIERCE,

St.,

-AND-

Notice to

Evening, April

COMMITTEE
Jakes Rooney,

N OTIOE.

L> E N T AL

Would

14,

HALL !

SAWYEM,

88 Exchange
Portland, March 26—dtf

the

Order* from all part* of the State promptly filled
at MANUFACTURER’S prices.

Mar

BALL,

-AT-

No Charge Unless Successful.

MAMMON &

STATE OF HS/T-A-IINTE.

OU GAR,

BOUNTY,

dflr" Applicants by mail should enclose

Patent Enamelled Collars,

SUGAR

or

any bounty whatever;
all soldiers who have been in the three and nine
months services, and all soldiers who have been promoted, will find it to their advantage to call on us
and make arrangements to obtain

ADDITIONAL.

HHDS. I
328
35 TCS.

co,

Soldiers, their heirs, who have received
their
ALLbut
$100 Bounty
less; all soldiers,
who have not received

LEWIS, ROLLINS & BOND,

Muscovado

&

heirs,

Marl7—d»w__

Lothrop, who

By Wholesale Store, Union St.
R. L. Morse, W. W. Lothbop,

DAVIS

Equalization of Bounties

Having seen and ate the fruit of the Iona Grape,we
cheerfully recoilltnend the same as a great acquisition to oar out door grapes.
WM. WILLIS,
I. WASHBURN, Jr.

111 Commercial St.

Fashionable Boots and Shoes,
For Gents’, Ladies’. Misses’ and Children’s

M.

117 Commercial Street.
Portland, March 1st, 1866—isd3m

can

Nos. 141 & 143 Middle

FREIGHTS,

Commission Business,

Nur-

Mar 24—lseodtd

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers!

CARGOES, and

on

SHIP BROKERAGE,
And

Prices, and every Tree warranted true to name.
IONA, ISRAELLA and DELAWARE GRAPE
VINES, at Low Prices, and warranted.
GEORGE R. DAVIS,
53 Exchange St., Portland.

Agent* for

effect insurance

to

From our large experience in matte*** relating to
Marine Insurance, we feel confident of being able to
satisfy all who may favor us with their business.
We shall also continue the

;ry

Made

a

IN ALL ITS FORMS.

TREES,

suppled

prepared

now

VESSELS,

Trees l

ot PEAR

Boston, representing

$25,000,000.

from one of the BEST NURSERIES AT
CAMBRIDGE MASS., partleB wishing

lor

roturn

ANNUAL

-AT

COMBINED CAPITAL OF

GRAPE VINES.

Agency, for the sale

FRIDAY, March 30th.

THIRD

Monday, April 23,

made

I. S. W1THINGTON,
Treasurer N. P. R. R. Co.
Boston, Mass., January 24,1866.—3tawtmayl

completeassortmentof

Brown and Bleached

GRAND

Yourself.

undersigned having
arrangements with
THE
all the leading MARINE INSURANCE COMof New York and

PANIES

A

Who were Residents of this City.

MARINE INSURANCE.

by

Gray’s

WILL GIVE THEIR

IB—dim

March

and sixty-six, that an assessment of ninety per cent,
them is horeby levied
upon Stock subscribed for
m amounts and at *imes as hereinafter recited, to be
office
of
the
at
the
paid
Company, No. 5 State street,
at Boston, Mass.—to wit: twenty per cent, to be paid
second
of
the
on
day April; thirty per cent, on the
first day of May; and forty per cent, on the first day
one
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six.
ot June,
Ail Stocks, upon which assessments as above levied
are not paid, will be declared forfeited absolutely,and
all payments that have been made upon said Stock
will be forfeited without conditionloi redemption.

Trees,

for

at

Linen Damasks,

I. A. R ASSOCIATION!

CALL

Exchange Street,

See

opening

No. 5 free Street Block.

THE

Widows and

I have secured the servioes of Mr. Geo. R. Brine
to assist me in the Cutting department, whose skill
and reputation as a first-class Cutter is unsurpassed
by any one in New England.

Issued.

Ready

correspond with the

Low Price of Gold.

MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS OF

Merchants’ Exchange.

will sell them to

we

GOODS,

ELDEN & WHITMAN’S,

RYAN,

S.

make her first appeal ance.
Subprogrammes will appear soon.
Tickets 50 cents each—may be obtained at Mr.
Paine’s Music Store, and at the door.
Doors open at 7—Concert at 8 o'clock precisely.
Mar 19—eodlw t edtd

now

;

mence on

Received

And

Will

daring

FRIENDS, OLD CUSTOMERS AND NEW

ISTo. 95 Middle Street,
All the New

Tailor,

this market, and will be pleased to

Brought into
show them to

COE & MCCALLAR’S,

GEAPE

MISS ADDIE

And

CLOTHS,

And BRIGHTON,
can

!

HAS

BRISTOL,

Pear

In order to enhance the interest of this concert, the
favorite singer of Boston,

MUSIC,

just received the Largest, Best and most desirable Stock of

Th* undersigned having received the

Market.
New Yobk, March 29.

ME.

Mershant

DEXTER,

Mar

given.

FAIR

STREET.

lE FROST,

PETER

WILTON,

March 29.

__Cincinnati,
Flour unchanged.
Wheat unchanged.
Whiskey
duU at 2 23 @ 2 24. Mess Pork in good demand at
25
50.
Lard
at
18c.
@
Gold 127.

Stationers,

Spring and Summer Goods

Cincinnati Markets.

2o 00

NOYES,

Are agents fo- the sale of the work. Specimen copies
may be seen at their store.
The public are invited i o call, examine and subscribe
for a charming Book.
Mar 27—2w

PORTLAND.

HATS, HATS,

as

JTust

-AT THE-

12—eod3m

LINENS,

Chandler’s Full Brass Band

&

PORTLAND,

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS,

Maise,

BY

Linens,

ONLY!

ONE

Lowest

The book is filled with GEMS.

WM. PAINE, 163 Middle Street

They

op

ed free.

LINCOLN.

55 EXCHANGE

AND

A hoist a,

March 23d, 1866. )
direction of the War Hepertuie: t, I .-hall roll
at public auction, at Augus.a, Maine, on FRIDAY, the 30th day ol March, at ten ..’clock A. M a
lot of Clothing, Camp and Uarrisun 1 quipage, consisting in part of the following article*, viz:—

EXTENSIVE

PRICE!

ONE

DOMESTICS & WHITE

SO,

Messrs. PAUL ELTZ, Bassoon,
AUGUST RECESTE1N, Horn,
A. STEIN, Basso.
tyOtlier works of the choicest character will be

Dancing to commence

Booksellers and

with

The fallowing Sola Artists have been engaged

a

Among its many beautiful illustrations we notice
“THE EAGLE OP CORINTH,” the Poem by HENRY W. BROWNELL. Another, the drawing 01 the
CANE, once belonging to our late lamented Presi-

BAILEY

depth,

Park St., by 120 in
gardens in the city, well
Pears, Plums and Cherries,

stocked with choice
all in bearing condition.
Grape Vines,
The premises may be examined any day previous to
sale by calling on the Auctioneer.
E. M. PATTEN.
March 27-dtd

the first time in Portland,

Septette

J. E. Marshall,
Thomas Hasbett,

The book was compiled by a PORTLAND LADY,
and ought to receive the generous support cf an
predating Portland community.
The original Poems are from the pens of George W.
Curtis, Miles O’Reilly, B. P. Sliillabcr, Plicebe Cary,
Mrs. Ann S. Stephens, David Barker, Charles K.
Tuckevmon, H. W. Longfellow, O. W. Holmes, K. \V.
Emerson, Bishop Burgess, Julia Ward Howe, and
others.

other, sent tree.
Sold only by

The

Friday Evening1, March 30th,

On

lirst-classdwelling.

a
a front of 70 leet cn
one of the best

The lot has

-ON-

SOUVENIR!

ABRAHAM

ON

Club

HALL,

CITY

Monday

should be seen
rjlHIS truly NATIONAL BOOK
X and purchased by every one who would have a

New Styles of Cases,
Richly Finished and Highly Ornamented,
US'-Illustrated Catalogues, containing cuts taken
from Photographs, showing their relative size to each

Quintette

Mendelssohn

Inform the musical public of Portland that they will
give a concert in the

CITY

FLOWER OF LIBERTY I

Rooms.
I
THE AMERICAN ORGANS are all finished with
our new PATENT improvements, containing the
improved Knee Swell.Double Bellows, two Blow Pedals, and TRE VIOLO found in no other instrument.

at Auction.

THE

invitation to call.
Magnetic Machines ior

THE

erating Sound Box, or Wind Chest, and are finished
In the highest style of art, in Rosewood, Jet, Walnut,
and Oak finish, richly varnished and Polished, or in
smooth Oil Pinl,L, forming elegant pieces of fiimlture
for the Parlor or Boudoir; and the Oak and Walnut
especially adapted for Churches, Lecture and Lodge

ATTB ACTION l

BABE

give a polite

NATIONAL

INSTRUMENT^

Park St.,

FRIDAY. March 30th at 21 o’c’ock on the
premises, 23 Park, opposite Gray Street, wiil be
sold that valuable Brick Dwelling and
Land, now
occupied by S. D. Hall, Fsq.
The house is built and linished in the most thorough manner, aud is now in complete order. It contains 12 tiiiished rooms, with gas and water thronghout; Bath Rooms, Furnace. Cistern, &c.; in fact all

thecouventoncesof

Concert!

«nd treatment at his liouse.
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12 M.; from 1
to 6 P. M., and 7 to 9 in the evening.
novltl
Consultation free.

THE AMERICA'S ORGANS all have the Reverb-

Jan

VOCAL AND

ting
sale
Superior Electro
tor family use, with thorough instructions.
Dr. D. can accommodate o tew patients with board

Prove

to

GRAND

on

Sales.

Auutant Quartermaster's Office, O. S. A

EDW’D M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 18 Exchange St.

Valuable Real Estate

the great LonTj^VERY night, until farther notice,
JlJ don sensational drama, entitled IN THE SNOW,
or
Altsery and Money. To conclude with SPHINX.
Admission—Reserved Seats, 75 cts.; Parquette, 50
cts.; Gallery, 30 cts. Doors open at 7performances
mar30—tf
commencing at 8.

and in order to present,for
Beethoven’s magnificent

By Electricity

awarded tn the American Organs in the

lively. Western pfo-

PATTERSON & CHADBOURNE,

Galveston, Texas, March 27.
Trade generally is tailing off, but the cattle
business i3 quite lively, and steamers are engaged many trios ahead.
The newspajiers are largely
advertising the
Texas & Arkansas Railroad, which will place
St- Louis within thirty hours’ travel ot Gal-

BOSTON, HASS.

Arc the
WEAR.

Seven lire proof safes belonging to the Adams
Express Company were recovered from the
ruins with their contents
uninjured.
Texas.

Tremont, opposite Waltham Street,

at 162 @ 19*.
sales 150 bbls. Western at 2 27;
State at 2 26$; also 400 bbls. in bond at 2 27.
811168 600 hhds* Mu8Covado at 10$

houses, Offices, Dwelling Houses, Ac.,&c., are informed that the Renting ot all kinds of property will be
made a special.ty, and parlies wishing tenants are
hereby notified that for all such property placed in

From

MANUFACTORY,

Lard—active; sales3,250 bbls..

Cincinnati. March 29.
Workmen have been busily engaged since
the lire in removing the remains of the opera
houstr. About $50,000 worth of the front walls
will be saved.

WHERE

Whiskey-steady;

mence

Fenianism—Negro Celebration.

174 MIDDLE STREET,

New mess at 26 00

@SncT8~Bteady;
Coffee—dull.

Electrician.

Auction

Auction Sales.

DEERING HALL.

Nearly Opposite the United State* Hotel
he would respectlully announce to the
citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he hue
permanently located in this city. During the three
we have cured some
years we have been in this city,
oi the worst forms of disease in persons who have
tried other forms ol troatmentin vain, and curing
patients in so short a time that the question Is often
asked, do they stay cored? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will
doctor the second time without charge.
Dr. D. has beon a practical Electrician for twentyone years, and is also a regular graduated physician.
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic diseases in
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia in
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not fully
Involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, deafness, stammering or hesitancy ol speech, dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation and liver oomplaint, piles—we cure
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female

active

^7>I?,Tor'®rmer
@ 26 25.

n7 DEMING,

Medical

AMERICAN ORCANS!

Entertainments.

ELECTRICITY THEATRE!

DR. W.

to-day.

Saturday.

The detective police system has been abolished.
The Jackson, Miss., Standard learns that all
the troops in Mississippi have been ordered to
rendezvous at Jackson. It presumes, to be

MEDICAL

S. D. & H. W. Smith’s

in the

with silver.

—-.

Private Moses B Tripp, 9th Regt Me Vols, died at
Florida, Aug 6,1862, aged 32 years.
Private William W Ward, 17 Regt Me Vols, died at
Annapolis, Md, Oct 201863, aged 18 years
Private Charles F Waterman, 6th Regt Conn Vols,
died at Pulaski. Ga,-,-, aged 18 years.
Private Franklin H Blake, 11th Regt U S In&ntrv,
killod in battle of Wilderness, Va, May 5, 1864,

of Senator Foote,

Washington, March 29.
were densely crowded

makes a graud conclusion to this wonderful

Among the Oil Companies.
Philadelphia, March 29.
There is a flutter among oil companies here,
caused by the failure of several banks at Titusville, Oil City, and Franklin, where many
Philadelphia companies have them funds de-

|

Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.

Flutter

Neut

HOUSE.

ed organs played by a master hand. Then for
the sake of contrast we have the Minuetto, from
which the minuet dance takes its name, and

but

29.

SENATE.

vorite instruments of the orchestra, and their
eight pieces will express the great composer's
feelings in a far abler manner than thirty or
forty instruments
less skilled artists

tion.

March 30, 1866.

Treaty with ihe Indiant.
Washington, March 29.
A treaty with the Chiefs of the Lower Butt
band of Dacotah or Sioux Indians has been
officially promulgated. These Indians bind
themselves to cease hostilities against persons
and property of whites, and use their influence, and if necessary, physical force to prevent other tribes from making hostile demonstrations against the Government of the United States or its people; also to use their influence to promote peace among all classes, and
withdraw from the overland routes. The Government is to pay them $6000 a year for 20
years, and confer other benefits upon them.

day

Portland, so called, being lots numbered
Block No. 19, Lots No. 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36.
«
<•
31, 32, 33, 84, 35, 36.
20,
..
«
•<
31, 32, 33, 34, 33, 36.
ai, n
«
«
*•
«
26,30,31,32,33,34.
22,
“
23, “
29,30,31,32, S3, 31.
31, 32.
24,
.1
it
32.33,34,35,36.
23,
a
.1
3, 4, 5, 6.
36,

11

1,2,3,4,5,6,9,10,11,12.
13,14, 15, 16,17, IS, 19, 20.

28,

«

‘i

"

3»,

<*

it

11

21,22.
I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 28, 29, 30, 31,
3
33, 34, 40, 50, 51. 52,
53, 54, 55, 56.
1,2,3,4, 5,6.
3,4, 5. 6,7, 8.

40,
a
a
41>
3,4,5,6,7,8.
42,
The lots are twenty lire
on a plan of said premises.
feet wide and one hundred ft. deep.(two may l/e purchased together) and arc very desirable for gentlemen doing business in the city, os they are easily approached by land or water, and are at a distance
from any manutacturing establishment.
Pickett St. is 60 feet, and Broadway 100 leet wide.
Entrance to Broadway lots Ixom Pickett St.
The sale will be positive and unreserved. No private sales.
Payment »ill be required as follows :—
10 per rent, ot the purchaao money and auctioneers’
..

..

•1

11

lees on the day oi sale: 1
per ceut. on delivery ot
the deed; 25 per cent, m six months, and 5o per cent,
in twelve months Irom day of sale, without interest,
secured by mortgage of the premises.
Buyers paying cash will be entitled to a discount
at the rate of 9 per cent, per annum. To ibose building within eighteen months alter the purchase, in accordance with a certain sketch to be exhibited, onehalf of the purchase money will be refunded.
The title will be made )>eriect and the deed must
be tak. n within ten days alter the sale.
Plans and specifications may be seen at the office
of Wm. Willis A Sun, No. 34 Exchange St., or by
calling on Benjamin W. Pickett, at Perry Village,
Cape Elizabeth.
^
^
BENJAMIN W. riCKETT,

Agent*.

HENRY BAILEV A Co., Auctioneers.
March 1—2tawto mar29tbendtd

Valuable Real Estate

as

At
AT

Auction !

PORTSMOUTH,

N.

H.

lists.

Any person who neglects to comply with this nountice, ana who thus assigns to the Asscsors bethebarrple sant duty of dooming him, will thereby
ed of his right to make application to the County
Commissioners for any abatement of his taxes, unless
he makes it appear that he was unable to offer such
lists at the time appointed as aforesaid.
S. B. BECKETT
W. BOYD,
WM. H. FOYE,
«’
N. B.—Blank lists can be had at

License from the Hon. Judge
bate for the County of Rockingham.)

(By virtue of

a

On Tuesday,

Apr 17,

of Pro-

at 12 o’el’k M,

(ON THE PREMISES.)
Real Estate of the late CHARLES W.
WALKER, of Portsmouth, deceased. -Said property will be sold In three separate lots or parcels, vis:
2 he first Lot to consist ol the well known ‘‘MARKET STREET HOUSE,” situated on the corner of
Market
and Green Streets, with land connected
Rooms.
mh?3dtapl4
the ewith. bounded 69* feet more or less on Market
Portland, March 22, 1866.
l03feetmoieor
leas on Green ‘treet, 106 foot
street,
[ more
or le»B by lot No. 2, and 107 ioet more or less by
“Forest City Sugar Kefg. Co.”
land formerly of James P okering, land of James
Junklnga and others; the lot containing8S29 leet,
rrVHE undersigned, two of the Corporators named
04
1 in the Charter granted by tho Legislature ol tills more or less.
The second Lot consists of land on Green Street,
“Forest
Sugar
Bcttnlng
Company,
to
the
City
State,
bounded 38 feet more or less on Green Str e t, 110 leet
Verehy give notice that a meeting of the Corporator*
35
mor or less by land of Estate of
of said comp nvwtll be held at the Counting Room
leet mere or less by land formerly of j^es Pickering
of T C. Hersev, 1191 Commercial (at the Corner ot
more or less by lot No. 1,—
leet
on
196
this
in
loth,
and
and
Tuesday.
April
others,
City
IBM,
Union St.,)
mo»e or less.
the whole lot containing 388*6 feet,
at 3 o’clock 1‘. M., to act on the acceptance ot said
Stable lot, so called,
Tim third Lot to consist of the
Charter; For organization, and the trantaction of
and
Srable
otMce-bmlding
the
on Greenstreet with
any other business that may legally ootne helore
aoout 28 feet
The lot l» ou tided southerly
them.
72 leet on land el
about
easterly
Stock of said
The subscribers to the Capital
about 80 feet on hailioad
to
are
meet
at
the
same
time
w»
and
S.
requested
h.
Company
land anil adjoining
Arly by Railroad
place.
about 2710 feet. The Stable In
cenuiitag the
K. J. LIBBY, \
10 by loteet.
ami
Olttce-buildtng
wfr«t hv’ie feet,
T. C. 1LERSEY,} CorP<>rators.
a rare chance lor capitalists or
The above oilers
Portland. March 24, 1866.
mh26td
is prominently nutated on
The
orhor«
property
avenues of the city.
The “Market
one of the main
Portland Dry Dock Company.
la» ge and well calculated and conStreet House” is
annual meeting of the Stockholders of the veniently situated tor a Hotel or larze Boarding
House, and has been occupied as such for many
Portland Dry Dock Company, will be held at the
It contains 19 rooms and attic, and also a
B wd of Trade Rooms, MONDAY, April id. lEW, at years.
The Stable has been used, and is a good loyear,
Store.
one
uing
4 P, M. for the choice of Officers lor the
in 3
cation, for a Livery Stable
and the transaction of any other business whicn
If desirable, a portion of the purchase money can
legal ly come before them.
remain on mortgage of the premises.
Per Order,
Secretary.
For
further particulars inquire of J. M. Edmonps.
c. M. DAVIS,
Portsmouth; C. W.Stimson,Kittery, Me., GuardiPortland, Mar iT,
an of the minor heirs, or ol the subscriber.
JOSEPH P. MOUSE, Auctioneer.
Bricklayers’ Union.
Portmouth, March 24,1866._wh2Ceodtd
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Ann^ Mee^mf ft^iV'Hall^n ^Wednesday
at
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expected

o’clock.
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seven

to be
members are
wU1 come b*fore u,e

AwSSto the wise

Is sufficient
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F.

TALBOT,

Attorney and Counsellor3dat Law,
Office over the Poet Office,

Story,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Mar 21—d*w«m

Horsey Carriages, Sleighs, &e.,
AT AUCTION!
shall sell Halses, Carriages, Sleighs, Robes,
Harnesses, &c..
Every Saturday mill m’clock A. M».

WE

At Forest City Stable, comer Federal anil Lime Sts.,
where Carriages can be sloreu and Horses boarded it
desired, previous to or after the sale.
These sales will be undercover, and held without
to weather.
regard
*
HENRY BAILEY & Co., Auctioneers.
Dec 11—iltf

Miscellany._
[From All the Tear Hound.]
In Jeopardy.
A TALE OF WOBK AND

of work for men who
says, “but there’s plenty
mean it,” and then he looks through me aldo
mean it, eh ?”
most. “I suppose you
“Give us hold of a trowel,” says I, spitting
in both hands.

“Bricklayer?” says he, smiling.
“Eight,” says I.
“From the country?” savs he.
“Yes,” says I.

WAGES.

“Work slack there?” says he.
Tin a bricklayer, I am; and, what’s more,
“Awlul,” says I.
down in the country, where people am t so
“You’ll do,” says he. “Here, Jones, put
trades distinct as
particular about keeping
this feller in number four lot.”
they are iu the great towns. This may be
If you’ll believe me. 1 could have taken
seeD any day in a general shop, where, as one
and hugged him; but I didn’t,
hold
might say, you can get anything, from a half tor I of him
kep’ it for Polly.
a quartern ot butter up to a horn lantern; and
Well_I wonder how many times Fve said
down again to a hundred of short cut brads—
since I begun 1 I was in work now, and
the
in
I’ve
down
done
well,
a
country
kit
of
a I
well,
to keep it. Didn’t I make the bricks
as a mason, and not so badmeant
then
I
and
now
job
s
mortar fly ! My hodman did his day
I
should
and
for
I
neither,
suppose,
ly
got pretty
1 hen
work that day, If he neverdid it before.
well paid considering, and didn’t hear more
and got
some of the men began to take it up,
than the usual amount of growlin’ arter it
work
one says there’d soon be no
was done—which is saying a deal.
Ours ain’t to chaffing;
have a couthe most agreeable of lives, and if it wam’t left; and another says I’d better
of Paddies to keep me going, one lor bricks
for recollecting a little about the
dignity of ple
and another for mortar; while one fellow
labor and such like, one would often
grumble malms hisself
unpleasant, by keeping
preciouslike
more than one does.
a steam ingin’, beon going “puff, puff!”
some time ago, it don’t matter to
you, nor
thst.
But I let them chaff
so
came I worked
mnor anybody else,
just when it was, work as
as they liked, and bimeby I comes to
■W t; precious slack down our
way—all things be long
working alongside of my steaming friend,
Co lsidered, I ain’t a going t6 tell you where
and jest as he had been going it a little extra,
oar way is.
A day’s work a week had been
I says to him quietiy:
all Td been able to get for quite two months;
“Ever been out o’ work matey T,
so Mary, that’s my wife, used to screw and
“Not to signify,” he says.
pinch, ana screw and pinch, and keep on
"cause it you ever are, and come down wersqueezing shilling arter shilling out of the
close to the ground, you’ll be as glad to hanlong stocking, till at last it got so light, that ry
dle the trowel again as I am.” He didn’t puff
one morning she lets it fall upon the table,
any more that day, not as I heard.
where instead of coming down with a good
London work was something fresh to me.
hearty spang, it fell softly and just like a piece I used to think
that I’d been about some tidy
of cotton that was empty. And then, poor
way, but what was the tilass, she hangs on to my neck, and burst out buildings down ourLondon
diest
on ’em to the
jobs I was put on 1
that
I’m
blest
that
if
I
didn’t
pitiful
a-crying
Jobs where the scaffolding must have cost
want my nose Plowed about every quarter of
hundreds upon hundreds of pounds more
a minute. I hadn’t minded the
screwing and
and everything else put
pinching; not a bit of it First week we went than the house, laud,
of the biggest place I ever worked
without our puddings.
Well, that wasn’t together, used
to think I was pretty strong in
I
Second week we stopped
much.
my half upon.
I soon began to sing small here
pints o’beer. Third week put my pipe, out. the head;' but
Mary kep’ on saying that things must look up —specially when I had been up about a week
and was put on at a big hotel Kight up so
soon, and then 1 should have an ounce of the
that one turned quite creepy, and used
be3t to make up for it. But
things didn’t look high
to get thinking of what would be the conseup; and In spite of alt the screwing, we got
if a sharp puff ol wind come and updown to the bottom of the
stocking, as I said quences
I could never have believset one’s balance.
jest now.
ed, neither, that such a Jacob’s Ladder of
I hadn’t much cared for the
but
pinching,
have
been built up to stand
could
it was my poor lass as
got pinched the most, scaffold-poles
without crushing and snapping those at the
and she was a-getting paler aad thinner
every
reeds or tobacco pipes;
day, till I couldn’t a-bear to see it. I run out bottom like so many
but I suppose them as builds them knows best
o’ the house, and down to Jenkins’
yard, what should be done, and what they’ll bear.
where Td been at work iast.
I sood found Jenkins, and I says to him,
“Governor,” I says, “this won’t do, you know ;
a man can’t live upon wind.”
“True for you, Bill Stock,” he says.
“And a man can’t keep his wife upon

wind,”

I says.

“Bight you are, Bill,” he says; and he went
and spoke as tair as a man could
speak;
and said he hadn’t a job he could put roe
on,
on

he would have done it in a minute
“I’m
werry sorry, Bill,” he says, “but if times don’t
mend, I’ll tell you what I’m a going to do.”
“What’s that?” I says.
“Go up to London,” he says; “and if I was
a young man like you, I wouldn’t
stop starving down here, when they’re giving first cla»s
wage3 up there, and when there’s building going on all round, as thick as thick, and good
big jobs, too; hotels and railways and bridges,
and all sorts.”
i laces round sharp and walks off
borne; for
when a feller’s hungry and close
up, it lays
hold on his stummick, more
especially when
there’s somebody belonging to him in the
same fix.
So I walks off home, where I finds
Mary looking werry red-eyed; and I makes no
more ado but 1 gets my pipe, and
empties the
bit o’ dust there was in the bottom o’ the
jar
in it, lights up, and sits down aside o’
Mary,
and puts my arm around her jest as I used to
do in old courting time; and then
begins
smoking and thinking. Werry slow as tt> the
lust, and werry fast as to the second; as smoking costs money and the dust was dry; whereor

I did not like it much, I took good
not to mention it to my lass, for I knew
she’d have been on the fidget all day if I had
Hut

though

care

told her.

By degrees I got to stand it all pretty well;
we began to feel a bit settled in our own
one room.
Not that we much liked it, but
then it was werry pleasant to go in the crowd
on pay-day and draw your week’s wage, good
wage, too, jest as I had seen it when settin’
and

in my own room at home. We still called it
home, for we couldn’t get to feel that we were
at home in London, and Polly said she never
should, after having a little house of her own;
but as there was only our two selves, we made

things pretty comfortable.
The big hotel was getting on at a tremendous raie, for there was a strong body on us

at woik, and it U3ed to make me think and
think of the loads upon loads of stuff the hotel swallowed up, and how much more it
would take before it was finished. One day
when I was a

bricklaying

up at the

top—I

don’t know how many feet from the ground,
and never used to care to look ts see, for fear
of turning giddy—one day it came on to blow
a regular gale, and blew at last so hard that
the scaffold shook and quivered, while, wherever there was a loose rope, it rattled and beat
against the poles, as if it was impatient of being tied there, and wanted to break loose and

be off
It blew at last so werry hard, that I should
have been precious glad of an excuse to get
down, but I couldn’t well leave my work, and
the old hands didn’t seem to mind it much;
so I kep’ at it.
Whenever the wind blows
now, and I shut my eyes, I can call it all back
again; the creaking and quivering of the poles,

thinking came cheap jest then—and it’s surprising how yer can think on a empty inside.
I suppose it is because there’s
plenty o’ room
tor the thoughts to work in.
Well, I hadn’t been sittin’ there above a the
rattling of the boards, the howling and
minute like this, when my lass lays her head
whistling of the gale as it swept savagely by,
on my shoulder, aDd though she wouldn’t let
In a rage because it could not sweep us away.
me see it, I knowed she was
a-giving way' A high wind is pretty hard to deal with somebut I didn’t take no notice.
Perhaps I held’ times on the ground, and I have seen folks
her a little bit tighter; and there I sat thinkhard driven to a comer. So it may be
ing and watching the thin smoke, tiil;i could pretty what sort of fun it is
guessed
upon a
see the buildings, and
scaffolds, and heaps o’ spidery scaffold, where a man is right
to
bricks, and blocks o’ stone, and could almost work with both hands »nd hold expected
on by nothhear the ring o’ the trowels, and the
“ear-jar” ing, and that, too, where a single step backo’the big stone saws, and there was the men
wards would be—there it’s a thine as alius
running up and down the ladders, ami the makes me nervous to talk about.
gangers giving their orders, and all seemed so
It was getting to be somewhere about half
plain, that I began to grow warm. And I
and I was working hard, so as to
keeps on smoking till it seemed as though I past three,
keep from thinking about the storm, when all
was one of a great crowd o’ men
standing at once I happened to turn my head, and see
round a little square wooden office
place, and the men were a scuffling down the ladders as
being called in one at a time; and there I hard as
they could go. And then, before I had
could see them a takin’ their six-and-thirty
time to think, there was a loud crash, and a
shillings and two pounds apiece, as fast as a
large piece of the scaffolding gave way, and
clerk could book it. And then all at once it
swept with it poles, boards and brick3 right
seemed to fade away like a fog in the
sun;
into the open space below. 1
up at a
and I kep’ on drawing, but
nothing come, and pole which projected from the leaped
roof above me,
I found my pipe was out and there was nothabove my head, caught it and hung susing left to light agen. So I knocks the ashes just
pended, just as the boards upon which I stood
out—what there was on ’em—ami then I
but an instant before, gave way and fell ou to
breaks the bipe up bit by bit, and puts all the
the next stage, some twenty feet below.—
pieces in my pocket—right-hand trowseis
Tightly clasping the rough fir pole, I clung for
pocket.
as

*

‘‘What for?” says you.
Nothing at all a3 I knows on; but that’s
what I did: and I am a telling you what
happened. Perhaps it was because I felt uncomfortable with nothing to rattle in my pocket.

Howsomever, my mind was made up; and
brightening up and looking as cheerful as if
I’d six-and-thirty shillings to take on Saturday, I says to her as was by my side :
‘■Polly, my lass, Tm going up to London.”
“Going where?” she says, lifting up her
head.

“London,” I sgys; and then I began to think
about what going up to Loudon meant. For,
mind yer, it didn’t mean a chap in a
rough
jacket, making up a bundle in a clean blue
and
then
shovin’ his stick
handkerchief,
through the knot and sticking it over his
shoulder, and then stuffing his hands in bis
pocket3, and taking the road upwards, whistlin’ like a blackbird. No; it meant somethin’
else. It meant breaking up a quiet little home
as two young folks
common people, in
course—had been a-saving up for years, to
make snug; it meant half breaking a poor
simple lass’s heart to part with this little thing;
tearing up the nest that took so long a-building, and was alius so snug arter a cold day’s
work. I looked at the clean little
winders,
and then at the bright kettle on the shiny
—

black hob, and then at the werry small fire as
there was, and then fust at one
thing and
then at another, all so clean and neat and
homely, and all showing howproud my lass
was of ’em all, and then I thought a little more
of what going up to Londnn really did mean,
and I suppose it must have been through feel-

ing low and faint and poorly, and I’m almost
ashamed to tell it, for I’m such a big strong
chap, but truth’s truth. Weil, somehow a
blind seemed to cover my eyes, and my head
went down upon my knees, and I cried like a
school-boy.
uut it went
aside me in a

on, lor my lass was

kneeling

minute, and got my old thick
head upon her shoulder, and began a-doing all
she could to make me believe it was all right,
and she wouldn’t mind a bit, but we’d get on
wonderfully well up there; and so we talked
it over for long enough, while she made believe
to be so cheerftd, and knelt at
my side, a-ciphering away—putting down nought for herself, and a-carrying I don't know how much
for me—till I glowed up under the
discovery
that whether work was
plenty, or whether
work was slack, I, Bill Stock—christened William—was rich in my good wife.
This was something like a
thought, that
was, and seemed to stiffen me up, and put
bone and muscle into a fellow until
he felt
set to talking over

strong as a lion; so we
the arrangement, and two days arter Pollv
3
and 1 was in a lodging in London.
Nex’ morning I was up at five, and made myself smart; not fine,but clean,and looking i
if I wara’t afraid of work; and I finds mv
the big workshops, where
the
way to one of
bell was a-ringing for six o’clock, and the men
a
while
with
was a-scufflng In,
a book
chap
was on the lookout to time the late ones, for
out
of
their
on
pay-day
stopping
wages—
which is but fair, yer know, for if two hundred men lost a quarter of an hour apiece in
a week, it would come to something stiff in a
year.

Well, there was a couple more chaps like me
standing at the gate, come to see if they
could get took on, and one on ’em slips
In and comes sut again directly a-swearing
and growling like anything, and then ’tother
one goes in, and he comes out
a-swearing too,
and then I feels my heart
go sinking down
low.

Savs I to the fust:
“Any chance of a job ?” says I.
“Go to—-’’ somewhere, he says,
cutting up
rough; so I asks ’tother one.
“Any chance of a job ?” I says.
“Not a ha’porth,” he says, turning his back
and going off with the fust one; and I
must
say as they looked a pretty pair of blacks.
So I stood there for quite five minutes wondering what to do; whether X should go in
and ask for myself, or go and try somewhere
else. I didn’t like to try arter seeing two men
refused. All at once a tall, sharp-eyed man
comes out of a side place and looks at me
ever so

quite fierce.

“Now my man,” he says, “what’s your busiWhat do you want ?”
“Job, sir,” says I.
“Then why didn’t you come in and ask?”
he says.
“Saw two turned back,” I says.
“0, we don’t want such as them here,” he

ness?

life.

I did think. I thought hundreds
a few seconds, as I shut my eyes
and began to pray, for I felt as if I could not
hold on long, and I knew as I should fall first
on the stage below, when the hoards would
either give way or shoot me off again with a
Think ?

of things in

spring and then I knew there would be a
crowd round something upon the ground, and
the police coming with a stretcher.

■■^reep out, mate, ana come down the rope,
cried a voice from below. I turned my head,
so that I could just see that the pole I was
hanging to had a block at the end, through
which ran a rope for drawing light things up
and down to the scaffold, for an instant I
dared not move; then raising myself. I went
hand over hand towards, the pulley, and in
another instant I should have grasped it, when
I heard a rushing sound, and the
creaking of
a wheel, as the rope went
spinning through
and was goDe, the weight of the longer, side
having dragged the other through. As I hung,
I distinctly heard it fall, perhaps a hundred
and fifty feet.
As the rope fell, and I huDg there, I could

hear

regular shriek from those below; but
nobody stirred to my assistance, for I was beyond help then; but I seemed to grow stronger
with the danger, though my arms felt as if
they were being wreuched out of their sockest, and my nerves a3 if they were tom with
a

hot iron.

Sobbing for breath, I crept in again till I
was over the stage first; then close in to the
iace ef the building, and there I
hung. Once
I tried to get some hold with
my feet, but the
smooth bricks let my toes slip over them directly. Then I tried to get a leg over the pole,
so as to climb up and sit
there; but the time
was gone by for that.
1 had hung too long,
and was now growing weaker
every moment.
I can’t describe what 1 felt All I know
is,
tliat it was horrible, and that
long afterwards
I used to jump up in bed with a
tor
scream;
I was

little out o’ sorts, came a
scatibld pole,expectmoment
to
be one’s last. I can’t
ing every
say
either how long I hung, but feeling at
length
I was going I made one last try for it. I
thought of my poor lass, and seemed to sec
her a looking at me in a widderis
cap; and
then I clenched my teeth hard and tried to
get on to where the end of the pole was fastened. T got one hand over the hard bricks
and hooked my fingers and held on; then I
got the other hand over, and tried to climb up
as a cheer from below encouraged
me; but mv
feet and knees slipped over the" smooth bricks
and in spite of every effort they hung down
straight at last, and 1 felt a sharp quiver run
so sure as

dream of

through me as slowly, slowly, my bands opened, my fingers straightened, and with eyes
blinded and bloodshot, I fell.
hell what

seemed to be an enormous distance, though it was only to the next stage
where boards, bricks and tools, shaken
by
concussion, went with a crash below. The
deal planks upon which I lay still
kep’ in
their places, but with their ends jolted so near
the edge that it seemed to me that the least
motion on my part would make them
slip, and
send me off again. I was too exhausted
and
frightened to move, and I lay there for some
time, not knowing whether I was much hurt
The first thing as recalled me to
my-

the’

had
“Hold on, mate,” he

he
savs

Jo5

«Tf t

“tryfM^’s?hyr

through^

rope
shies it at me, but it wasn’t far enornrf,
he tries again and again, and at last I n,nr,
ages to ketch lioldou it. But now, as soon as
I tried to move, it seemed as if
stabbed me in the side, and what was more
the least thing would, I soon found, send the
boards down, and of course me with them.
“Tell them to hold tight by the rope,” says
I; and he passed the word, while I got both
aims through the noose, and told him to
tighten it, which he did by
pulling, for I could Dot
have got it over my head without
making the

somethin^

boards slip.

then,” he says, “are you ready?”
right,” I says, faintly, for I felt as if everything was a-swimmmg round me; but I
heard lnm give a
signal, and felt the snatch of
All

the rope as it cut into
my arms above the eland then I Bwang backwards
and forwards m the air; while with
a crash awav
went the boards upon which I

bows,

had been

lyhig[
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A—Metallic Sole.
B.—Outer Sole.
(7.—Inner Sole.

PORTLAND & PENOBSCOT RIVER

V

SPRING

U.N.TtDD DEI.

SEELY’S

Patent Metallic Sole.'
A NEW INVENTION.
Wetting the Feet is the most prolific cause of
disease and death known to humanity. It is almost
sure to bring on a cold; aud colds, neglected, and often
when not neglected, lead to fevers or to coughs and fetal consumptions. It is in recognition of this truth
that the inventive talent ol the country has for years
been devising some method, or attempting to devise
it, tor keeping the leet dry, aud yet that should not
give inconvenience to the wearer. Rubber shoes, in
one form or another, ha^e hitherto been our reliance;
but it is well known, as among their many evils, that
while they keep the feet dry from external moisture,
they sweat them over much, and by thus inducing
an undue tenderness increase a suscepti ility to colds
rather than otherwise. They are also cumbersome to
the foet, and withal are very expensive. The demand
is for something that shall make the ordinary Boot

impervious to wat -r, without affecting their
elegance or durability, and, if possible, without adding sensibly to the cost ol iueir manufacture. These,
it will be conceded, are most important features,
and we conscientiously affirm that they are absoluteattained in the invention herewith presented to
ly
the public.

✓"

The Ritshie Compasses, hitherto manufactured in limited numbers, principally for Government vessels and
ocean steamers, are now manufactured on a scale adequate to the wants of the merchant service, and the
uudersigued having been appointed Agent for this section, is prepared to furnish them on immediate application.
The merits of this Compass need not here be enforced; a trial of over three years has established its superiority beyond quest ion. It is the only perfect Compass made, and although its great merit is apparent upon
exanination, yet its rigid and long continued use has never felled to elicit still higher admiration.
To refer to those ship-masters who have used these Compasses is impossible, from the feet that they are
inaccessible most of the time, but these Compasses are used on all the steamers running out of this port,
and it is believed that the masters and pilots of these boats will readily give any information desired by those
interested. Reference is made with perfect confidence to these men, although without permission, because
in no instance has any one who has had the opportunity, failed to appreciate their great superiority.

when the boot is

making,

a

thin

Metalic Plate, exceedingly ductile, combinmg
flexibility with toughness, very light, and every way
adapted to the end desired, while the additional expense Is merely nominal. It furnishes a perfect barrier against the admission of wet or dampness, though
the foot may bo exposed ever so long upon wet pavements or damp ground.
To ladies and children the Metalic Soles will be
of incalculable value, as from their habits of life and
delicacy of dress, they are particularly exposed to the
long train ot ills that attend upon an inadequate pro-

tection to the foet.
These Soles have already been tried by the best of
tests, actual use, and the testimonials to their
merits, freely proffered, indicate that they must be
the public. The
Bpeedily and
adopted
Patent Metailic Soled Boots and Shoes are being introduced into the leading Boot and Shoe Stores
throughout the United States, and will supplant all
forms of overshoes, except possibly for deep mud or
snow, as they become known. Be sure to get them
and take no other. If your shoemaker does not hapto have them.he can proeme them without difculty. If he will not, then send yourself to the inventor one dollar and
cents, and obtain six
pair, assorted sizes, with right to use, whioh will be
promptly forwarded by express pre-pald, and which
can be made up by
any shoemaker in the country.—
Agencies will be established in every city and village,
and supplied with Soles and proprietary stamps, at
schedule prices and liberal commission allowed on
sales. Also General Agencies for States appointed on
application, wi h proper testimonials to the inventor.

universally

by

Sen

thirty

SAMUEL J. SEELY,
General Depot, comer City Hall Place and Read
street, New York.
TESTIMONIALS.
The undersigned have lor the past six months worn
Boots and Shoes possessing Mr. Seely’s Metallic
Sole, and find them an effectual preventive against
dampness, and the colds so often taken from damp
feet. Most gladly do we testify to the perfect efficiency of their service. The Metallic Sole is not only a
grand contribution to the cause oi general health,
but a postive luxury, obviating all necessity of
India Rubber shoes, except in muddy weather. All
ordinary dampness, and even water upon pavements,
is completely foiled of its power of harm by tliis most
simple and useful invention. No one who has once
used them will ever be without them again, as they
increase the cost of bool s and shoes by a sum which is
scarcely worth naming, and insure,positively, dry feet,
which is reckoned among the first conditions of health
and comfort. We heartily commend the “Metallic
Sole” to all the sensible.
J. CLEMENT FRENCH,
Pastor Central Cong. Church, Brooklyn,
MARY A. FRENCH.
New York, Dec., 1SG5.
Samurl J. Seely, Esq.:
Dear Sir—In reply to your inquiries regarding your
patent Metallic Sole, I take great pleasure in stating
that 1 had them put in a pair oi fine calf skin boots,
which I wore the whole of last winter in tho wet
streets of Albany. I have had them half soled since,
and am wearing jour Metallic Soles now, with full intention never to be without them. 1 have not had
a wet or damp foot during the whole time I have worn
them. I pronounce them the best insole yet made.
I am satisfied that no person having once worn them
will do without them. Wishing you the success you
deserve tor so valuable an invention for the preservaI remain truly yours,
health,
SAMUEL JEFFERSON, Contractor, New York.

hesitation in saying that 1 have never worn shoes
that combined so ]>erfectly the desirable qualities ot

investments.
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to Insure, are desired to call and

investigate for themselves,

March 16—eod3w

Which is the Leading Life Insurance Company in the TJ. S.?
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APRIL

1,

1863.

of thebesl materials, in tlie most improved manner, it is commended to tho
public as superior to any other in the market. All who have
used it speak of it in the lii/hcst terms oi praise: and

MADE

the manufacturer will continue his best endeavors to
advance the reputation wMch it has already acquired, on its merit alone.

SOLD BY

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Agricultural

or the
Showing the “Amount of Business,” “Expenses of Management,” “Eatio of Assets to Liabilities,”
this country
Security famished to members, of the three largest and strongest Life Insurance Companies in

"Ware. &o.,

City Ilall Baildiag^ Market Square,

MUTUAL BENEFIT LIFE INSURANCE COMP'Y,
CHEAPEST.

and the

Because Its NET ASSETS are proportionally LARGER than those ot any
other Life Insurance Company in the
United States.

does the money come from?
Every intelligent man will see at once that it CANNOT be done, and the figures which ATTEMPT to do
it are simply FIGURES OF SPEECH.
tr* Call and investigate, and we will show you “ACTUAL RESULTS,” proving that Insurance in some
cases has cost nearly 50 per cent. MORE in the Mutual Life, than in the Mutual Benefit Life Insurance
COST ?

How is it

done ?

Where

March

third

<!»■

dq,
Potatoes,

or

20
BO
30
*>0

Grass,

Meadow,

second best,

50
30
20

experiment
Grass, do
third
do.
do.
For the best experiment on Tobncco with Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilizer,
60
second best experiment on Tobacco, do.
40
Reports to be sont in on or before the 1st dav ol December, 1S66, to Williim L. Bradley, Boston, con
on

taimng description ot sod, mode ofcultivation, quantity of .super-Plio-phate ot Lime used, ef whom purchased, aDd whether with or without barnyard macertified to by some citizen
”>?•>
££7.reP°r‘
oi integrity
in tho town where made:
these reports
when in, wil he referred to a Committee of
three
competent, disinterested gentlemen, whose duty tit
shall be to award said

premiums after examining the
reports; the premiums to he paid on the 1st day
J oi
January, 1S67.
To avoid any possible chemical orror in the
mnnuhave made arrangements
fofbure
LcryIlz78'4
chemical talent, to aid
with the°j'7
highest
me in this
important department, and not a single ton of Phosphate or Tobacco Fertilizer will be allowed tq go to
market until it has been sampled and passed inspection by actual anyBis.
E3TThe above-named Fertilizers can be purchased troiu reliable dealers throughout New England.
Pamphlets containing testimonials and directions
for using Super-Phosphate ol Lime can be
had, free
ot charge, by addressing the manufacturer or
dealers: also Bradley’s Manual tor growing Tobaccdwill
lie sent free to any grower ot the
weed, by asking for

21—eod3»r__

INVESTIGATION

24

Jan 27—dim

Broad Street, Boston.

HALL'S
TOOTHACHE DROPS
CURE INSTANTLY.
TRY THEM
GST For gale by every
kt.

Drug

S’ Hv ?A.Y’

BraKeist,

March 9—Bweodttw

HT’ Job work of every
ed at the Press Office.

State Agent.

and

Philadelphia

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co,
Carrying the Canadian and U. S. Malls.
Passengers Booked to

Londonderry

and

Liverpool.

Return Tickets Granted at Reduced Bates
The Steamship PERUVIAN, Capt. Ballantine,
will sail from this port for Liverpool, SATURDAY,
March 31at, 1866, immediately alter the arrival ol the
train of the previous day from Montreal.
To be followed by the Moravian, on the 7th April.
Passage to Londondery and Liverpool:
Cabin (according to accommodations)
$70 to $80

Steerage,
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For freight or passage apply to
H. & A. ALLAN,

$25

5 G. T. R. Passenger Depot.
mh26dtd
Portland, Dec. 11th, 1865.

■yyrE,

THE

pears, bald spots are covered, hair stops falling, and
luxuriant growth is the result. Ladies and Children
will appreciate the delightful fragrance and rich,
appearance imparted to the hair, and no fear
of soiling the shin, scalp, or
most elegant head-dress.

glossy

PHILLIPS & CO., G

Agents lot

Sept 30. 1865—divrem
“There Is no such Word as

T

Ka l.”

A. RRA NT’S
COMPOUND BXTHACT OP

Cubebs and

CHALLENGED!

Thirty

Leases of the following described Real Estate, and Well

sunk thereon

Pepper Farm,

Euncakilliug Township, Inear Petrolia,)
Dawn Township, (betweonBothwcll and‘‘Oil Springs,”)
Aldboroiigh Township, (on the Lake Shore,)
One Well, (to be sunk to the depth of 40U feet,)

any

At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington. Limington, Limeriok, Nowfield,
Parson afield and Orel
pee
At Saccarappa for South Windham, Windham Hill,
and North Windham, daily
DAN CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland, Oct 26,1866—d:f

MAINE CENTRAL R.

THE

POSITIVE

OIL

Trains leave Portland daily (Grand
gaCjiriiajfalTrunk Depot) Sundays excepted,for Auburn and Lewiston at 7.30 A. M., and for Bangor and

all intermediate Stations, at 1.15 P. M.
Returning,
trains from Auburn and Lewiston are due at 8.30 A.
M., and from Bangor and all intermediate stations,
at 2 P. M., to connect trains for Boston.
Hr* Freight trains leave daily at 8 A. M.

THE

PROBABLE

going down in their immediate vicinity.

TtT^’oir
BLE OIL

TEKKnotty.
not cost much.

It

One and the

sertaintv

or sueoess.

DR.CHAS.MORSE'S

Share,

TERRITORY
pumped lrom their imtne-

TERRITORY
A,dbnr»ngh, as above specified.

Test Wells are
surface is presented throughout these townPROBAotherwise—they do

1>aint\wl'ere, bas a'readJ bec* found, they aredeemed
they prove such, stockholders have a rich investment. If
THE

To bo sunk

STOCK

a

mar

elect
To ho furnishthe VtMklmlders

SSto

atile^depth!

THE

EXCURSION TICKETS AS A

GUARANTEE

Of our confidence that the above will hear
inspection, are gratultonsiy furnisher!
Bothwell and return, for the
purpose ot personal investigation. Said Tickets
a lexers to
to be
amount of stock is taken.

^
issued when

DEPOSITED

In the First National Bank the first
payment of $250 Iobs the price ol the
Ticket

and to

Mar 23—sodtf

Temple

HAY._to\4d3ni
Street Eating House!

(FORMERLY BARNUM’S,)

KNIG7^Ti

Real Estate ami

Oil

BICKFORD & HENDERSON’S.
neat and spae.'ous establishment wellknoen
Canadas, as a first
THIS
throughout the States »n;J
class house and restaun/nt, after being thoroughly
secured

lunches, suppers, dinners,

Le

REFUNDED

PERHAM &

^„

the services
cleansed and refitted, and having
as Chief de
oi MR. DANIEL K. REE/*
Cuisine, well
of Bamum’s as
known to all former habitues
»i
’n
li fl no superior, in skill or celerity, with a corps ofhaving
mill
assist
tbft
ants and waiters, is now prepared to accommodate
visitors at home and from abroad to

After investigation, it ail Is not
satisfactory and as represented
53?” Mnps, Charts, Samples of Oil, and information may be ibnnd at
»
McALPlNE) No* S!«i Excha nge St* Office hours from 9 to 10 A AT
nco office of S*
"*•» and 2 to ? p. m.

description neatly exeent

expectorated.

Many persons arc subject to a dryness and tickling
ot the throat, while attending church, which often
all that
causes rough; these troches will remove
trouble and prevent taking cold on going from a warm
room out into the .-old air.
Por sale wholesale and retail by
CHARLES W. FOSS* Proprietor.
Also, by NATHAN WOOD, O. P. SHEPHERD
IE H.
and
& GO.,

NOW MESSBS

reached, aSdthetMrtJS?

BE

Troches are made from a Recipe obtained
of Portland, Maine.
They are of the highest efficiency in allaying irritadue
to their demulcent
a
tion ol the throat, property
ingredients. They also relieve bronchial irritation,
secretions
the
tenacious
by loosening and soitening
upon the lining of the tubes, so that it can be readily

PAYMENTS

To bo made in threo instalments. Tlie first oi two hundred and fifty dollars when the
./a ,—u
1» taken. The second of seventy-five dollars when the rock is
e thlrd and Uat
w
of
P«r®»a V101
seventy-fiva dollars when the well is sunk to the depth of 300 Icet.

TO

4M2SHS5*

THESE
from Charles Morse, M. D.,

WELL

of the Pepper, Crowell or McMillan lots, as the Stockholder,
ed an engine, pump and tank, with all other fixtures, and turned overwhen
in perfect working order. To he sunk to the depth of 400 foot, unless
oUlsibund
on cither

Operators,

-mm

not wait tor

Unsightly Ulcers,

tor

Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and

Complexion.

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
troubled with emissions

men

m

sleep,— a

ranted

charge made.
day

or no

Hardly

a
passes but we are consulted
one
or more young man with the above disease, some of
whom are as weak and emaciated as
had

by

the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
have it. All such cases yield to the proper a.im only
correct course ol treatment, and in a short time are
made to rqjoice in perfect health.

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
There arc many men at the age of thirty who arc
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burnthe system in a manner
ing sensation, and
the patient cannot account for.
On examining the
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue,
again changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the

weakening

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Drn
can do so oy writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will ba
returned, if desired.
Address:
Dr. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle
Street’, Portland. Me
tF* Send a Stamp for Circular.

Flectic Medical
TO

THE

Infirmary,

LADIES.

DR. HUGHES particularly nvites all Ladies, whe
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 5
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for theli
•

accommodation.
Dr. H.'s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action Is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of ol>>
structions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain.
It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing in
tbe least injurious to tbo health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part ef tbe country, with full directions
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

especial

PORTLAND

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.
On and after Nov. 6, 1866, Presenter

rwffllEnnn

leave
follows
*«S*^«Train8
Leave Portland for Boston at 8 45
as

:-

a. m.

and 2 20

p.

x.

Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30 A. x. and 2 30 p.

Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.
FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.

Portland, Nov. 6,1865—dtf

N. B.— Ladles desiring may consult one of theli
A lady of experience in constant attend
janl.l&wd&w

own sex.
once.

THROUGH TICKETS!
—TO THE—

Oil

Regions, Canada,

CHEROKEE
Or

v

i/iirr

Painful

WEST I
THE

Grand Trunk Railway.
Also, Tickets by

all the
routes
ton ana New York

principal

through

L

to

West, South,
w.

•

B in

tlio land.

Louies can auaress us tn perfect
<» d tide nee, nod state their con*»
as we treat all Female
r

plaints in full,
Complaints,
and prepare Medicines suitable Tar all diseases to
which they are subject.—Thirty-two page pamphlet.
In a sealed enynlojw*, free.
The Cherokee Fills aro sold by all druggists at $1

box, or six boxes for $5; or they are sent by
mall, free of postage, in an ordinary letter, free
from observation, by addressing the sole proprietor.
Dr. W. B. MEBWIN, 37 Walker 8t., N. Y.
!
N. B.—Cherokee Pills No. * are prepared for
Special ease*, when milder medlciaea fu.il; these
are sent by mail, free ef postage, on receipt of $5w
the price of each boa.
per

North-West and the Oanadas.

Db. WRIGHT'S

ITittle

REJUVENATING ELIXIR,

d.

great Leading Route* to ChicaCleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
Galena, Oshkosh, St. Paul, LaCroese, Green Bay,
Quincy, St, Lcaiv, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
lco., and is prepared to famish Through Tickets
from Portland te all the principal CiGes and Townv
in the leval States and the Canadas, at the

IS Agent
go, Cincinnati,

for all the

RATES OF FARE,

LOWEST

And all needful information cheerfully furnished.
TttiVELUtaa will dad it greatly to their advantage
to prooaie Through Tickets at the

PoRlantl Railway Ticket Office, 31 Exchange Street, (up stairs.)
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Passage Tickets for California, by the Old Line

Mail Steamers and Panama Railroad may be seeured
by early application at this offloe.
marSOdhwtf
March 30. 1866.

The

effects that arise from it. They
perfectly sate in ail cases, except when ferbiilden by direetion*. and are easy to administer,

as they arc nicely *uaar coated.
They should bo in the hands of
B every Maiden, Wife, and Mother

r

FromPortland to the West, North & So. West.

Important to Travelers
zmsm
to.
Ml

ana

Orem

are

Bos-

P. & F. A. RAILROAD STATION,
Opposite Preble House, Congress St, Portland.
E. P. BEACH, Gen. Agt. | WM. FLOWERS.
Eastern Agt.,Bangor.
£79 Broadway, Now York. |
BIiAJTCHABD & CO., Agents,
March 1-dlm
PORTLAND. Mb.

r.jccexstre

Menstruaiwn^

Sickness. Xertou* and Spinal Affection*. Pain* in the Back, >»< K
Headache, Giddiness, ami all dig*
eases that spring from irregularity,
by removing the cause ami all the

$6 Less than by any other Route!
VIA

PILLS,

female Mtegulalor,

—OK THE—

Eye, Ear,

Catarrh

-AMD-

MRS. MANCHESTER,
THE

INDEPENDENT

Or, Essence

of lift,
General Debility, WeakIIyet eric a in Female*,
Palpitation of the Heart and
all Xervou* Dieeane*. It restores new life and vigor to tho
aged, causing the hot blood of
is the P hen lx risen
yOUth to course the veins, resT Cares
■PX. fie**,

£ SS

rejuven- DMUly, rutorinff J/anlinett
and full rigor, thus province
perfect Slurir of loot,'" r»movlnjr Sterility Mid BMtenneu I, both Hia. T.
th. vounc, mtddle-Mcd, and wad. there In no (tre.«r
boon then this Klktr of Life." It peer . new
Imm of life, eausiBg the weak and doblUtatod to
have renewed otrenittb and vigor.
«H» FMltr

Ole tin eyttem and
overcome dueiue.

Fr.oe, one bottle ft; three bottle. $S; Mat by
express to any address.
Our medicines are sold and recommended by all
druggists in every part of the civilized
respectable
globe, some unprincipled dealers, however, try to
deceive their customer* by selling cheap and worthless compounds in order to make money. Be not

deceived—ask for these medicines and take no
ethers. If the druggist does not keep them, writo
to us, and we will send them by express, rare/ully
packed, free from observation. We will be pleased
to receive letters with frill statements tn regard to
any disease with which ladies or gentlemen aro
afflicted
Address all letters far medicines, p«mph*
Isftfc or advice, to. the sole proprietor,

On the choicest edibles in th* market,
at ALL HOURS, from 5 A. M, to 10) P. M.
Wedding Parties and families famished with
variety of Cakes, Confectionery. IceCream and

everjr

ALSO,

the

a

small neat Hall for Dancing parties, In

HENDERSON,
^■™^bUg1I1^y0RI)j
Proprietors.
s o.

_

Maine.
Nos. 13 and IB Temple Street, Portland,
Mar 19—dtf

Physician

CntqhftMire

DR. STRICKLANDS MELLIFLUOUS OOUOH

CLAIRVOYANTI
Electric

mayo ooaiy

follows:

OIL
same

EDWIN NOYES, Supt.
dc22tf

and

Manufactured only by

3

seen

R.

ARRANGEMENT.

WINTER

Copaibs

TAR RANT A CO..

CAPITAL
LATH
in u. b, cubbenct,
tt OOO.
100,4jtl
A ^
9
50 f ^
dividedISTO
50
50 46 Shares of $400 per

Embraces the Pepper, Crowell and McMillan Farms. Samples ofOil may be
diate vicinity, and o.a all sides of the above locations.

attached.

only

SCHEDULE.
Crowell Farm,(on theChamhurs Ravine)
The McMillan Farm, (on River Thames, nearly opposite Pepper)
Euphemia Township, (on the River Sydenham,')

oars

B^-Stagesconnect at Gorham for West Gorham,
Standish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell. Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett. Jackson Limington, Cornish,Porter Freedom, Mad-son and Eaton. N. H

THROAT!

Copaiba,

B7H Oreenwioh 8t., Hew Tort.
Bold by Druggists ail over the World.
as

low

Dr. W. B. MEBWIN, 37 Walker St., N. Y.

tw,i

Days,

SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wad for the consummation that is sure to fol-

Through Tickets can be procured at ail the princl
Ticket Offices in New England, and at the Union

ing invigorate, strengthen
and lengthen the hair. They
act directly upon the roots
of the hair, supplying required nourishment, and
natural color and beauty
returns. Grey hair disap-

UNDERSIGNED, OFFER TO THE CITIZENS OF PORTLAND

For

—

Leave Saco River for Portland at 6 30 and 9 40 A. x.
and 3 40 p. x.
Leave Portland for Saco Ri ver at 8 00 A. x, and 2 00
and 530 p x.
The940A.x and 200 p. x. trains will be freight

5alicket Office, at the

Mrs. S. A. Allen*8 World*?
Hair Restorer and Dress-

W. F.
Maine

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who have committed an excess of any
kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in inalurer years,

though they

Baa] On and after Monday, Oct. 30, 1865,
vi I1!'
trains will leave as follows, until farther

Dec 15.1865.

Tarrant* Compound Extract of Cubebt and
flopaiba NEVER FAILS.

it

by mail.
WM. L. BRADLEY,
Manufacturer of Coe’s Bradley’s Patent Supcr-Phoso*
Patent Tobacco FerLime;
Bradley’s
t;ii-«
Ground Bone;
SvJJy
FJU,®Rawand Extra-Fine
fowde-ed
Bone, &c.

IS66._feb7dU;

Philadelphia,.at

an

20
30
20

Street,

no need ot oonlnument or oh an re or dfet.In its approved tom of a paste, it is entirely tasteless, ana oeusos mo unpleasant sensation to the patient, and no exposure it is now acknowledged Kj
the most learned in the profession that in the above
o’ess ofdisea««s, Cnbebs and Copaiba are the
remedies known that oas be relied apon with

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.

do.,
v
For
the best experiment on
second best experiment on Potatoes,
**
third
do.
do.
For the best experiment on Turnips,
second best
do.
For the best experiment on
Oats,
second best
do.
Fort the best experiment on
either Pasture

CO.,

India Street.

y five days.
From Long Whar Boston,.at 12 M.
10 A.M.
From Pine St. Wharf,
Freight for the West forwarded by the Pennsylvaand
to
and
Baltimore
nia Railroad,
Washington by
Canal or Railroad, free of commissions.
For freight, apply to
SPRAGUE, SOULE & CO..
9 T Whart. Boston.
Not 22—dlyr

therets

Exchange Street,

in

And Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilizer in
growing
Corn, Potatoes, Turnips, Oats, Grass, and Tobacco,
on notices than one acre of land each.
For tho best experiment on Indian Com with my
Super Phosphite of Lime,
*60
For the second best experiment on
30
Corn, do.

&

6

Tarranft Compound Extract Q/ Cubed s

WARREN SPARROW, State Agent,
30

Premiums, oftered to NEW ENGLAND FARMERS for the best experiments with my

BRIDGE, LORD

Or to

Kursues

Young

I

notice:

know

complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure war-

PORTLAND ^ROCHESTER R.R.

trains, with passenger

COMPANY.

Sold by oil Druggists.

“LeadingLife Insurance Association of this Continent ?”
QUERY 2d. Will the Agent of the “Great” Mutual l ife enlighten the public, upon that mysterious algebraical process, by which his Co., with a surplus proportionally MUCH LESS, and expeaws nearly
dO per cent* larger than another Company, can yet divide MORE to its members and insure them at

MANUFACTURER'S PRICFS.

Five Hundred Dollars!

—dtf

Depot 198 & 200 Greenwich St. N. Y.

-—

than any Co, In the United States.

its PREQUERY. Can a Company occupying the THIRD place among American Life Companies, in
MIUM INCOME and the SECURITY it affords its members,—and the FIRST place, chiefly, in the
largeness of its expenses, LEGITIMATELY boast of Its being “The Great” Company, and the

Company,

PORTLAND, MB.,
AT

aro

The inevitable conclusion, from these official facts, is that the

LESS

Implements, Seeds,

Wooden

passenger lor every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDQES, Managing Director,
BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
nov2dti
Portland, Nov. 1,1865

H.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY.

Answered by Facts and Figures, from Official State Documents,

Is the SAF06T

A. x
x.

145P,

Fri-

John Berry, Commander,
TTTILL sail from the end ot Long Wliarf.on ThursVV DAY, February 15tb, 1866. at 3 P. M., to be iollowed by the Steamer “COItTEZ,” sailing Thursday, March 1st, 1866, at 3 P. M.
Those steamers are first class, and will sail semimonthly. Having very superior Cabin accommodations, they offer unusual facilities for those wishing
to visit the Island of Cuba.
Price of passage, $6 in currercy.
For freight or passage, apply to
WM.H. KINSMAN & CO.,

—--

against 14 percent, in the “Mutual Benefit,”

BOSTON.

above stated.

one

run as

WHICH IS THE SAFEST AND THE CHEAPEST ?

notinvited to scrutinize closely the above statistics, and make their own commonta,
Life”
ing particularly That the extraordinary and unsuccessful effortsof the “Great Mutual
to catch up with its more successful rivals have involved an expenditure of 29 per cent, in that company

Warranted Genuine*

Cars attached from

8 10

CAUTION TO THE PUtUC.
Every intelligent and thinking person must

that remodies handed out for general use should have
their efiicacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a
regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies tit* him for all the duties he mn>t
tulnll; yet the country is Hooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls,
purporting to be the best in tlio world,
are not only
useless, but always injurious. The unfortunate should be pakiii.i;i.an. in
selecting h.s
^ ** a lamentable
F?r
yet incoutrover.
able Si4?*
tact, that many syphilitic patient* uro ma'o
miserable with ruined constitutions
by nialtreatmont
from inexperienced
physicians in general practice;
lor it is a point
conceded
the heat mhl
by
generally
ographeis, that the study ami management ol those
complaints should engross the whole time ol those
who would be competent and successful in tl-elr IreaN
ment and cure.
The inexperienced general
practitioner, having neither opi>ortuuity nor time to uial o
hlmscll acquainted with tneir pathology,
commoniy
one
system of treatment, iu most coses tuakig an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

are not responsible for baggage to
exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of

FOR HAVANA.
Carrying tbo United States Mails. The
STEAM Eli “TONAWANDA,”

Company

Premiums

cess.

x

such returns
t^F“No other Company in this country affords such results. No other investments will yield
on the
ENDOWMENT POLICIES, payable on arriving at 10,45, 50, 55, or GO years of age, or Policies
FIVE and TEN YEAK PLAN, are issued on more advantageous terms than by any other Company.
and
are NON-FORFEITING in all cases,
The Policies oi this

and

Chicago. Steeping

Trains will arrive as follows
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
From Montreal, Quebec Ac.

Steamship Line.

SMALLER POLICIES IN THE SAME RATIO.

oa

—

can be consulted
privately, and with
vv
the utmost conhdence by the
afflicted, at. all
hours daily, aud from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction oi private diseases, whether
arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of selt-abu.sc.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch ©4
the medical profession, ho leels warranted in (Ju aura*teeing a Cure i> all Cases, whether of
long
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the system, anil making a
perfect and PERMANENT CUKE.
He would call the attention oi the afflicted to the
tact of his long standing and well-earned reputation
furnishing suffleieut assurance of his skill and suc-

The Company

BILLINGS, Agent.

STEAMSHIP

Boston

now
A POLICY issued in 1868, lor $10,000, age 35, yearly payments $26G 70. paid In 8 years, $2,133 SO,
for the last 3 years of 59 per
dividend
CASH
Annual
with
an
with
the
additions, *13,075 00,
stands,
increased annual reduction herecent., say $167 35 thus reducing the Annual Premium to $109 35, with an

CASH VALUE

follows

2Vo. 5 Temple Street*
YITHEKE he

land Pond to Quebec and Montreal.
No Baggage can be received or checked after the

The Steamers NOKMAN, SAXON, and ARIES
form the line, and a steamer leaves each port

The public

Bradley,

etroitand

eve

a

as

Auburn, at 7 35 a. x.
Mail Train for Watcrville, Bangor, Gorham, Island
ond, Montre il and Quebec at 110 p u
This train connects with Expr ess train for Toronto

FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AND WEST.

—RATIO OF EXPENSES—. Eatio of Assets to
Liabilities Jan.
to pcemiums eeceived.
—■PREMIUMS RECEIVED.-.
In 1865.
In 1864,
1865.
In
Iu 1864.
151.85
12.10
12.96
“Mutual Benefit”... $2,086,072
$3,029,087
135-00
14.08
16.28
“Connecticut”.
2,810,747
1,924,127
128.63
17.68
14.65
“Mutual Life”. 1,747,589
2,055,160
—Cost of said increase.-^
.-INCREASE ot Premium Receipts-1864.
1863.
In 1865.
In 1864.
In 1863.
14.74
15.30
$940,015
MUTUAL BENEFIT,.. $315,503.85
$719,230 75
W.26
17.14
886,620
786,589.12
CONNECTICUT, ...V.. 287,580.70
29.87
28.09
907,571
375,520.96
MUTUAL LIFE,. 235,223.18

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME,

8P*1 trains will run

Morning Train for South Paris, Lewiston and

now

always have

RAILWAY,

Canada.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
nMMR On and aRer Monday, Nov. 6tA,1865,

$2.00.

feb.18,1863

Aug 5, 1865.

Boston, Feb. 3d.

--

--

notice,

209 State

the Annual Premiums paid,

------

30.

$19,181

of death,)

case

Annual CASH Dividend of 139 per cent, for the last three years
say $332 25, being $107 26, per annum more than the payments required.
With

30.

9,181

Dividends added in Twenty Years,

Making the present Value of the Policy, (in

01

Montreal,

....

L.

“S®*

A POLICY Issued in 1843, lor 810,000 on the Life Plan, age S6, Annual Premium *275, total Premi urns paid for 23 years up to lbt of February, $0,325, now stands, with its dividends, (payable at death,) as

Original Policy,

GRAND TRUNK

BOSTON AND CUBA

LITTLE, Agent for Portland and vicinity.
--

Fare as Low by this Route as any other.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and lor Belfast at Augusta, and for Solon, Anson, KorridgeAthens and Moose Head Lako at Skowhegan,
wock,
and lor China, East and North Vassal born' at Vassalboro*, and for Unity at Kendall's Mill's.
\V. HATCH, Train Manager*
Dee. 11.1866—dtf

HP* Freight taken as usual
The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value and that per&onal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.

YORK.
-------

Portland.

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

any amount

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday .Thursday,
day and Saturday, &c 5 o’clock P. M,

RESULTS

Cash Assets, Feb. 1st, 1866, more than
-Current Income the past year, over,

only route
without break ot gauge
Through tickets for all Stations oL this
also on the Maine Central R. R., can
be nuicbased in boston at Eastern or Boston and
Maine
Depots. Passengers with through ticket* going east
will change cars at the first depot
arrive at in
they
Portland, where ample time is there allowed to dine
(45 minutes) at a Jirst class e&ting house.
Superior
and well ventilated cars are run with the through
trains.

Arrangement!

every

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.,
W. D.

(Sundays excepted)

line,

STEAMERS
further

%i£dtt2£lf

A“is
skew 1ariBo8ton at M#
Tins is the

follows:—
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday. Tuesday Wednes-'day, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 7 o’clock P. M and India Wharf, Boston,

OF THE WORKING OF LIFE POLICIES NOW EXISTING WITH THE

OF NEW

M*wliegan,

M5RM.

at

CAN BE FOUND AX H13

I

-+ *.»-

THE

the Wharf.

I

«t

—

Will, until

dryness and. durability.
EMMA OVERTON, Brooklyn, New York.
S. J. Seely, Esq.:
Dear Sir—In answer to your request, I am pleaded
to state that I have manufactured shoe- containing
your Metallic Sole by machinery. I think them a superior article for keeping tho feet dry. In manufacturing them there is no trouble from cutting the
thread when sewing, nor any difficulty in putting
them in the shoe.
Respectfully vours,

BRADLEY'S PATENT

■■

SbowheKan via Wulcrvillr
and Kendall’. Mill*.

Trains leave Portland dally (Snnilaye
*°MP^"1WECxcoiitc<l) for Balli, Lewiston via AnR-)> Augusta, Watervllle, Kendall’s
mui^US£Lu
auU intormediate Stations, at
1 00 P
1

me

Forest City, Lewiston and

for the years 1801 and 1863.

COE'S

on

DB. J. B. HUGHES

to

WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 1865-C6.
Commencints December, 11,1865.

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE!

38 Exohange Street, Portland, Me.

no

SEELEMAN PEARL'BROOK,
Practical Shoe Manufacturer, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mar. 15— d3m.

Agent,

At Oflice
Portland. Feb 28th. 1866.—dtf

TUB

w

tion of

Mr. Samuel J. Seely :
Dear Sir—I take great pleasure In offering my
testimony to the usefulness and comfort of your patent Metallic Sole. I havo used a pair of boots for the
past seven months, furnished with this Sole, and feel

A. SOMJEJtBY.

Summer

and Shoe

The invention consists in inserting between the in-

On and after Friday, Mar. 2d,
the new an4 fast-going Steamer
“REGULATOR,” Capt. Wm
R. Roix.will leave Railroad Wliarf,
Toot of State Street, Portland, every
Tuesday and Friday Evening,at 10 o’clock, connecting with the2£ p m train from Boston.
Returning will leave Winterport every Monday and
Thursday Morning a 6 o’clock, touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Bucksport, ami
Winterport, both ways.
Passengers ticketed through on theBoston fMaine,
and Eastern Rai'road at the Depots in Boston, Salem,
Lynn and Lawrence.
For Freight or Passage a^ply to

CJ. H. FARLEY, Dealer in Nautical Instruments,
March 14—eodtf

ARRANGEMENT!

_Medical.

PORTLAND MENNEBEC R. R.

LINE.

Tbe splendid and fast Bteamship, DIRIUO, Capt. H. Sherwood,
ana FRAhCoNlA, Capt. W. W,
iUBBWooD, will antil further no;
ice, run as follows:
Leave Brown’s Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at4 P. M., and leave Pier
33 East Biver, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 4 o’olook P. M.
These vessels are fitted up with fine aeoorr.n’.oilaGone for passengoxi-, making this the most speedy,
safe and comfortable route for travellers between
New York and Maine
Passage, in State Room,
86.00. Cabin passage 86.00. Meals extra.
this
line to and from MonGoods lorwardod by
treal, Queboj, Bangor, Batb, Augusta, Eastport and
St.John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers as early as 3 P. M. on tho day that they
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY A FOX, Brown's Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A CO., No. 80 West Street,
New York.
May lit). 1866.

PAT’S. Sept. 5, I860.

sole,

YORK

Portland

TIKE CARE OF. I0DS LIFE,

and outer

_Railroads.

NEW

STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

well satisfied, and werry comfortable.

er

Steamers.

,

PORTLAND AND

/A

and I must say it has improved wonderful, for
and work’s plenty; and as
wages keep good,
for those chaps who organize the strikes, it
strikes me they dont know what being out of
^york is like. But, along o’ that stocking,
cAie feels tempted very much to go down in
the country agaiD, but don’t like to for fear o’
things not turning out well; and Polly says,
“Let well alone, Bill.” So I keeps on, werry

a

hanging to that

pulling enough

I couldn’t see nor hear any more, for I seemed to be sent to sleep; but I suppose I was
lowered down and took to the hospital, where
they put my broken ribs to rights in no time,
and it wasn’t so werry long before X was at
work once more; but it took a precious while
before I could get on to a high scaffold again
without teeling creepy and shivery ; but you
know, “use is second nature.”
Polly showed me the stocking t’other day,

/

Prom 618 Broadway, New York, has returned to
Portland, and can bo consulted at her office, No, 11
Clapp’s block.
A Clear Case of Clairvoyant Sight.
Dear Madam .-—Permit me to tender you my sincere llianks tor the cure you have effected on my
child. My daughter, ten years old, was taken sick
last January in a very singular manner. We called
in sis of the best Physicians in the city; they said tho
case was a very singular one—they never saw one like
it—and came to the conclusion they could not teU
what the disease was. Some trionds advised that we
on a Clairvoyant; there bolng none in
Providence that we could rely on, we wrote to Mrs.
MANCHESTER, in Portland, describing her symptoms. She immediately examined her case and told
that she bad a Snake in her stomach, told where she
drank It, and that it has been growing, and from the
best of her judgement she should think it ten or
twelve inches long. 1 gave the child her
piescription
and in a few hours the child ejected the snake nlivo
from the stomach; it was measured and foupd to be
eleven and a half inches long. We have it
preserved,
that all may see for themselves that this statement is
really so. I am conedont that the child could not
have lived, had it not been for Mrs. Manchester, and
we feel as
though she never could be repaid for her
M.
MARY RAY,
GEORGE W. RAY.
dc!2tl
Providence. R. X.. Nov. 10,1865.

BALSAM is waranted to euro Coughs,CoMa. Hoarseness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throat, Coasumption, and and ad affections of the throat and

LungB.

For sale by Druggists. 80 cent* per bottle.
GEO C. OOODWIN & CO., 37 Uanover Street
Boston, Sole Agents tor New England.

M

DB. STRICKLAND’S PILE REMEDY has curd
thousand8 ot the worst cases o? Blind and Bleeding
Piles.
It gives Immediate relief, and effects a i>ermanent cure. Try it
directly. It 1* warranted to
by all Druggists. 50 cts. per bottle.
cu£M^e
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover Street,
Boston, Sole Agents tor New England.
novlOdCm

should call

Great

Inducements

FOE PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.

the palate, caune no pain, act
require increase ol dose, do not
person*, females amt childTwo taken at night movren, are just
the bowel* once the next morning.
Warranted
in all case* ot Pile* and Falling of the Rectum. We
promise a cure (or all symptom* of the Dyhi*kpsi a,
such a* Oppression after eating, Hour Stomach, Spitting of lood, Palpitation*! al*o. Headache, Dizzinos*,
Pain in the Back and Loin*, Yellowness of the Skin
and Eves, Sick Hoadachc, Coated Tongue, Biliousness, Liver Coinplnint. Los*of Appetite, Debility,
Monthly rains, and all Irregularities. Neuralgia,
TYarelert J*nd ike Lot, ittjt.« rust
Faintness, «fcc.
what they need, as they are so compact and inodonms
that they may be carried in the vest pocket. Vrice 80
per box: small boxe* 30 cent*. For *aie bv »J.
H ARKIHON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston. Will be viailed to auv addro* on
enclosing BO oont*.
j„iy4siiy

PLEASANT
promptly,
exhaust,
ana

to

never

lor elderly
the thing.

subscribers offer for sale
large quantity ol
building lots in the West End or the Cut*
THEdesirableVaughan.
Pine, Neal,
a

Carlton, Thomas,
city, lying on
West, Einery, Cushuian, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Itantorth, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell oil a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of satistiictnrv character, then will <utranee, \f desired, one fourth qj the colt Qfbwhlino, oh
completion qf the haute. From parties who build Immediately, SO CASH PATIIESTS REQl'IREII.
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ten
A. M., at the office of the subscribers, where plans
may be seen,

and full particulars obtained.
J. B. BROWN A SONS.
wayttf
1863.

Portland, May 3,

tyBook and Card printing, of every description
Prew Office.

neatly executed at the Daily

Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam
F«r

Coughs, Cold,

nud

In 1832, ami ,UU Ms
pSTABUSHED
all affection, gflhe l

JLJ

l

Con.nnpiion I
U.t tmmn
Throat amt

rrmtdjjfor
Ite caietul to get the genuine,
C/ttti,_
REJ*.D, CUTLER CO., Boston, Proprietors,
Large Bottles, $1.00.
Small, 60 esnis.
ung,.

Pure Cod Liver Oil
Bottled expressly lor Medicinal use hr REFD
CUTLER & CO., who have taoDitics Ibr obtaining „ll
ot the most reliable quality, Largo Bottles 81.00.
*
Nov 10—U*w«m

